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This document is the final report for the "Electrochemical Energy Storage
` Subsystems Study", performed by PRC/SSc under contract NAS3-21952 with NASA--
a Lewis Research Center.	 The effective date ofthe contract is September 26,
1979.	 The basic contract study encompassed the study of subsystems consisting
of fuel cells/electrolysis cell and battery cell type subsystems at 25, 50, 100
and 250 kW in low earth orbit.	 A modification was made, dated September 30,
1580, which expanded the study scope to include the geosynchronous case at














To develop computer models which are used to establish quantitative rely
°tionships between the total life cycle cost and technical parameters of
+	 Y'	 electrochemical energy storage subsystems for earth orbiting spacecraft.
r
Background
Future NASK And USAF space programs will require significant increases in
electrical power requirements from the 1980 average for existing programs of
1 kW. These requirements are projected to increase to approximately 500 kW
by the yemr'2000.
Electrical energy storage systems appropriately sized for future require-
ments and configured with today's technology will prove inordinately ex$*nsive
in terms of projected life cycle costs. These costs must be considered truly
tg
significant in that they will command a disproportionate share of av ailable
resources thereby constraining the numbers and types of future space programs
Accordingly, it is imperative that new technologies be developed for the
design of electrical energy storage systems Implicit in the development of
these technologies is the capability to analyze the impact on system life
i
	
	 .cycle costs resulting from varying design specifications. Every attempt must
be made to maximize system performance and minimize life cycle costs. The





A series of fifteen baseline electrical storage subsystems using today's











25_kW 50 kW 100 kW 250 kW 25 kW
NCd Battery e e • • •
N H2 Battery • • • • •
Fuel Cell • • • e •
va
Algovithmm representing life cycle	 were developed for each of the
fifteen baseline subsystems in their designated orbit. Each subsystem was
then subjected to changer in design specifications and the resulting changes
in life cycle costs were computed. These iterations resulted in the develop -
ment, of a series of mathematically expressed relationships between individual
system components/parameters and life cycle costs.
It should be noted that the model's effectiveness is somewhat limited at
this time due to the absence of certain empirical data relating to performance,
physical characteristics and costs. Such data are noticeably absent for N H2
cells and the advanced light-weight fuel cell now being developed.
The model is however logically correct, internally consistent, and
realistic. Its full effectiveness as a des gn , and budgeting tool will be
realized when the voids in empirical data are filled.
Results and ConcluWi , 	 ]
f`	 4
The models provide an extensive and detailed series of mathematically 	 j
expressed relationships between individual system components/parameters and
life cycle costs. Graphic representations of these relationships are provided
s






The conclusions of the research are summarized in Section 50. Several
of the more pertinent conclusions are as follows:
e Quantitative relationships and computer models were developed which
enable examination of the effects on life cycle cost resulting from
varying technical parameters of the subsystem.
0 The life cycle costs of NiCd systems are approximately twice those 	 {
of comparable NiH2 systems.
i
e The life cycle costs of 1TiH2 systems are comparable to those of
comparable fuel cell systems.
.s
• The driving parameters of battery systems have a greater impact on
life cycle costs than do comparable parameters for 'fuel cell systems.
It should be emphasized again that there is a lack of accurate data	 r.




rand costs.	 In many cases, it was necessary to interpolate # extrapolate, and
otherwise eitimate relationships in order to complete the study.	 The mode. is
' however, logically correct, internally consistent, and realistic and can be
used effectively as a design and budeting toel.
Areas for Further Study
Numerous areas for further study having high potential returns on invest-
ment are readily apparent.	 There aro:+discussed ,in detail in Section 6.0.
Four of the more promising Areas arer
r'
r •	 The conduct of life cycle cost sensitivity analyses on designated
system parameters by varying only one designated parameter while
holding all else constant
r e	 The conduct comparative life cycle cost analyses on the development





is	 The modification and use of the models, as guides, to plan and
coordinate future component/system development and test programs,
thereby maximizing the use of available resources.
e	 The modification and use of the models to optimize specified system
r
5
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w LO STUDY OVERVIEW
r
1.1	 Background
NASA and VW proposed space programs for the psr od of the 1980s and
1990s indicate increases in apace power requirements, from a x.980 average
k (existing programs) of about 1 kW to jtut under 500 kW in thi,, year 2000.
These power levels (which do not include the Solar Power Satellite power levels)
present a technical and economic challenge to the NASA, USIA!', and comercial/
r industrial sectors.	 As a result the projected costs of reliable, light-weight
C energy storage subsystems are considerable and will become serious constraints
on the number and types of space programs which may be implemented over the
next 20 to 30 years.
Based upon this study, space energy storage subsystems using NiCd cells
a
weigh &bout 170 kg per
 kW.
	 From this, the initial opace transportation costsr
alone f ^. a 25 kW NiCd energy 	 orage subsystem for delivery to LEO9Y'	 Y	 	 by Shuttle
F,
are on the order of $ 8M , and to GEO by Shuttle/IUS are $36M.
	 Using the newer
technology NiM2
 cell, these costs can be reduced about $4M
	 to LEO and $24M
Q to GEO.	 If the advanced lightweight fuel cell technology is used, these trans-
portation costs can be further reduced to about $4M to LEO and $11M to GEO
The initial space transportation costs are but one element of the life
cycle costs MCC).	 Other costs which are important include unit coats, sub-
	
I
system assembly costs, maintenance and spares costa e
 ancillary equipment costs,
interfacing subsystems costs and mission user costs.
	 (In come concepts, spares
costs may be represented by such life -extending schemes as "swatch -on" redun-
dancy and low level operation.)
w It is important, therefore, to examine and quantify the LCC benefits of
various, physical, -, performance and operational technologies applied to electri-
` cal power systems for high power early orbiting missions.
	 These 'benefits
provide the basis for research and technology development and ultimate cost






It was the purpose of this study to establish the cost-technology relation-
ships of energy storage subsystems for tour LEO missions (25, 50, 100 and 250
kW) and one GEO mission (25 cW). 	 Two types of energy storage subsystems were
examined for each of the LEO and GEO power levels
	 (1) subsystems using




also identifies areas of new technology for each type of subsystem which, if
the technology were incorporated, would reduce the cost of space power systems.
i Stated another way, the study objective was to establish the relative_
sensitivity of energy storage subsystAm ,life cycle costs (LCC) to varia-
tions in parameters such as battery depth of discharge, call capacity, internal
i operating temperatures, current density, and weights and volumes.	 The cost of j tl
' developing and/or implementing specific technology solutions is, however, not
±
i
quantified.	 For example, the effect on LCC of depth of discharge (DOD) of a j
NiH2 battery subsystom is quite pronounced at about 60 percent DOD ($10M per
percent DOD at 70 percent DOD), indicating large potential cost reductions
given the capability to operate NiH2 at a 70 percent DOD without a correspond-
ing severe reduction in operating cycle life.
Typical missions for each of four power levels in LEO and one power level
in GEO are shown in the table of Exhibit 1-1. 	 Exhibit 1-2 depicts a high
f
power pulti-user Space Platform for LEO missions requiring a total of 250 kW,
continuous power. 	 Exhibit 1-3 depicts a 25 kW Space Platform for GEO missions t"`
requiring 25 kW, continuous power. 	 These exemplify the types of missions which
were analyzed in this study. g^
1.3	 S%udy Methodology
l\s The study methodology involved (1) development of mission, system/sub-
F_. system requirements for each subsystem power level and orbit, (2) development
of performance and cost model structures and the required interrelated )
algorithms of physical, performance and cost parameters, ( 3) establishment
of baseline subsystems, representative of existing technology, and (4 ) varia-
E^
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of their effect on LCC. Each step in the methodology is described inthe
following sections.
1.3.1 Mi, ssionZSystem Subsystem Requirements
The purpose of this task was to establish reasonably representative
a	 mission scenarios and system and subsystem requirements which derive from the
mission. This sets the stag 'r, and establishes the boundaries for the design
of the baseline subsystems.
i A review was made of current literature to determine reasonably ' ;typical
scenarios for the LEO and GEO missions. 	 Then, LEO and GEO Space Platform
4 block diagrams weredeveloped to identify subsystem functional interfacds
a
requiring consideration in the LCC of the energy storage subsystem (ESS) (see
Exhibit 1-4).	 The Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) is a good example. 	 In
varying the operating temperatures of the fuel, cells or batteries, the load
on the TCS will vary, thus affecting the WC. 	 Another subsystem interface
k affected by the ESS design is the operations and maintenance (O&M) crew sub-
system (OMCS), wherein the reliability and life capabilities of the ESS
determine the unscheduled and scheduled maintenance man-hours (performed by
astronauts/technicians).
	 These interface elements are included in the Per-
formance and Cost Models developed for the study.
The set of requirements which were developed, in specification format, are
contained in Appendix A. 	 Exhibit 1-5 is a summary of the specification. 	 l
i 1.3.2	 Performance and Cost Models
^r
Two sets of performance/cost models were generated, one for battery type
subsystems and one for fuel cell/electrolysis cell type subsystems. 	 Each model
can be exercised at any desired subsystem power level in the selected LEO
(444 km, 560 inclination) or GEO orbits, or with the appropriate manual inputs,
earth orbits at any altitude.	 The purpose of the performance and cost models,
which are the keys to the study, is to represent dynamically, the design and
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• Power output (4 LEO Missions, t GEO Mission)
LEO Missionsc, 25, 50, 100, 250 kW Continuous, EOL
GEO Missions; 25 kW Continuous, EOL
• Voltages (All Missions)
• Input to power distribution & control subsystem JPOCS)
12s.s VDc
• To Users: 75% of power at 120 VDC
To Users: 25% of power at 30 V DG
• LEO Orbit: 444 KMj 560 Inclination
• GEO Orbit: Equatorial Stationary (35,786 KM)
• System Operational 1985,1995
• State-of-Art Design for Baseline
• Transportation to LEO , Shuttle,
• Transportation to GEO: Shutttle/lUS
• Astronaut Assisted Deployment & CIO for LEO Missions
• Autonomous Deployment for GEO Missions
• 30 Year Life for LEO Subsystems with overhauls
• 5 Year Life for GEO Subsystems
• LEO Reliability:. Maximum replacement of 10`D6 of battery
cell or fuel cell or electrolysis cell or pressurizing pumps
over 1 overhaul cycle
• GEO Reliability: No overhauls or replacement
of hardware
• Structural: Loads on ESS	 -
Operating: 0.01 G, All Axes
- Stowed: Shuttle/I US Payload Environment
--	 n
With relativs ease, the programs for the models can be modified to'utilize
any set of self-consistent relationships such as battery life versus depth-of-
t	 discharge (DOD) versus operating temperature, or fuel cell life versus current-
density of a fuel cell stack (FCS).	 The logic and ,relationships used in the
performance/cost model are contained in Appendices B and C for the battery
subsystems and Appendix D for the fuel cell subsystems.
Representative forms of the performance models are shown in Exhibits 1-6
`	 and 1-7 for the battery and fuel cell subsystems respectively.	 In each case,
the orbit determines the maximum eclipse time, Tl , and the minimum illumination
time T2.	 This, in turn, determines the discharge and charge rates, the numbers
j	 of modules, the size of modules, life requirements, efficiencies and reliability
(all of which are variable).	 The selected values of these variables then
determine, through the respective cost model, the LCC of any set of ,design
r	
parameters representing a particular subsystem and its interfacing subsystems
(TCS, SAS or OMCS).
.Exhibit 1-8 depicts the life characteristics of the NiCd, the NiH2 and the
light-weight fuel cell.	 These characteristics are used in the subsystem base-
line designs escribed in the next section. 	 These are typical of the relation-
ships for which  al or t	 sdeveloped for use in the models	 all of whichg _ i hm	 w re develo p
are provided in the appendices. t
As stated previously, there is a lack of accurate and consistent data {
with which to model battery and fuel cell performance,physical characteristics
and costs.	 This is especially true of NiH 2 cells and the advanced light-weight









However, the model as it stands is realistic. Because the model is
F	 logically correct and consists of considerable detail, it has significant 	 p




place of the existent sets and and obtain the technological benefit in terms of 	 g
LCC. In addition, the models may be used to establish developmental objectives
e	 :µ
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Exhibit 1-9 provides a summary of the parameters which are accessible and
quantifiable in the performance/cost models and in the input requirements sat.
These and other parameters and their interrelationships are either inherent in
and/or may be provided as inputs to the models. The arrows in the performance
model identify the parameters which are the inputs to the cost model.
As stated earlier, Appendices -B through D contain the detailed cost model
logic and the cost relationships assumed for the battery and fuel cell sub-
systems. Exhibit 1-10 is a matrix representing the battery life cycle cost
model (LLCM) and Exhibit 1- 11, the fuel; cell LCCM.
The cost models were constructed using (1) the work breakdown structure
(WBS) presented in Section 2.0 and (2) the Life Cycle Cost flow diagrams
presented in Section 3.0. Referring to Exhibit 1-11, the intersections of )le
matrix represent cost elements. Cost estimating relationships (CERs) were
developed for each cost element. Generally, the production (in-plant) CERs
consist of the costs of direct labor; materials and components; process
equipment, and wraparound costs such as burdens, fringes, overhead, G&A,
maintenance, and factory resources. Inputs consist of a number of cells,
weights, volumes, and other cost sensitive parameters such as attrition and
component rejection rate.; The 06M CERs consist of astronaut man-hours;
i
training (based on assumed attrition rates)F spares (based on life and
reliability), and space transportation (based on estimated dollars per unit
	
y	 	 p	 P
weight (or volume) for Shuttle and Shuttle/IUS transportation._
1.3.3 Baseline Subsystems
Battery and Fuel Cell Characteristics	 !
MP The battery performance and cost models were developed for the use of
either N Cd or NiM2 cells. The fuel cell performance and cost models were
developed around the light weight fuel cell design presently being developed
^f by UTC under contract NAS8-30637 with George C. Marshall Space Flight Center.
.The details for each type cell are summarized in Exhibit 1-12. These data
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Exbibit 1.13. Performance Model Cells
A common shape and layout was chosen for all subsystem configurations
which consists of a polygon-shaped cross-section with ai fixed outside dia-
meter consistent with the Shuttle payload bay width and a variable length,
L. This is shown in Exhibit 1-13 for the NiCd subsystems, Exhibit 1-14 for
the NiH2 subsystems and Exhibit 1-15 for the fuel cell subsystems. In each
case, algorithms were developed to relate weight, dimensions and volume to
sucA parameters as Battery Cell AH capacity, Fuel Call Unit WCU) active area,
numbers of cells per module, numbers of FCUs (or electrolysis cell units,
ECUs), numbers of power channels, etc. Volumes were required to determine
Shuttle apace transportation costs for the cases where these costs were volume
constrained as opposed to weight constrained. The configuration for the fuel
cell/electrolysis cell ancillary equipment (i.e., the tanks, pumps, filters,
valves required for the 02 and H2 gases and water feed/storage systems) assumes
a three compartment, common bulkhead, ellipse-domed storage/pressure tank
as shown in Exhibit 1-15. Algorithms were included in the model to vary the
capacities and pressures of these tanks.
The baseline subsystems parameter values and LCC are su=Arized in
s
Exhibit 1-16a for the NCd battery subsystems, Exhibit 1-16b for the NiH2
battery subsystems, and Exhibit-1-16c for the fuel cell subsystems.	 k
In reviewing and comparing the baseline subsystems data contained in the
exhibits, it must be recognized that these are baselines# not necessarily
'	 optimum designs. For better comparisons the parameters for each baseline
design must be varied to determine the LCC relative to such parameters as DOD,
E.
current density, cell capacity, maintenance cycles, discharge and charge rates, 	 F
etc. The model may be used to do this (and should be), however, the primary
r
objective of the study is to determine the dependence of LCC on the various
technology parameters in order to evaluate potential dollar benefits of
r
technology investigations and development. 	 x
Exhibit 1-17 shows the type of data outputs which the Model will provide.
Exhibit 1-17(a) is for the NiCd;battery subsystems$ Exhibit 1-17(b) for NiH2
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1.3.4 Results and Conclusions
The models provide an extensive and detailed series of mathematically
expressed relationships between individual system components/parameters and
life cycle costs. Graphic representations of these relationships are provided
in Volume II (Appendix G).
The conclusions of the research are presented in Exhibit 1-18 and sun-
marized in Section 5.0. As noted earlier within the limitations of available' 	 .
data, some of the more pertinent conclusions are as follows;
• The life cycle costs of NiCd systems are approximately twice those	 F
of comparable NH2 systems.
• The life cycle costs of Nitsy	 2 systems are comparable. to .those of 	 ?_
comparable fuel cell systems.
• The driving parameters of battery systems have a greater impact on 	 Y ""
life cycle costs than do comparable parameters for fuel cell systems.
1.3.5 Areas for Further Study
Numerous areas for further study having high potential returns on invest-
ment for readily apparent. These are presented in Exhibit ,1-19 and discussed'
in detail in Section 6.0 Four of the more promising areas are:
t
• The conduct of life cycle cost sensitivity analyses on designated
system parameters by varying only one designated parameter while
holding all else constant.
1!
• The conduct of comparative life cycle cost analyses on the development
of alternative component technologies and on the configuration of
alternative system designs.
• The modification and use of the models, as guides, to plan and	 j
-41	 coordinate future component/system development and test programs,
thereby maximizing the use of available resoueces.
• The modification and use of the models to optimize specified system
performance parameters for given levels, of, life cycle funding.
22
s
CONCLUSIONS: BATTERY DRIVING PARAMETERS
LCC SENSITIVITY
LEO OBOBATTERY PARAMETER
DOD (CAPAC. VARIABLE) VERY STRONG STRONG
LIFO (CAPAC. VARIABLE) VERY STRONG MODERATE
DOD, (CAPAC> FIXED) STRONG STRONG
LIFE (CAPAC. FIXED) STRONG' STRONG
CAPACITY STRONG MODERATE
HARDWARE LIFE CYCLES (CAPAC. VARIABLE) MODERATE *--
DISCHARGE CURRENT (CAPAC. FIXED) MODERATE STRONG










CURRENT DENSITY 	 MODERATE	 STRONG
VOLTAGE,	 MODERATE	 MODERATE
ACTIVE AREA	 WEAK	 MODERATE
LIFE	 WEAK	 WEAK	 $





• VARY PERFORMANCEMOST MODEL PARAMETERS WITHOUT INTERACTIONS
(e.g, VARY DOD WITHOUT EFFECTING LIFE) TO DETERMINE INDEPENDENT
LCC VARIATIONS
• USE PERFORMANCEMOST MODEL TO DETERMINE POTENTIAL LCC SAVINGS
VS DEVELOPMENT COSTS REOUIRED TO ACHIEVE DESIRED PERFORMANCE
• USE PERFORMANCE/COST MODEL TO PLAN AND COORDINATE UPCOMING
BATTERY AND FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENTITEST PROGRAMS
DEVELOP AN OPTIMIZED ESS DESIGN . MODIFY THE PROGRAM-
• DEVELOP AN INTEGRATED ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE/COST MODEL''
MISSION 	 SOLAR ARRAY	 ESS	 PDCS	 USER




• GaAs (1 toN)	 • Fuel Calls	 • DC/AC
• Etc.
• DEVELOP A TOTAL SPACE PLATFORM MODEL






2.0 ESS PERFORMANCE MODEL
This section describes the ESS performance model which was developed for
this study. Described in this section are a battery ESS performance model
with two applications (nickel radium and nickel hydrogen),, and a fuel cell/
electrolysis cell ESS,mo$*,'L with one application (hydrogen-oxygen). As shown
by the 'Battery ESS Perforw^,Lnce Model Schematic, Exhibit 2- 1 , the Battery ESS
consists of identical power channels which are connected in parallel. As
shown by the Fuel Cell ESS Performance Model Schematic, Exhibit 2-2 the
fuel cell ESS consists of a variable combination of chargers, electrolysis
cells and fuel cells, with common storage tanks for the reactants.
2.1 General Methodology
A general methodology was incorporated into all three 'ESS performance
models. This provides a basis for making comparisons between the three
different types of Energy Storage Subsystems, and also provides a methodology
to compare different types of technologies (e.g, AgCd Battery, HCl fuel
cell, _etc.). Exhibits 2-3 and 2-4, respectively, are block diagrams of the
Battery and Fuel Cell ESS Performance Models. A breif description of the




The mission requirements are reflected by life cycle scenarios for
	 {
each of the three types of subsystems.
	 These requirements include the
appropriate orbits, power users and on-board maintenance scenarios
for each of the LEO and GEO missions.
•	 ESS Requirements	 !
r N ;^
The ESS requirements are based on common, performance and configuration
requirements for each of three types of subsystems.
	 These performance
requirements include 25 kW, 30 kW, 100 kW and 250 kW continuous power
for LEO and 25 kW continuous power for GEO.	 The configuration require-
ments include a1	 :.po ygon shaped ESS which is compatible with Space























































e	 Cell Discharge Performances
The unit cell discharge performance at SOL is used to determine the
quantity of battery cells or fuel cells whic j^ are needed to produce
the required power.	 For a fuel cell type of ESS, the fuel cell
K
► '
"discharge" performance also determines the ancillary equipment
storage requirements.	 The discharge performanco is a function of
the cell life and vice versa. 	 Hence, a trade must be made between
cell performance and ESS maintenance requirements=. 	in addition, the
Unit cell discharge performance effects the ESS power conditioning
requirements and provides a component of the ESS thermal control
.n
heat load.
•	 Cell Charge Performance
The unit cell charge performance at EOL is used to determine the ESS
solar array input power requirement.	 in addition, the unit cell
r
1	 a
charge performance provides one component of the totel ESS thermal
acontrol heat load. 	 For a fuel cell/electrolysis cell type of ESS,
the electrolysis cell "charge" performance is used to determine the
quantity of electrolysis cells, as well as come of the ancillary
equipment requirements.	 The electrolysis cell performance also is a
function of cell life and vice versa, which requires a trade between
cell performance and ESS maintenance requirements. 	 The combined
dischatUe and charge thermal control heat loads provide the basis
for determining the overall ESS watt-hour efficiency.
a	 Interface Requirements
I As described above, the ESS directly impacts the power conditioning,
+	 ^'
the solar array, and the thermal control subsystem of a space plat-
form.	 The impact on the subsystems, in turn effects the interface
- y' costs, which also must be included in the total ESS 'life `cycle cost,
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a ESS Weights and Volumes
The ESS weights and volumes include all major components of hardware.
This provides a realistic basis for determining the ESS transportation
costs and tither life cycle costs based on weight or volume for the
different types of energy storage subsystems
2.1.1 ESS Battery Performance
As stated previously, the Battery ESS performance Model has two distinct
applications - one for nickel cadmium and one for nickel hydrogen battery cells.
The configurations of these types of cells are shown in Exhibits 2-5a and b.
Due to the extensive test data and space use experience available for nickel
cadmium, the N Cd performance model (Appendix B) was constructed first and
validated using data for 20 AH GE nickel cadmium battery cells from various
sources. Then, the nickel hydrogen performance model (Appendix C) was con-
structed using the more limited nickel hydrogen data, requiring in some cases
extrapolations/inteaepolations from comparable nickel cadmium data. However,
despite this limitation, the nickel hydrogen performance model is also a valid,
useful model; and provides an accurate picture of the performance for a nickel




2.1.2 ESS Fuel Cell Performance
The fuel cell/electrolysis cell ESS performance model (Appendix D) was
 k	
3
constructed using light-weight fuel cell technology (Exhibit 2-5c), which is
presently being developed by UTC for NASA LeRC and MSFCo The electrolysis
..	 cell performance is assumed to be a mirror image of the fuel cell performance
with respect to the theoretical Gibbs free energy of a hydrogen -oxygen fuel
cell. The ancillary equipment capacity is sized based on "normal use" being	 x
i
80 percent of the total quantity of reactants stored. This provides a 25
AA	
percent safety factor above normal use. For more realistic performance results,
^ 	 the life performance requirements for each of three major component groups -






t2.2	 ESS Performance Relationships
.' Each ESS performance model consists of &_myriad of specific relationships.
f To individually discuss each of these relationships listed in Appendices B, C,
a and D is not practical.	 However, certain key relationships which give a
general "road map" for each model are discussed in the following paragraphs.
A
2.2.1	 Battery Performance Relationships
I,. Several key battery model relationships are discussed in conjunction with
i Exhibits 2-6, 2-7, and 2-8.	 Exhibits 2-6 and 2-7 are for NiCd, while
Exhibit 2-8.is for NiH 2 cells respectively.	 The relationships are as follows;
•	 Maximum Cell Life
The relationship of DOD versus Cell Life versus Temperature for a NiCd
battery cell is shown in Exhibit 2-6a.	 This relationship was derived
from Figure 1 of a paper written by Barry Trout of IaJ Space Center
(Energy Storage for Low Earth Orbit 22erations at High Power) plus	 }
Figure 57 of NASA RP 1052 (Sealed Cell NiCd Battery Applications	 1
Manual).	 A comparable_ relationship for a NiH2 Battery Cell is shown
in Exhibit 2-8a.	 The-NiH2 relationship was derived from the Barry




{ e	 Number of Cells in Parallel	 n
The basic ampere-hour balance equation for all battery systems is:
Number Cells in Parallel x Cell Capacity x DOD x Capacity Degradation •
k (Required ESS Power t Required ESS Voltage x Max Eclipse (Dark)
Period.
e	 Cell Discharge Voltage
The relationship of cell discharge voltage versus DOD versus charg@
current for a NiCd battery cell at 10°C is shown in Exhibit 2-6b.
' This relationship was derived from data in NASA RP 1052 (Sealed Cell
NiCd Battery_ Applications Manual). 	 Other curves for different
^x temperatures were also derived and used.	 For NiH2
 model, these
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(Hydrogon Nickel Regenerative Fuel Cells) plus McDonnell Douglas data
(Nickel Hydrogen Prototypg Cell Evaluation Tests).
NOTE: The output from these relationships are adjusted to EOL by
multiplying the curve value by the voltage degradation factor.
V • Number of Cells in series
i The hasi.c battery system relationships ins
x' Number of Cells in Series	 Required ESS Voltage.+ EOL Cell Voltage-
fi
•	 Recharge Fraction
The relationship for the recharge fraction of a N iCd Battery Cell
is shown in Exhibit 2-6c and a comparable relationship for NiH2
 is
shown in Exhibit 2-8c.
	 The NiCd :relationship was obtained from NASA
x MSFC`Report 40M22430 (The Apollo Telescope Mount Electrical Power
System Post Mission Design and Performance Review). 	 The NiH2 relation-
ship was obtained from Rockwell International test data published by
AIM in 1980 (Test Data Analysis and Application of Nickel Hydrogen
Cells).	
1
•	 Cell Charge Voltage
y
Exhibit 2-6d shows the relationship of charge voltage versus charge
throughput versus charge current for a NiCd Battery Cell.
	 It should
be nnted that this relationship is actually three dimensional (eog,
temperature is also included as shown in Exhibit 2-7). 	 This relation-
ship was obtained from NASA RP 1052 (Sealed Cell NiCd Battery Applica -
tions Manual).	 A similar relationship for NiH2 is shorn in Exhibit
2-8d.	 This relationship was derived from Tyco Laboratories test data
(Hydrogen-Nickel Regenerative Fuel Cells) plus McDonnell Douglas data
(Nickel-Hydrogen Prototype Cell Evaluation Tests).
•	 Watt-Hour Efficiency
^	 y
Watt-).tour Efficiency = Discharge Current x Discharge Voltage x
Its Discharge Time * (Charge Current x Charge
,- Voltage x Charge Time)
37	
_
The watt-hour efficiency is a-function of discharge power (current x
voltage), charge power, and the discharge/charge periods of time
'	 e.g., Discharge Energy 4 Charge Energy).	 It should be noted that
the discharge and charge heat loads are included in the watt-hour
efficiency.	 Past of tho input charge energy is lost as the light
period heat load; while the remainder is stored.	 In turn, part of
r:
the stored energy is lost as the dark period heat loadt while the
remainder is the output discharge energy.
2.2.2 Fuel Cell Performance Relationships
Several key fuel cell model relationships are discussed in conjunction with	 ):
Exhibit 2-9.	 The source for the data in Exhibit 2-9 is the UTC Final Report
FCR--1656 (Lightweight Fuel Cell Powerplant Components Program).	 While
Exhibit 2-9 applies only to fuel cell life and performance, it is also the
basis for electrolysis cell.life/performance characteristics.
	 As stated.	 !:
previously, the electrolysis cell performance is assumed to be -a mirror image
f
`.'	 of the fuel cell performance with respect to the theoretical Gibbs free energy
of a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell.
	 It should be noted, that the fuel cell unit
(FCU) used in the fuel cell ESS model is the same as the two cell module
(TCM) defined on pages 50-54 of the UTC report FCR-1656.	 This means that the
FCU voltage in this report is 2x the unit cell voltage asdefined by the UTC
report.	 (:
• Maximum FCU Life
As shown in Exhibit 2-9,-the degradation of cell voltage varies with
the operating current density.
	 The data used is based upon BOL'
operation versus operation to 2500 hours at the same power level.
Since the voltage is degrading during this period of time, the current
'	 (e.g., current density for a fixed cell active area) was increased to
maintain constant output power.
	 From this the model is constructed
'_	 = assuming (1) a constant current density and (2) a linear degradationi
4i	
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•	 Number of FCU in Parallel
The basic current balance equation for all fuel cell systems in:
Number of FCU in Parallel x FCU Active Area x FCU Currant Density
ESS Power	 ESS Voltage
•	 FCU Voltage
The relationship of FCU voltage versus current density versus cell life
is shown in Exhibit 2-9	 From this relationship, it is possible to
project an FCU voltage at EOL for an expected FCU :life and correspond-
r `	ing current density which is assumed to be constant throughout the
f	 entire FCU li;:fe.
e	 Number of FCU in Series
The basic relationship is:
;Number FCU in Series - Required ESS Voltage + 'EOL Cell Voltage
'	 e Total Number ofECU
The basic relationship is:
Total Number of ECU x Total H2 Generation Per ECU = Total Number of FCU ff!
x H2 Consumption per 1
FCU
It should be noted that this relationship includes the efficiencies
of both ECUs and FCUs which are inherent in the reactants generation 1
and consumption rates respectively, i
• ECU Voltagei	 ,
-
	
	 The ECU voltage is projected for EOL in a manner similar to the FCU
voltage, except that the voltage which results from the cell degradation
is shown in Exhibit 2-9 is added to the Gibbs free energy for the
reactant combination of hydrogen and oxygen. The source for this
,.	 methodology is UTC Final Report FCR-1656 (Light Weight Fuel Celle	 ;
Powerplant Components Program) plus General Electric Study ECOES-12
(Electrochemical Cell Technology for Orbital Energy Storage).
• Watt-Hour Efficiency
Watt-Hour, Efficiency = ESS Output Power x Dark Period Time + (ESS
(	 Input Power x Light Period Time)
40 b
,., w.,...	 ,.^..,,,,..,ss..,aae..,._..^a-_.,..,..__a....._....ao....,,..2,....i[e as._...sd.^f6-e.. ,....,. ....__sccx.._. m,..s....,
	 .. ....wra_..
	 ...	 _	 _...	 ._
aThis relationship for a fuel call ESS system is equivalent to a similar
relationship for a battery ISS system. Similar comments pertaining to
`	 the discharge (dark) andfcharge (light) period heat load@ apply as
t	 well.
+ ^,	 2.3 ASS Physical Characteristics
Given unit cell performance, which in turn determines the total number
of unit cells, the ESSprovide physical characteristics are then derived. ToP y	 P
a basis for comparison between the different types of technology, essentially
the same ESS configurations are hypothesized for NiCd, NiH2 and fuel cell
subsystems. These configurations are discussed in the following paragraphs.
2.3.1 Battery Subsystem Physical Characteristics
The ESS Battery WES, which is shown in Exhibit 2-10, provides the
.y "skelton" for the NiCd and NiN 	 Battery ESS configurations. 	 The Nicd
Hierarchy and 'NiH2 Hierarchy Configurations are shown in Exhibits 2-11 and
2-12 respectively.	 The battery cells are the basic building block. 	 A battery
module is a group of battery cells which are electrically and mechanically	
'1interconnected.	 A batter	 in turn is ay	 group of interconnected .battery.
modules.	 The batteries are then integrated into an Energy Storage Subsystem,
r which is configured as an N-sided polygon with a variable length, depending
f upon the number of batteries. 	 The Batter, performance model determines the
quantities of the various hardware items so thatthe resultant combination is
reasonably optimized with respect to a weight versus volume packing density.
2.3.2	 Fuel Cell Subsystem Physical Characteristics
The ESS Fuel Cell WBS end Fuel Cell/Electrolysis Hierarchy Configuration
are shown in Exhibits 2-13 and 2-14 respectively. 	 For this ESS configuration,
t the fuel cell unit and the electrolysis cell unit are the two basic building
blocks.	 A fuel cell stack is a group of FCUs which are electrically and
and mechanically interconnected.	 An electrolysis cell stack is a group of inter-
c
VF	
onnected ECUs.	 A power module consists of a group of 'PC stacks and EC stacks
which are mechanically interconnected.	 A power channel consists of a group of
electrically interconnected FG stacks.
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PC stacks will not be equal to the number of EC stacks. The power modules, 	 k
together with a common ancillary equipment assembly, are integrated into an
Energy Storage Subsystem, which is configured as an N-sided polygon, with
variable length. The fuel cell performance model determines the quantities
of the various hardware items so that the resultant combination is reasonably
optimized with respect to a weight versus volume packing density.
2.4 ESS Baseline Configurations
The ESS baseline configurations were derived by exercising the respective
performance models, with certain basic ground rule assumptions which were
common to all three models. For example, mission requirements such as the
orbit and the number of hardware life cycles were common for all LEO missions.
For the purpose of this study, hardware life cycle is one set of hardware which	
i




of the total ESS subsystem life. In GEO there is only one hardware life cycle
which is equal to the subsystem life,life, and no maintenance is performed during
the cycle. A comparable set of mission requirements were common for all GEO
missions. The power levels were sized at 25 kW, 50 kW, 100 kW and 250 kW for
x	
LEO missions and 25 kW for GEO missions. Another basic ground rule wasthat




while the same FCU and ECU were used for all fuel cell configurations. This
was done so that actual hardware which is presently available, representing
state-of-the-art technology, would be used and comparable results between the 	 a
baselines could be achieved.
ti
2.4.1 NCd Baseline Configurations
Exhibit 2-15 summarizes the NiCd baseline configurations. It should be
noted that this is a short "Table" version of a more complete and detailed
"Chart" listing of performance rakameters and physcial characteristics. A
"Chart" listing for each baseline configuration is contained in Appendix E. 	 }
Each chart listing also includes life cycle costs which are discussed in later
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z	 2.4.2 NiH2 Baseline Configurations
The NiH2
 baseline configurations are summarized in Exhibit 2-16. The
basic comment applies concerning the "Tables" version shown and the detailed
j "Chart" printouts for the NiH2 baselines in Appendix E. The formats for the
NiCd and NiH2 "Table" and "Chart" printouts are essentially identical to
allow a detailed performance comparison of the two techniques.
2.4.3 Fuel Cell Baseline Configurations
'
	
	 The Fuel Cell/Electrolysis Cell baseline configurations are summarized in
Exhibit 2-17. Again,, a more detailed "Chart" printout for each baseline is
contained in Appendix E. For comparison with the NiCd and NiH 2
 baselines, the
F performance correspondsto th aCU 	 e b ttery cell discharge performance and the
ECU performance to the battery cell charge performance, while the Ancillary




A performance comparison of the three different technology ESS baselines
is shown in Exhibit 2-18. 	 As can be seen, the NiH2
 battery cell provides
almost twice the output of the NiCd battery cell due to the effect of DOD on
cell life, which limits the maximum DOD of NiCd compared to NiH 2 .	 The NiCd	 {
cell is also considerably heaver which results in almost half the power
density per cell compared to NiH 2 .	 It should be noted that the maximum DODF, for the NiH2 baselines is somewhat restrained because of the ground rule to
-. have the same number of hardware life cycles for all three baselines., 	 The watt-
', hour efficiencies for the two battery baselines in LEO are very comparable.
r
The difference in watt -hour efficiencies at GEO is partially due to a lower
^
limit on the charge current for NiH 2
 which is not included in NiCd.__ This
difference in limits was due to the different data bases and the difference
,`	 f in methodology for determining the recharge fractions of the two ESS tech-
nologies.	 (See Exhibit 2-6c versus Exhibit 2-8c).
s,
The Fuel. Cell Configurations are very comparable with the NiH
	 configura-Y 2
. tions, particularly for unit cell power divided by total ESS power density at
LEO.	 it should be noted that the results for cell physical density and cell
49
777-77	 !r	 _.. ,
rt
power density are for the fuel cells only.
	 Hence, it is not really possible
' to compare these numbers with the battery cell numbers because the battery Y
cell includes both the fuel and electrolysis cell functions plus the ancillary
equipment functions.
	 It should be noted that the fuel cell ESS life cycle
costs are also very comparable to the NiH 2
 coat at LEO, which will be further
discussed in Section 3.
	 Note that the fuel cell ESS has a very distinct
a
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DENSITY`IKO/cm) EOL POWER DENSITY IW/KE)
CELL >SS CELL ESS
25 LEO 50 100111 .64 .00056 .00612 29.3 '13.8
50 LEO 50 <00068 ,62 ,OWK-6 .00012 30.8 13,3
100 LEO 50 100029 .62 »00056 .00012 30.8 13.3
250 LEO 50 .00012 .62 .00056 .00012 31.1 13.2












DENSITY (KE/am 1 ROL POWER DENSITY iW/KII
CELL (aa CELL an
25 LEO 60 .000683 .63 ,0028 .000139 9.78 7.26
5( LEO 50 .000332 .63 .0028 .000139 9.78 7.27
100 LEO 50 .000168 ,63 .0030 .000153 8.08 7.32
250 LEO 50 1000066 .63 .0028 .000154 10,03 7.93










DFNSITYIK9lcn131. EOL POWER DENSITY (W/Ko)
CELL1t1 ESS CELL ESS
25 LEO 232 .00139 ,42 .00082 00014 87.0 15,2
50 LEO 232 00073 .41 .00082 .00019 91.4 15.4
100 LEO 232 .00038 ,41 .00062 ,00022 83.7 15.4
250 LEO 232 .00015 .41 ,00082 .00023 75.6 15.4
25 GEO 232 .00606 .41 .00080 .00006 378,1 70.4
t
3 E
3.0 TOTAL 'LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL (LCCM)`
The purpose of the LCCM is to (1) estimate the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) of
the baseline Energy Storage Subsystems (ESS) and (2) evaluat q+ the LCC of the ESS
as the technology, performance and physical characteristics parameters are
varied through a range of values. The LLCM is integral with the ESS performance
model in the sense that it accepts input parameter values as determinedby the
performance model. The relationship of the LCCM to the performance model is
shown in Exhibit 3-1. The input parameters consist generally of quantities,
weights, volumes, life, reliability,, power output, and efficiencies] and the
thermal load and solar array input power level as shown in the exhibit. The
input parameters are specified in detail in Appendices H & C for the NiCd and
NiH2 battery ESS and Appendix E for the fuel cell ESS respectively.
The makeup of the LCCM is shown in Exhibit 3-2 which shows how the DDT&E,
Production. O&M and interfacing subsystems coats make up the total: LCC: The
makeup of the LCC is common to both battery and fuel cell ESS at all power
levels and for both LEO and GEO missions. For the GEO mission, the training
and maintenance functions involve ground monitoring and control:
s
3.1 LCCM Ground Rules and Assumptions
The top level ground rules and assumptions used in the LCCM are listed
below. Assumptions made which are peculiar to a particular phase, i.e.,'
{	 DDT&E, Production and O&H are presented within the discussion of each phase
in later sections.
Top Level Ground Rules/Assumptions
e All estimated costs are in $1980
• A dedicated factory facility supports DDT&E, Production and O&M
The Production phase ends and O &M begins at completion of ESS space
deployment and checkout.
f.	 a Shuttle and ZUS flights are dedicated to the Space Services Platform
a
System (SSPS) of which the ESS is a subsystem.
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The basis for the LCCM structures are the battery and fuel call. work
'i	 breakdown structures (WBS) described in Section 2.Q. 	 The WBSs were developed
into the functional flow diagrams shown in exhibits as tabulated:









O&M	 Exhhibit 3-6 (Common)
G
Fuel Cell ESS Flow Diagrams
r
DDTGE	 Exhibit 3-3 (Common)
,P
Production	 Exhibit 3-5
l	 O&M	 Exhibit 3-6 (Common)
Wherein, as indicated, the DDT&E and O&M functional flows are ccmw n to $
both battery and fuel cell ESS's.
3.3	 DDTaE 'Phase of the_LCCM a
The DDTGE flow diagram is shown in Exhibit 3-3 f and is
applicable to bath battery and .fuel cell ESS. 	 The DDTaE cost equation :tee:
$ DDTSE equals the sum of
r	
^
$ Design and Development 	 (D&D)	 Fl (l)
$ Subsysteem. Test Hardware	 (STH) - F1 (2)
$ STH Assembly	 (STHA)- F1 (3)
$ System Test Operations 	 (STO) =Fl(4)
$ Test Support Equipment	 (TSE)	 F1 (5)




Historical CER's ;provide the basis for each cost element of DDTaE.	 These
equations were adjusted by sets of factors (one set for battery ESS and one
set for fuel cell ESS) to take into account the economies ofsize and modu-
larity, use of flight hardware for qualification' testing where feasible, and
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Fl(1) 844 (ESS Weight)0.203
f
Fl(2) * 989 (Flight Hardware Cost)1.064
Fl(3) - 217 (F1(2)).789
Fa._(4) = 828 ,[F1(2)) .397
a	 1.025Fl (5)	 109 [Fl (1) + Fl (2) + F1(3) + Fl M )
a
Fl (6)	 94 [Fl (l) + Fl (2) + Fl (3) + Fl (4) + F1(5)) •865
Fl (7)	 131 (Fl (1) + Fl (2) + F1(3) + F1(4) + Fl (5) + Fl (6)) •865
Where ESS Total Weight and Flight Hardware Production Cost are the
inputs to the DDT&E equations.
The LCCM computes the value of these equations based on the input values,
I` 	and then applies the sets of factors shown in Exhibit 3-7 to arrive at the
final DDT&E costs. Appendices B thru D provide a complete listing of all
3 LLCM CER's, which are presented in computer symbology.
i
3.4 Production Phase of the LCCM
i
The production flow diagram is shown in Exhibit 3-4 for the battery
d	
i
ESS and in Exhibit 3-5 for the fuel cell ESS. The production flows corres-
pond to the WBS's which are present in Section 2.0,
	 I
The ground -rules and assumptions which apply to the production phase of
the LCCM are as follows.:
=	 • Production of the ESS will be performed over a one-year
period; the life of the dedicated factory facility is








ELEMENT RATIONALE FOR FACTOR 26 kW 50 kW 900 kW 250 kW
DSO ONE POWER CHANNEL +STRUCTURE, .80 ,65 '.50 .45
INTERFACES,` COMMON TANKAGE -
STH UTILIZE PLIGHT HARDWARE, REFURBISH AS .45 ,40 .30
FOR FLIGHT
STHA UTILIZE FLIGHT HARDWARE, REFURBISH .20 .20 .20 .20
FOR FLIGHT
STO NOT NECESSARY TO PERFORM ALL TESTING .50 .45 ,40 .35
AT ALL•UPS/S LEVEL
TSE LESS COMPLEX, SOMEWHAT OFFSET BY NEED .50 .45 40 .35
FOR I.F. SIMUL. USED FOR ACCEPTANCE
TESTI NG	 '
SE&I LESS COMPLEX, SOMEWHAT OFFSET .50 ,45 .40 .35
BY INTERFACE PROBLEM







ELEMENT RATIONALE FOR FACTOR 25, kW 50 kW 100 kW 2E0 LW
OiD ONE POWER CHANNEL+STRUCTURE, ,50 .40 .30 ,25
INTERFACES
STH UTILIZE FLIGHT HARDWARE, REFURBISH .36 .35 .35 .20
FOR FLIGHT
STHA UTILIZE FLIGHT HARDWARE, REFURBISH 20 .20 .20 .20
FOR FLIGHT
STO NOT NECESSARY TO PERFORM ALL TESTING A0 ,35 130 ,25
AT ALL•UPS/S LEVEL
TSE- LESS COMPLEX, SOMEWHAT OFFSET BY NEED' 150 .45 .40 .35
FOR I,F.SIMUL. USED FOR ACCEPTANCE
TESTING
SE61 LESS COMPLEX, SOMEWHAT OFFSET - .50 .45 ,40 .35
BY INTERFACE PROBLEM
MGT LESS COMPLEX, SOMEWHAT OFFSET BY ,50 .45 .40 .35
INTERFACE PROBLEM






e Factory direct labor is assumed to be $20 per hour.
• Astronaut labor is computed at $250 per hour which includes all burdens.
e The production cost development procedure and the wraparound percentages
(O.M., burden, etc.) are as shown in Exhibit 3-8.
The following sections discuss the battery ESS production costs (3.4.1)
:
and the fuel cell ESS production costs (3.4.2).
3.4.1	 Battery ESS Productica Costs
The production of the battery ESS consists of cost elements FO (1) through
FO	 (9):
FO (1)	 Cell Unit, Costs (NiCd or NiH2)(included in FO(2))
FO (2.) x Cell Matching Costs (includes FO (1))
FO (3) _ Battery Module Assembly Costs	 ~
' FO (4)	 Power Channel Assembly Costs
FO (5) - Subsystem Assembly Costs
f FO (6) - Acceptance a Transport Costs?
FO (7) - Prelaunch &.Integration Costs
Fib (8) - LEO or LEO/GEO Space Transport Costs
FO (9) - Space Deployment and Checkout Costs
r The following sections discuss each of the above cost elements.
FO (2)e	 Battery Cell Matching (includes F0(1)) Costs
This functional element consists of (1) the purchase of battery
cells (FO(l): NiCd or NiH2 cells), (2) acceptance inspection, test
n	 1 and matching of accepted cells, and (3) preparation of cells 
for integration into battery modules.
i
-e	 Labor cost - $340 per cell, or
in	 K,	 - .340 (N4)(FO(l))
where `N4	 _ total number of cells
` .0014	 = material burden factor-
`« F¢(1)	 cell unit cost
For NiCd, in dollars
2




For NiH2 in dollars
FO(l)	 -(20 Cl + 1000) (N4 A - .1041)
• Process Equipment cost w $727K
In $K, the cost estimating relationchip for FO(2) is:
FO(2) - .34 (N4) + .0014 (N4) (FO(l)) + 727
where N4 - Total number of cells
FO(l) Battery cell unit cost
Cl - Battery cell capacity
PO (3): Battery Module Assembly Costs
This functional element consists of (1) integrating the battery
cells into battery modules both mechanically and electrically,
(2) performing functional tests and inspections, and (3) pre-
paring the modules for integration into the power ,channel
assembly.
a Labor Costs $250 per cell, or in $K,
.250 (N4)
0 M&C Costs - $130 per cell unit weight, or in $K




The overall.Sattery Module cost element, FO(3), is (in $K):'
FO (3)	 .25 (N4) + .13 (N4) S4(1)) + 1049
where N4 - number of cells, and
S4(1) - cell unit weight (kg)
FO (4) Battery Power Channel Assembly Costs
This functional element consists of (1), mounting „the required
number of battery modules on the structure/'heat sink plate,
Q
	 (2) performingmechanical and electrical interconnections, (3)
-	 mounting the P3 charger and BRPC components and making the
a
	 67
necessary mechanical and electrical interconnections, and (4)
testing the assembled power channel electrically and structur-
ally using interface simulators for the solar array and thermal
control subsystems.
e Labor Costs • $ 165 per module per channel unit weight
or, in K$ - .165 (N2) (U) (S4 (2) )
• MAC Costs - $540 per module per channel unit weight
or, in K$ - .54 (N2) (U) (S4(2))
a Process
Equipment • $607K
The overall Power Channel cost element, FO (4), is (in $K)s
FO (4) - .165 (N2) (U) (S4 (2)) + .54 (N2) (U) (S4(2)) + 607
where N2 - Number of ,power channels
U	 - Number of battery modules per power channel
S4(2)- Weight of battery module
FO (5)s Battery Subsystem Assembly Costs
This functional element consists of (1) mechanically and electri-
cally connecting the power channel assemblies into the ESS sub y
system assembly, (2) testing the subsystem as an entity using
interface subsystem simulators (SAS, TCS) and (3) preparing the
ESS for acceptance by the procuring agency. At this level,
assembly jigs will be used to check the ESS for meeting proper
tolerances for mounting in the Shuttle bay. Mass properties
will be measured and documented.
e Labor Costs -'$120-per -channel unit weight, or in
K$ _ .320 * (N2) * [S4(6)]
4 MrxC Costs - $52 per channel, unit weight, or in
















The overall ESS subsystem assembly cost element, FO(5), is
i (in $K) :
FO (5) _ .172 (N2) (S4 (5) + S4 (6)) + 1329
where	 N2	 w	 Number of power channels
S4(5) -	 weight of power channel assembly
S4(6) _	 Weight of power channel interfac es
F
FO (6 ) c	 Battery Subsystem Acceptance and Transportation Costs
This functional element consist s
 of (1) a complete subsystem
functional test with data evaluation and documentation, (2) a
complete quality assurance review, (3) cleaning and preparation
for shipment and (4)- shipment to the launch site.
e	 Labor Costs a $320 per cell unit weight
orf in '$K - .320 * N4
e -M&C Costs	 . $45 per subsystem total weight'






r The overall ESS Acceptance cost element,,FO (6), (in $K)
FO (6) _ .32 (N4) + .045 04M) + 694
where	 N4	 = Total number of cells
S4(7) = ESS weight (Kg)
u
„ FO (7):	 Battery Prelaunch Integration and Checkout Costs
This functional element consists of (1) receiving inspection
and checkout prior to Shuttle (or Shuttle /IUS) integration,
(2) Shuttle (or Shuttle/IUS) integration, (3) prelaunch moni-
toring of subsystem parameters, and (4) launch.
e	 Labor Costs - $39 per subsystem weight, (in kg)
or in '$K = .039 (S4 (7) )
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• H&C Costs	 Negligible
• Equipment
Costs	 $60K
The overall prelaunch integration and checkout cost element,
FO (7) # is (in OK) s
FO 	 = .039 (S4(7)) + 60
where S4(7) - ESS weight (kg)
FO (8): Battery Space Transportation Costs
This functional element consists of
A. Transportation to LBO by Shuttle, or
B. Transportation to LEO/GEO by Shuttle/IUS
A. Transportation to LEO 044 km, 56 0 incl. ):
The cost of transportation to LEO is $1990 per kg* if weight
constrained= adjusted by the factor, K6, if volume con-
strained. X6 is applied only for the condition that,
X6 - MIA (ESS Length ♦ ESS Weight >1 (else K6 1)
The LEO cost equation (in $K) is:
FO (8) LEO - 1.99 (S4 (7) ) (K6)
where S4(7) - ESS weight (kg)
B. Transportation to LEO/GEO by Shuttle/IUS (twin stage):
The cost of transportation to LEO/GEO by Shuttle IUS is
developed as follows:
• Basic Data
- Space Shuttle to 160 N.M.: $1100/kg*
- Cost of 2-stage IUS: 	 $11.58M (1980)*
- Weight of IUS: 	 14,515 kg**
- IUS P/L Capability:	 2270 kg to GEO (from
160 N.M. LEO)**
Source: "Methods of Estimating and Evaluating the Cost Impact of Shuttle
Charges for GSFC Payloads" PRC/Contract NAS5-22,699, dated 4 May 1979.
Source: "STS Space Transportation Handbook," JSC I June 1977.
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t• Weight to LEO:
= Subsystem, weight + luS Weight
rt
_ (s /S WT) + (14 0 515 + 2270) (S/S WT.)
„ (S/S WT) (7.4)
• Cost to LEO (in Mt
(l.l) (7.4) (S/S WT) (K6)
= 8.14 (K6) (S/S WT)
e Cost from LEO to GEO in $K)t
r (11580 * 2270) ( S/S WT)
= 5.1 (S/S WT)
i
• Total cost to LEO/GEO (in $K):
l (SIS 'WT.) ( (s. 1 + 8.14 (K6)]
The LEO/GEO cost equation is (in $K)
`	
FO (8) LEO,/GEO n S4(7)(5.1 + 8.14 (K6)1
C
S
where K6 14 . 136 (ESS Length + ESS Weight) >1 else K6 1
S4 (7) - ESS weight (kg)
FO(9): -LEO Space Deployment and Checkout Costs
This functional element consists of (1) deploying the ESS from




SSPS structural mount, (3) mechanically interconnecting the ESS
to the other subsystems (SAS, TCS, PDCS (4) performing pre-
mate electrical checks, (5) electrical mating and (6) all up
subsystem/system checkout.
$	 S^(	 • Labor Costs ^ 11 per kg ES
or in $K 
_ . 011 ($4(7))
	 {















Fuel Call ESS Production Costs
The production of the fuel call ESS consists of cost elements FO(1) through,
FO(12)
,a FO (1)	 Fuel Cell ;flit (FCU) unit cost
i unit costtcoEC;)
FO (3) +^ FueltCellsStackl(FCS)
da?
FO (4) . Electrolysis tell Stack (ECS) costs k
i F0(5) -, Ancillary ,Equipment (AE) costs
f
FO (6) . Power Channel Assembly (PCA) costs
FO M - Subsystem Assembly (S/SA) costs
F0(8) . SIS Acceptance C Ground Transport. (AaGT) costs
• FO(9) . Prelaunch Integration a Checkout (PIGC) costs
FO (10)- LEO Transport (LEO X) costs
4 FO(ll)- LEO Deploy 6 Checkout (LEO DAC) costs
I` FO(12)
	
GEA Transport -(GEO X) costs
The following sections provide the rationale and relationships
for each functional element of the Production costs.
FO (1)	 Fuel Cell Unit (FCU) Unit Cost
A fuel cell unit (FCU) is an entity which is combined with addi-
tional FCU's to form a fuel cell stack (FCS).	 The number of
FCU's in an FCU is determined by the voltage output required.
F The output current of the FCS is determined, by the active area
of the electrode, Cli	 The basic performance and physical char-
acteristics of this FCU have been based on the light weight fuel
` cell under development by UTC and NASA MSFC.
The Shuttle fuel cell provides a basis for the FCU cost.
This basis must be adjusted for level of assembly and technology.
s- The average cost of the Space Shuttle fuel cell can be derived
`'	 { from Rockwell firm proposal, "Orbiter Production Increment '3A",
Volume VIt, (Pratt G Whitney subcontract). 	 These costs are
;f
shown below for 9 F.C. units, and the adjustments made for year r










A.	 Year Costs ON) Escalation 1980$
78 1.381 1.222 1.688
79 1.343 1.115 1.497
so .883 1.000 .883
81 .230 .891 .20S
TOTAL, 9 Units	 4.273
B.	 Unit Fuel Cell cost - . 475 $M/unit
C.	 Unit Fuel Cell power	 12.5 kW (max. power)
D.	 Cost per kilowatt - #038/kW
E.	 Assume hypothetical, FCU costs $. 038M/kW
P.	 Assume the hypothetical FCU 's costs are 2/3 of the complete
PC and that this is offset by technology considerations.
G.	 Therefore, for a . 206 kW FCU ( lFCU	 1TCM	 1/17	 3.5 W)
C (FCU, lst Unit) - $7828
The average cost of FCU's C(FCU, AVG) are subject to quantity
savings because of learning.	 A learning curve of 90 % is assumed.
From established formulae for learning,
1	 (Nl) (1+b)C(FCU, AVG	 Fo(l) - C(FCU, lst Unit) 1+b	 x (Nl)
where for 90% learning#5 ^	 V
b - log10 (.9) t .30103	 .152
1(1+b) - 	 1.18
Therefore,
1.18	 (N1)• 848C(FCU, AVG) = C (FCU, lst Unit 9 Nl




Further adjustment is required to consider savings in per unit
cost due to FCU active area, Cl.	 The baseline FCU active area,
Cl(l) is .25 ft.2 - 232.26cm2 .	 The larger the FCU active area,
lit IJ
the fewer items which require handling, cutting, etc.	 Assuming
73
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a slope of 0.8, then,
C(FCU, AVG) = 9.237 (Nl)".152 x	 Cl	 ).8
.23.2.26
In $K, the CER for PO (1) is:
FO(l)
	 9.237 (Cl /232.261 .8 x (Nl) -.152
where Cl - FCU Area
N1 • Total Number FCU
I;
FO (2)s Electrolysis Cell Unit (ECU) Cost
	
f	 An electrolysis cell unit (ECU) is an entity which is combined.
with additional ECU's to form an electrolysis dell stack, (ECS)-.
It is defined as a reverse FCU, (see FO(1)),	 1
	
"	 The same basic cost estimate rationale is used as for the
	
!	 FCU. Also, the same cost equation applies as for the FCU except	 d
that the ECU active area is now C2, and the number of ECU's is
N2. In $Kt
FO(2) - 9.237 [C2 / 232.261 '8 x (N2) -,152
where C2': ECU Area
N2 - Total Number ECU
•	 r:
FO (3): Fuel Cell Stack (FCS) Cost
This function consists of the assembly and test of the FCS's. For
each FCS the individual FCU's axe interconnected, electrically
and mechanically to form the basic stacks. These interconnects
involve the electrodes, the H,,,,and 0 2 and H2O ports, .and thei.
stack compression lugs. The thermal control components and con-
densers are added to the stacks. Then, the stack housings are
added, and each stack assembly is subjected to functional testing
using simulation equipment which provides variableelectrical.
load, the required 0 2
 and H2 , the H2O interface;, and the required
variable heat sink. The simulation equipment also measures all
pertinent parameters such as current, voltage, temperature, gas
and liquid flow `rates. Once the integrity of the stacks is
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established, the completed stack is subjected to a vibration and
stock test at proof levels, (operational levels plus 30%), with
the simulation equipment operating and recording. A thorough data
analysis and physical inspection is made and results are logged
for each of the stacks by serial number. (Earlier, logs are also
established for each FCU by serial number and stack location.)
The costs included in this element include the (1) cost of
the basic FCU's for tha total subsystem, (2) the manhours required
for assembly, test and inspection, and data records, and
(3) the process equipment consisting of stacking jigs, handling




The cost of the subsystem FCU's is the average unit cost,
r.
	 FOM times the numbers of FCU's required for the subsystem, Nl
or, PO(l) x (N1).
E, The labor manhours are assumed to be both a function of
numbers of FCU's (N1) and the total weight of FCU's, (Nl)(Wl)	 •
At 3.33 manhours /FCU and 1.73 manhours/kg:
Cost (labor = .25 (Nl) + .13	 (Nl) (W1) .
The cost of materials and components is ;basically the cost
of FCU's (Nl (FO(1)) times 1.1 to cover cost of housings, mis-
cellaneous mechanical and electrical interconnects and interface
hardware.i,
m Cost (M&C)	 1.1	 (Ni) (FO (1) )
The cost of process .equipment is based on historical data and -
► 	 t engineering judgment.
Cost (P.E.) s $525,000
r In $K, the overall cost relationship for the FCS function is:
FO (3)	 _ .25 (Nl) + .13 (Nl) (Wl) + 1.1 -(N1) (FO (1))	 + 525
r where Nl = Total Number FCU
'L Wl _ FCU weight






Electrolysis Cell Stack (ECS) Cost
This function consists of the same operations as for the FCS,
(FO(3)) except that the simulator will provide inputpower, simu-
lating the solar array/F 3 chargers.
The development of the cost estimate is identical to that
for the FCS, except the numbers of ECU's symbol is N2	 the ECU
weight is W2, and the unit cost is FO(4).	 Therefore, in $K:
FQ (4) _ .25 (N2) +
	
13	 (N2) (W2) + 1.I (N2) WO (2)) + 525
where N2 . Total number ECU
W2 - ECU weighti
Fm(2) w ECU total production cost
FO (5):	 Fuel Cell Power Module Assembly Cost
This function consists of (1) mounting FCS and -M5 modules
and P3 chargers on the thermal control active radiator (which
serves as heat sink as well as the subsystem structure), (2)
interconnecting, mechanically and electrically, the FCS modules
and the ECS modules, (3) preparing the H 2 and 02 and H2O inter-
faces for mating (in the next production function) and (4) func-
tionally testing each power 'channel.
	
The testing will consist of
}
simulating power input to the ECS modules, power output from
the ECS module, 0 2 , H2 andH2O feed, and thermal control functions.
These functions are performed on each of the N electrical power
modules.
Logs will be maintained by component serial number of all
£. inspection/test data.'
x, It is estimated that 2.2 technician and inspection manhours
are required per kg of weight to perform the functions described
above.	 The cost of 263 manhours, at $20/mh is developed as
x follows:
ai
2.2 mh/kg x $20/mh	 _ $ 44/kg
` Fringe @ 32%	 14
r
O.H. @125	 55
O.D.C. @10 +t	 4
Labor	 $S T	 117/ 
Pgm Mgt @5.8%	 M	 7
SET	 _;@4.8^	 6
$130




The cost of labor is,	 (in $K)-:
C (labor) .	 (.105) x ) N3) (W3)	 + (N4)	 (W4)
It is estimated that the cost of materials and components
is $540 per kg of FCS and ECS weight. 	 This cost covers the v3
chargers, the thermal active radiator control, miscellaneous
thermal control lines, valves and control components (sensors
and actuators), miscellaneous mechanical and electrical inter-
connects and gas and water lines required to provide interface
r ^
with the AE.;
	 The cost of M&C is, in $K:
,C MC) _ .54 [ (N3) (W3) + (N4)	 (W4)
.s
The cost of process equipment for this is estimated as
$607,000.	 The total cost estimate for this function is, in $K:
n F0(5) = 200 * 'N5 (i) A .848 + .705 x ((N3) (W3) + (N4) (W4))	 + 607
_- where N5(1) _ Number of F 3 chargers
N3	 = Total FC stacks
r W3	 Average FC stack weight
W4	 _ Average EC stack weight
r• FO(6):	 Fuel Cell Ancillary Equipment (AE) Cost
	 {,
yy
^" n ) This function consists of (1) the proctLrement, manufacturing
x
 and assembly of the common H2/02/H20 tank, valves, pumps, com-
01 pressors, tubing and manifolds and miscellaneous hardware, and
(2) testing and inspecting of the subassembly prior to subsystem
$^lsac
.	 ...	 ®.. s..r	 ...x_ e_	 Y _ 	 ..i	 ._...^A{(e.,Y.,^.a..:d}^bn..r. •, tti .• 4six ^_..+w:. w•. rrYSw^,w+n.l$m'i x:vkretle.++i.	 .	 an	 R	 _	 _	 _i.	 t	 `se1.^.iiY•;
t	 ^^^i
assembly.	 The testing will require simulation equipment and proof
pressure testing to assure subassembly physical and functional
integrity.	 Test logs will be maintained by component serial
number.
The basis for the cost of the ancillary equipment (AE) is
the STS Orbiter Propellant Reactant Storage and Distribution a'
(PRSD) assembly of the electrical power subsystem.
	 The PRSD
subcontract cost for vehicle 3 was $840,000 in 1978 dollars.
	 This
assembly provides the Orbiter fuel cells with 0 2
 and H2
 system, -
and it stores OZ
 and H2
 crogenically.	 Also, the PRSD is sized
to hold approximately seven days of reactants at a use rllte of
7 kW, or 1176 kwh.	 This gives $840,000 + 1176 kwh = $714/kwh.
T













	 7.00	 $ 7021/kwh
The basic cost relationship of $7021 /kwh is used for the ESS.
This basic cast represents a baseline tank pressure of 63 kg/cm2
for 02
 and 18 kg/cm2 for'H	 221 , or an average 41 kg/cm, and a system
weight. (dry) of 598 kg.
	 To adjust for variation in weight and
Ii
pressure, both of which are cost drivers, the cost relationship
becomes $`.29 per kwh per kg /cm2 per kg.
An estimate of $50,000 for the 25 kW subsystem is made for r
the cost of the simulation and pressure test equipment and for
f	 assembly jigs and handling equipment. = ^"
The cost relationship for this cost element is
	 in $K:
FO (6) = .0175 x P7 x [P6(1)/28.1 .2)	 A .61
	 x [ (L3/43830)	 A .91
where	 P7 = Total ESS output power (w)
P6(1) = H2 storage tank pressure




FO (7)s Fuel Cell Subsystem Assembly Cost
This function consists of the assembly and testing of the complete
subsystem. The assembly consists of (1) structurally connecting
the power channel thermal plate/structures together to form the
polygonc-shaped subsystem structure, and attaching the stiffener
plates and thermal control channel interconnects, and (2) instal-
ling the AE assembly and making the necessary electrical, gas
and water interconnections to the FCS, ECS and P3 components.
The subsystem will be serviced with the required amount of
reactants
Testing will consist of operaticrcal simulation of solar
array power, load, and environmental conditions. The environ-
mental condition simulation will include shock, vibration, and
thermal/vacuum conditions expected in space transportation and
mission operations.
Inspection/test data will betaken and analyzed before and
after the environmental testing. Again logs will be maintained
on all components as required.
it is estimated that 1.17 technician, inspection and engi-
neering manhours are required per kg ofweight to perform the
f	 i	 d	 .b d ab
A
unct ons _escri a	 ove.
i
C(labor)	 .087 (W7)
The cost of materials and components is estimated to be $85
per kg. of subsystem weight. This cost covers the miscellaneous
hardware required to interconnect, mechanically and electrically,
(1) the power channels and (2) the AE with the power channels,
including the reactants. In $Kq




The process equipment includes jigs, fixtures and handling
equipment and the test equipment and facilities required to
perform the required vibration, shock and thermal/vacuum tests.
The cost is estimated to be $1,329,000. In $K:
7
79
C (P.E.) = 11329.
The total cost estimate for this function is, in $K:
FO(7) . .087 (W7) + .085 (W7) + 1,329	
k
ri
where W7 - Total ESS weight
FO (8): Fuel Cell Acceptance and Transportation Cost




operational and environmental simulation tests, (2) a thorough
review of all test/inspection data by the contractor and by
the procuring agency, and (3) final cleaning and preparation
for shipment to the launch site.
It is estimated that 4 . 27 mh per (FCU + ECU) and 2 mh per kg
of AE will be required for test and data collection and analyses,
and subsystem handling during test and in preparation for ship-
ment. At $75/manhour, the labor cost equation in $K is;:
C (labor) - . 32 (N1_+ N2) + .150 (W6}'
The cost of special equipment (transport cannister) is esti-
mated as $43 per kg of subsystem weight. In $K::
r




The cost of process equipment is estimated to be $694,000.
The cost of Earth transport is typically $2/kg ofweight shipped.
:	 x
The total cost estimate for•this function is, in,$K:
t
FO(8) = . 32 [(Nl + N2) ) + . 15 (W6) + . 045 (W7) + 694 3
where Nl - Total number of FCU
„
N2 = Total number of ECU
W6 = Ancillary equipment weight (kg)
W7 = Total ESS weight
t
FO (9): Fuel Cell .Prelaunch Integration and Checkout Cost
This function consists of launch site activities up to actual
launch. The activities include: (1) launchsite receiving
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Spreparations for Shuttle integration, ( 3) Shuttle integration,
(4) pre-launch integrated checkout, and (5) final servicing and
launch countdown subsystem monitoring.
From historical data, prelaunch integration and checkout
(or launch operations) requires . 52 manhours of technician and	 }
QA labor per kg of subsystem weight. 	 In $K:
C (labor) • . 039 * W7
f, The cost of handling and testing equipment is estimated to 	 f
I	 ' be $60,000.
C (P.E.) = 60
f
4 The total cost estimate for this function is, in $K:
' FO (9) . .039	 (W7) + 60
where W7 . Total ESS weight (kg)
	
v` FO(10):	 LEO S ace Trans ort Cost
This function consists of delivery by Space Shuttle of the ESS to	 #'
LEO (444 km, circular, 560 inclination).
For delivery to this orbit by Shuttle the cost of $31M
i provides a-totalpayload capability of 15,578 kgs, or $1990/kg.
`. C (LEO XPORT) - (1.99) (W7) 	 ( K8)
where 'K8 applies if, 14 , 136 (S7 (1)) +	 (W7) > 1 else K8	 1
K8	 Wt./Vol. determinant	 t
S7(1) - Subsystem length (Cm)
W7 - Total ESS weight (kg)
`	
G FO(11):	 Fuel Cell Space Deployment, Checkout Cost Estimate
This function consists of the deployment of the ESS (LEO mission
only) from the Space Shuttle, performing any necessary assembly
of the subsystem, integration of the subsystem with the SSPS and
performance of final subsystemand integrated system checkout to








_­ A ,4S.a_.	 $	 ..._errrua.a^a^n
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It is estimated that .044 manhours per kg of astronaut
assembly and inspection time will be required to perform the
assembly and checkout functions. 	 At $250 per mh, in $K, the -






W7 = Total ESS weight (kg)
F0(12):	 LEO/GEO Space Transport Costs
For delivery to GEO by Shuttle/IUS the costs are developed as
follows:
•	 Shuttle costs to LEO (160 N . M.)* _ $1100/kg
•	 Two-stage- IUS, cost * _ $11.58M
e	 Wt of IUS**`. 14,515 kg
•	 IUS payload** = 2270 kg to GEO from 160 N.M.
Assume that ESS will share the IUS with other subsystems/
components of the GEO SSPS.	 The weight to LEO (160 N.M.) by
`	 the Space Shuttle is;
1
W (LEO), 160 N . M.) - W (ESS) + W (IUS)
+	 Under the sharing assumption,
W (IUS) _ (14, 515 + 2270) ( W (ESS) X
.,
Therefore,




The cost to LEO, in $K:
i





* "Methods of Estimating and Evaluating the Cost Impact of Shuttle Charges
for GSFC Payloads". PRCJGSFC Contract MASS-22699, dated May 4, 1979. 'p
**"STS Space Transportation Handbook", JSC, June 1977. 
E lll ^ r
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The cost to GEO from LEO, in $K:
C (GEO) • $11,580 * 2270 a $5.1 (W7)
The total cost to GEO, in $Ka
C (GEO XPORT) _ 13. 24 (0)
Finally, in $Ks
P0 (12)	 (W7) Z 5.1 # 8.14 (K8)
	
where K8	 14 . 136 (S7 (l)) + (W7) " > 1
-else_K8 _ 1
K8 = Wt. /'Vol determinant
and S7 (1) Subsystem length (cm)
I W7 = Total ESS weight (kg)
	
`	 3.5 O&M Phase of the LCCM
The 0&M flow diagram is shown in Exhibit 3-6 and is applicable to both
	
battery and fuel cell ESS.	 },
The assumptions made in developing the 0&M CER's were:P	 P
e The LEO SSPS/ESS will -be operational. for thirty years,
r
e Overhauls will be accomplished periodically at the battery mpdule, -	
r'
fuel cell smack (FCS) and electrolysis cell stack (ECS) levels (o#
;assembly) by astronaut technicians. 	 a





• Unscheduled maintenance will be performed based on random failure
rates. Repair will be limited to the module or stack levels (as above).
• cost of training will be $250,000 per 0&M trainee. Astronaut attrition
	
{	 will be 254 per year.
• Each astronaut round-trip to space , is based on 600 kg per astronaut
E	 (includes life support, equipment and expendables)
r.
• Astronaut costs will be $250 per hour;; a six hour work day and 5 day




e Maintenance manhours required will be an shown in the following tables
Maintenance Manygars Required
Battery ESS
Preventive Maintenance (per year) .002 per Module





.144 per 72 FCS
+ ECS
.032 per 72 FC%
+ ECS
.324 per 72 FMS
+ ECS
0
a Space Transportation of astronauts and spares will be based on $1990
per hilogram to KEO, (444 km, 560 inclination).
• The GEO SSPS/ESS will be operational for 5 years, with ESS monitoring
and control accomplished by an earth-based engineering function.
The following sections discuss the battery ESS O&M costs (3.5.1) and the
fuel cell ESS costs (3.5.2).
3.5.1 Battery ESS O&M Costs
The OSM of the battery ESS consists of cost elements F2(l) through F2(4):
r2-U) - o&M spares costs
F2(2) - O&M Training.Costs
F2(3) -'O&M Maintenance Functions Costs
F2(4) - O&M Space Transportation Costs
The following sections discuss each of the above cost elements
F2(1): O&M Spares Cost
This function consists of the production of spare battery modules
to support (1) periodic space overhaul and (2) random failures.
The function does not include space transportation (see F2(4)).
The cost of spares is a function of number of overhauls
(mission life ♦ component life - 1) and the random failure rate.
The basic spares element is the battery nrj,.'iule (NiCd or NH 2)
84
i^
spares for overhaul s NO I
spares for random failure - 018) (S5 (1))
let 5S (2) • NO l + (NS) (S5 (1) )
w total number of modules for spares
The cost of spares, therefore, is in $Ka
;PitF	 F2(1) - S5 (2) ( FW (2) + FO (33)
where F0(2) - production cost of cells and cell matching
f,
i	 E0(3) production cost of battery module assembly
i
NO * 'Number of battery hardware life cycles
S5(2) Total number of modules for spares
F2(2)-. O&M Training Cost
This function consists of the training of astronauts to perform
the 09M functions oZ (1) routine maintenance and servicing, (2)
l repair of random failures and (3) overhaul of the ESS at stated
periods.
^^	 a
The cost of training is a function of astronaut: manyears
required over the life of the ESS, and the estimated attrition
rate
• Routine maintenance per year will require .002 manyears
per module
•.' Random failures per year will require .00.1 manyears per
module failure
s
a Overhaul - (on a per year basis) will require .0015 manyears j
per overhaul.
^r	
The coat of this element, in $Ke
F2(2) _ (.25) (.25) (S5 (3)`)
where . 25 is cost/trainee ($250,000)
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S5 (3) - (LI) (.002 (N2) (U) # .001 (N8) x CRZL ( (N2) (U) (S5 (l)) +
.0015 (N8 1 (N2) (U)
S5(3) = Total astronaut manYears
L1	 = Total number of channels
N2	 Total cells in parallel
U	 s Number of modules per channel
S$ (1) n Random failure rate




F2(4): O&M Space Transportation. Costs
This function consists of the space transportation costs involved
with astronaut crew cycling (3 months in space per astronaut
between R&R) and delivery/retrieval of spares /failed parts.
The post of space transportation is a function os N	 ,a
e S5(3) _ total astronaut manyeara
• ►clamber of trips to/from Earth per ma, nyear 4
• Weight per astronaut = 454 kg/trig
}
e Coat per kg space transport $1990/kg
The cost of crew transportation is













P2 (3) s O&M Maintenance Functions Costs
This function consists of the cost of labor (at $250/manhour)
required to perform the O&M functions of (1) routine maintenance
and servicing, (2) repair of random failures, and (3) overhaul at
the required intervals. it does not include spares costs, training
costs nor space transportation costs.
The coat of :maintenance functions is at 130 hours per month
and $250 per manhour is, in $K:
F2 (3) _ 390 (S5 (3) )
where S5(3) _ total astronaut manyears (see F2(2))
where 3.6 is transport cast per astronaut manyear 	 1
SS(3) = total astronaut manyears
The cost of spares /failed parts transportation is a function




W (spares) • dS5 (2 ) ] CS4 (2)) (K6) )
The cost of space transportation in $K in:
F2(4)
	 3 . 6 (SS (3)) + 1.99 (K6) ( S5 (2)) (S4 (2)) (N2) (U)
where	 S5 (3) = total manyears
S5(2) total number of modules for spares
S4(2) = weight per module (kg)
K6	 . volume constraint factor (see FO(8) for
battery ESS)
I,	 N2	 = total cells in parallel
U	 _ number of modules/battery
3.5.2 Fuel Cell ESS O&M Costs
r
The O&M of the fuel cell ESS consists of cost elements F2(1) through
F2 (4):
F2(l) - 0&M Spares Costs
F2 (2) - O&M Training Costs
F2(3) - O&M Maintenance Functions Costs
F2(4) = O&M Space Transportation Costs
The following sections discuss each of the above cost elements.
F2 (1)': O&M Spares Cost
d	 This function consists of the production of FCS, ECS and AE spares
to support (1) periodic space overhaul and (2) random failures.





IThe cost of spares in a function of number of overhauls#
(mission life * component life - 1) and the random failure rate.
The major elements are the FCS'sp ECS's and components of the Uf
such as pumps, valto"es and filters.
The number of FCS's required for overhaul a (N3)(NO(l)).	 The
number of ECS's - M4)(NO(2)).	 The overhaul of the AE is assumed
to be 20% of the components.
The cost per unit PCS and ECS is the cost of the FCS and ECS
functions divided by the numbers of FCS G ECSp respectivelyt
Cost per unit PCS = PO (3) * N3
Cost per unit ECS - PO(4) * N4
Also,
Cost of 20% AE - PO (6) (H6 (2)
where H6.(2)	 .2
Therefore,
The total cost of spares for overhaul:
C	 (overhaul)	 (FOM)	 (NO(l) -1) +	 (PO(4))	 (NO(2)	 1) +
(H6(2)	 (FO(6))	 (NO(3)	 -1)
The cost of s ares requtred to support random failures is aP
function of random failure rates.^
C (random failure)	 (K3) (FO (3)	 ((Ll)	 (W)	 +
(K4)(FO(4))((Ll)	 (L4))	 +
(X6)(FO(6))((Ll)	 (L6))	 (MM)
Where	 K3	 FCS random failure fraction
K4 - ECS random failure fraction
K5 - AE random failure fraction
H6 (1)	 1
Which repregents the average cost of repairing the AE.
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The total cost of spares, in $K:
F2' (1)	 (FO (3)) (NO (l) -1) +
(F0 (4)) (NO (2 j -1) +	 9
(H6(2) ) (FIB (6 ) (NO ( 3 )	 ) +
(K3) (PO (3) ) (NO (1) )
(K4)(FO(4 ) (NO(2)) +
(K6 ) (FO (6)) (NO (3 )) (H6 (1)
where
F,o,, (3) = FC$ total production cost
4
NOM _ number of maintenance cycles (FCU)
FO(4) ECS total production cost
NO (2) number of maintenance cycles (ECU)
H6(2) overhaul replacement factor
F¢ (6) ancillary equipment total production cost r
NOM - number- of maintenance cycles (pump)
R^ K3	 = FCS failure _ rate fraction
K4	 _ ECS failure rate fraction
K6	 = AE failure rate fraction
H6(1) _ failure replacement factor
F2(2): O&M Training Costs_
This function consists of the training of astronauts to perform
the O&M function in space. The function consists of (1) routine
maintenance and servicing, (2) repair of random failures, and (3)
overhaul of the ESS.
'The- cost of training is a function of total- astronaut' manyears
required over the life of the subsystem and the estimated attrition 	 J
a
xate.
It is assumed that each FCS or ECS will require, for routine
maintenance, '.002 manyears per year and the AE will require
.03 manyears per year. Therefore,
M.Y. (Routine Maint.)
	








The repair of random failures will be a function of manhours
per repair times the number of failures per year. 	 It is assumed
that an FCS or ECS will require .001 manyear per failure, and




w	• .001 (N4) (K4) +
.002 (K6)
Manyears per year for overhaul of the ESS will be a function F	 j
of number of overhauls and the manyears per overhaul.	 All FCS
and ECS units and 20% of the AE will require replacement at
overhaul.	 In this case, the manyears per year is estimated as
.0015 overhaul manyears per year, for each FCS and ECS, and .02
overhaul manyears per year for the AE.	 Therefore,
M..Y'. (Overhaul) _ 
.0015	 (N3) (NO (1) -1) +Year
.0015 (N4) (N0 (2) -1) +
.02
	
(NO (3)	 -1) . i
The total astronaut manyears, H7, is the product of required
r	 g
mission life, Ll, and the scan of the above three equations:
I;
i	 H7 = .002_(N3 + N4) + . 03 + ;
.001	 (N3)	 (K3)
,i	
.001	 (N4) (K4) + .002	 (K6) + gg
.0015	 (N3)	 (NO (1) -1)' +
,0015	 (N4)	 (No (2) -1)	 +
.02	 (NO (3) ,- 1)
where }t:
N3	 total FC stacks
N4	 total EC stacks
K3	 = FCS failure rate fraction
K4	 = ECS failure rate fraction
K6	 = AE failure rate fraction
NOM '= number of maintenance cycles (FCU) )	 :,
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{NO(2) - number of maintenance cycles (ECU)
NOM number of maintenance cycles (pump)
H7
	
	 .002 (N3 + N4) f .03
.001 (N3)(K3) +
.001 (N4 )(K4) + .002 (M)
.0015 (N3) (NOM	 1) f
.0015 (N4) (NOM -1) +
.02 (NOM - 1)
.The total cost of training, at 25% attrition,, and $250,000'
per training is:
r2(2) • 062.5 (H7)
F2(3) O&M Maintenance Functions Costs
L	 This function consists of the cost of labor (at $250/space manhour)
required to perform the 0&M functions of (1) routine maintenance	 -a
C,
and servicing, (2) repair of random ,failures, and (3) overhaul of
the ESS. It does not include cost of spares or training, which are 	 j
'	 covered in cost elements F2(l) and F2(2).
The cost of maintenance functions is, at 130 hrs/month and
$250/mh, in K$
' F2(3) m H7 (390)
Where H7 total astronaut`manyears.
F2(4): 0&M Space,
 Transportation Costs
This function consists of the space transportation costs involved
with astronaut crew cycling (3 'months in space per astronaut)
and delivery /retrieval of spares/failed parts.
The cost of space transportation is a function of: _	 J
e H7, total astronaut manyears





	 W ^ ^.'.	
FAA r
..' .4^11e
is weight of astronaut per space trip, (450 kg)
a cost per kg for space transportp $1500 per kg
The cost of space transportation of OAM crew is 	 x
C (crew) - 3.6 (H7)
The cost of space transportation of spares in a function of
the weight of spares required for replacement of random failures
3
W(SRF) and for overhaul W(SOH):
W ( SRF )	 _ (W3 ) (N3 ) (NO (1)) (K3)
(W4)
	
(N4)	 (NO (2) )	 (K4)	 +
(W6)	 (NO O)	 ( K6) H6 (l )
W(SOH) (W3)	 (N3)	 (No (1) -1) #
(W4)	 (N4)	 ( NO(2` )	 -1)
(W6)	 (NOM -1)	 (H6(2) )
G
f Where
W3	 = Average FC stack weight
N3	 = Total FC stacks
NJO (1)- Number of 'maintenance cycles (FCU)
K3	 - FCS failure rate fraction
f W4	
- Average EC stack weight
N4	 - Total EC stacks x
Np(2)- Number of maintenance cycles (ECU)
iM
K4	 - ECS failure ratefraction n
z^
W6	 - Ancillary equipment total weight s
NOM- Number of maintenance (pump)
K6	 - AE failure rate fraction
H6(1)- Failure replacement factor
i H6(2)- Overhaul replacement factor )
Where H6(1) ft .1 and H6 (2) _ .2
The cost of space transportation of spares and crew is
F2 (4) _	 (3.6) (H7) + (1.99) ( W (SRF) + # (SOH) )
Where H7 Total astronaut manyear
3.6	 Interface SubsXstem Costs
To provide a more complete estimate of the total life cycle for a given
ESS #
 the costs of three interfacing subsystems are also included in the ESS
LCCM.	 These subsystems are Solar Array, Thermal Control, and Power Conditioning.
The resultant interface costs are for only those elements required to int*rfaco
d lirectly'vith the ESS.	 For example # the solar array cost reflects only the
solar array power required to charge the ESS #
 and does not include any addi-
tional solar array to support otha-	 apOw r functions.
	 The solar array costs
are based on data from the Silicon Solar Array Study for LeRC (NAS3-21926).
The LEO costs reflect two 15-year hardware life cycles.
	 The GEO costs include
one hardware life cycle of f4ve years plus transportation to GEO using the
Shuttle/IUS combination.
	 The thermal control costs are based on data from
"Study of Thermal Control Systems for orbiting.Power Systems, Sook 1 #
 Executive
Summary" by Vought corporation.
	 The power conditioning costs are based on
cost data for the same P3 Programmable Power Processor which is used for t he
charging units.
3.7	 Baseline ESS LCC'and LCCM Relationships
The baseline ESS designs and the parameters that represent the designs are
presented in Section 2.0; Exhibits 2-15, 2-16 #
 2-17.	 The corresponding LCC
for the baselines are shown for each cost element of DDT&E # Production,
O&M and the interfacing subsystems in Exhibits 3-9, 1-10 and 3-11.
	 Exhibit 3-12
provides a summary level LCC showing totals for DDT&E, Production #
	(manufacturing
and space transport), O&M (basic O&M and O&M space transport) and interfacing
subsystems.
	 Note that the DDT&,E costs for aNiH
	 ESS is lower than,that for2
NiCd due to the lower NiH
	 ESS weights.2
A listing of all cost element CER's:
	 (DDT&E, Production $
 O&M) for the
NiCd and.NiH 2 battery ESS and the fuel cell ESS are included in Appendices B
thru D respectively.	 Appendices 8 thru D also include the performance model
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14w) PRODUCTION	 041m	 IN's	 ,.	 TOTAL
NU	 XPORT	 BASIC	 XPORT	 SL!!^i`^.	 LCC






'	 17	 40	 198	 418	 704
100 LEO 	 32	 77	 201	 721	 1276
250 LEO 	 75.5	 11111	 965	 1525	 2823.5
g
a. NICd Battery Baseline LCC





EUBSYS. TOTALLCC DDM PRODUCTION 08,IIAANl1	 XPORT BASIC	 XPORT
25 LEO! 9 8 4 Is 40 '241; 318
60 LEO 11 11 9 25 74.6 4230 564
100 LEO 15 , 1.0 18 43 1419 73!1;6 97816
3501 LEO 19 38 46.5 93 383 1549111 2113
;t5 GEO 8 7,5 24 ,5 21 61
b. NiH,2 Bat"ry Baseline LCC
FUEL CELL /ELECTROLYSIS CELL
S/S POWER INTER.	 TOTALPRODUCTION Pam(kW) DDT&E SiUBSYB.	 LCCMANU	 XPORT ' BASIC	 XPo;T
25 LEO 16 17 4 33 11 341.5	 442.6
60 LEO 24 28 8 56 '22 606.5	 744 .5
100 LEO 34,5 48,5 16 99 42 1058	 12"
260 LEO 55.5 105 40.5 315 -105 2207	 2728
25 GEO 6.5 5.6 11 .6 27	 50.5
c. Fuel Cali Bawling LCC
NOTES;
1
• COSTS ARE 1960 $ IN MILLIONS,
• PRODUCTION LCC WAS DIVIDED INTO MANUFACTURING =, AND SPACE TRANSPORTATION 1XPORT) 8.








4.0 TECHNOLOGY VARIATIONS vs LIFE CYCLECOST
4.1 General
This section summarizes the analysis and results of using the ESS Battery
and rutl Coll Performanco/Cost Models, which are described in Sections 2 and
3, to quantify technology variations vs Life cycle Cost. Conclusions to be
drawn from the study results are valid in the vicinity of the various basolinex
under the assumptionsp requirementso and scsr4er.^ os of this study report. In
other words, dependences and trends should be emphasized rather than actual
numerical results.
4.2	 Methodology
The study resultswers achieved by addressing each technology area sopa-
rately and varying key i2echnology related parameters in the models to determine
the resultant variations in life cycle cost. 	 The variations in numerous
performance parameters were also observed.	 This was accomplished for LEO
power levels of 25 kW # 50 kW # 100 W, and 250 W, and for a GEO power level
of 25 W.	 The basiamethodology consisted of the following:
o	 Selection of technology input parameters to be varied.
9	 Variation of one technology input parameter at a time.
o	 Determine resultant effect on performance and life cycle cost.
Determine relative magnitude of effect on LCC.
Plot and print in final -format, the technology input parameters which
have-the greatest effect on LCC.
4.3	 Technology Parametews to be Varied
With coordination, which included, comments from L*RC technical personnel,
the following list of technical parameters to be varied was established for
both of the battery and the fuel cell subsystemst
Batteries.
voltage	 PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED









• Size, shape, weight volume





e	 Depth of Discharge (as couple)
•	 Heat transfer and rejection L:
e	 Call rel ,ability and operation life
' e Moisture removal and 'humidity
•	 Efficiency
e Pump reliability and operational life
•	 Size, shape, weight and volume
4.4	 Major Technology Parameters
Appendix E contains the baseline printouts for the various missions and
x
power levels.	 FOr each baseline, a set of performance and life cycle cost
F parameters are listed which describe the respective type of ESS (i.e:. # battery
or fuel cell).	 To perform a technology variation, one of the performance
parameters is varied and the resultant effect on life cycle cost is determined.
In terms of actual output, this means that the parameter is varied through
nine distinct values and a set of "baseline printouts" are generated, one
b "printout" for each value of the varied parameter.
	 The resultant output is
,t a :nine column matrix with ESS parameters corresponding to the list of pars-
meter titles shown in the Appendix E printouts.
	 s
This is the basic process for determining the effect on a technology
variation on LCC (i.e., compute the nine distinct ESS configurations and W





ninput values). As a result of this process, major technology parameters were
identified, which are discussed in subsequent paragraphs. Supporting data
'	 for these parameters is contained in exhibits which are in Appendix G.
4.4.1 NiCd Battery Parameters
Approximately 30 NCd battery performance parameters were evaluated to
determine their sensitivity vs LCC. It should be noted that these evaluations
were entirely ithin the.performancermance. envelope defined, by state-of-the-art
technology (i.e., if DOD was varied, a corresponding change in cell life
resulted, the following NiCd Battery parameters were determined to have the
greatest impact on ESS life cycle cost.
NiCd Battery Parameter 	 Aaendix G Exhibit 409
1. Depth of Discharge	 1 (A -;E)
(Capacity Variable)
26 Cell Life	 2 !A - E]
Capacity Variable)
3.	 Depth of Discharge 3	 (A - E]
Capacity Fixed)
4.,	 Cell Life	 - 4	 (A - E]
Capacity Fixed) 1
5.	 Rated Cell Capacity 5	 [A - E]
6.	 Hardware 1,:,fe 6	 (A - D)
(Capacity Variable)
7.	 Discharge Current 7	 (A - E]
(Capacity Variable)
S
S.	 Hardware Life S	 iA - Da
(Capacity Fixed)
h
(# 4.442	 ;NiH Battery Parameters
As in NiCd, approximately 30'NH2 battery performance parameters were
Evaluated to determine their sensitivity ,vs LCC.	 As a result of these evalua-
tions, the same battery parameters as for NiCd were determined to have the
greatest impact on ESS life cycle cost.	 These parameters and the corresponding





NiH. Battery Parameter	 ^Mendix G Exhibit Pa
1.	 Depth of Discharge
	
9	 (A - El
(Capacity Variable)
2.	 Call Life	 10	 (A	 El
(Capacity Variable)
3.	 Depth of Discharge
	 11	 (A	 El
(Capacity Fixed)
4.	 Call Life	 12	 (A - El
(Capacity Fixed)
S.	 Rated Cell capacity
	 13	 [A - El
6.	 Hardware Life Cycles
	










4.4.3	 Discussion of Battery Parameters
Since the same parameters were found to be the most sensitive to LCC,
both the NiCd and NIH 2 parameters are discussed together in subsequent
paragraphs.
4.4.3.1	 Depth of Discharge _(Capacity Variable)
The effect of varying the cell depth of discharge # while at the game time
holding fixed the total cells in parallel (number of power channels) and
causing the rated cell capacity to vary #
 is shown in Exhibits 11A - El
and 9 [A - El in Appendi-x G.	 For both a NiCd and a NiH	 battery cell, in-2
creasing the DOP causes a decrease in cell life, which in turn causes an
increase in tu!^^ number of hardware life cycles for LEO.	 This is reflected by a
dramatic incteas-,-i in the O&M LCC.	 A secondary effect is a decrease in dell
Voltage # which causes an increase in the total number of cells. 	 By allowing
the capacity,to vary at the same time, the rated cell capacity goes down.
While-the total number of cells increases, the- decrease in the weight per call
is greater, and thus the total ESS weight decreases.	 This causes a corres-
ponding decrease in production cost (and O&M costp which is not readily
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apparent due to the overriding effect of cycle life).
For GEO, since there is only one hardware life cycle, that* is no effect on
OGM cost.	 However, the effect on production cost is more pronounced.	 Both
the ESS weight and the space transport cost are greater due to differences in
the rated call capacity between 25 kW LEO and 25 kW GEO.	 The resultant change
PA in call life also effects the cell voltage, in addition to the other effects
which correspond to LEO.
4.4.3.2	 Cell Life (Capacity.-Variable)
Exhibits 2 (A - El and 10 (A - El in Appendix G show the effect of varying
the cell lifee while holding fixed the number of cells in parallel, thus
causing the rated cell capaqity to vary. 	 ForLEO # this case is really a
mirror image of DOD with Capacity Variable4	 Asbattery life in increased,
the number of hardware life cycles decreases, causing &,decrease in the O&M cost.
The resultant decrease in DOD, which must occur to allow theincrease in life*
causes an increase in cell voltage, and thus a decrease in number of calls.
However, the decrease in DOD also causes an increase in Rated cell Capacity,
'Which causes an increase in ESS weightp which in turn causes an increase in
production cost.
For GEO, the mirror image still cccurs. 	 There is no change in O&M cost,
r while the production cost.increases. 	 The change in ESS weight due to the
interaction between rated cell capacity variations and totalnum l^er of calls
is present.	 in addition the change in cell voltage is more pronounced, due to
the change in call lif e.
C 4.4.3.3	 De2th of Discharge (Capacity Fixed)
For LEO, refer to Exhibits 3 [A - DI.and 11 [A	 DI in Appendix G.	 The
same bAtic comments for variable capacity depth of discharge apply here,
except for the effect of cell capacity variations. 	 changes in, the DOD effect
in turn	 the cell lifeo thenumber of hardware life cycles and the O&M costs;
as well as the cell voltage and the number of cells in series.	 With the cell
capacity fixedp the number -of cells in parallel varies which also effects
the total number of calls. 	 The resultant, cor^bined effect is that both the
A total number of cells and the ESS weight decrease, which in turn reduces the
Production Cost,.
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For GEO, refer to Exhibits 3E and llEb Here the increase in DOD decreases
the battery life and the cell voltage, together which increase the number of
cells in series. However, with a fixed capacity, the number of cells in
parallel decreases, which has a greater effect on total number of cells,
which also decreases. This in turn causes the ESS weight and the production
cost to decrease. It should be noted that both the total number of cells
and the ESS weight are inputs to the life cycle cost model. Hence, the
decrease in total number of cells decreases the life cycle cost directly, -as
wall as indirectly through the ESS and other hardware weights. 	 +
i
4.4.3.4 Cell Life (Capacity Fixed)
Exhibits 4 (A D) and 12 (A - D) apply to LEO for this case. Here, the
cell life effects both the DOD and the number of hardware life cycles. The
resultant decrease in DOD for an increase in cell life, causes an increase,
in the number of cells in parallel and a decrease in the cell voltage, which
in turn causes an increase in the number of cells in parallel. The combined
increase in total number of cells from both factors, results in a higher
ESS weight and production cost. A decrease in cell life causes an increase
in the number of hardware life cycles which causes a decrease in the q&M costs.
However, since both the total number of cells and the ESS weights are increasing,
this also causes an increase: in O&M cost. The resultant net effect is an
initial decrease in 0&M cost as battery life is increased and then an increase
as the quantity and weights of spares increase during 0 &M. Hence, an optimum
cell life would be _indicated for LEO, for a cell of a given capacity.
Exhibit AE and 12E pertain to GEO. Since there is no space 0&M costs,	 a =^
the initial decrease in LCC observed for LEG does not occur. Hence, the 	 $$$
message for GEO is to use the lowest cell life possible, which will allow the
highest DOD, which in turn will reduce the LCC.	 i
4.4.3.5 Rated Cell Capacity




the cell capacity is increased, the number of cells in parallel decreases.
	
z
This causes a corresponding change in the total number of cells and ESS weights.
However, there is an upper .limit to the cell capacity due to the ;ESS power
4 ja	 § F
^gZ
3
± level, which will cause this effect.
	 Hence, the optimum cell capacity for a
given power level will increase as the power level increases.
	 To go above
this optimum cell capacity for a given power level, does not further decrease
the LCC unless the DOD is also decreased, in which case it would be possible
to increase the cell lite, reduce the number of hardware life cycles, and hence
the O&M cost.
For GEO, refer to Exhibits SE and 13E. 	 Here the above statement con-
cerning the optimum call capacity is quite evident because GEO does not
provide any advantage in decreasing the DOD or increasing the cell life as
discussed previously.
4.4.3.6	 Hardware Life Cycles (Capacity Variable)
Exhibits 6 (A - DI and 14 (A - D1 in Appendix GPP	 Pertain. to LEO.	 Here	 {
the comments for an increase in DOD apply.
	 The bottom line is that an increase
in hardware life cycles (i.e., planned overhauls causes a much greater increase 	 x'
I po	 g	 production coat..in O&M cost than the corres ndin  decrease in
This case does not apply to GEO, since the basic assumption involves
no hardware life cycles.
4.4.3.7	 Discharge Current (Capacity Variable)
The corresponding LEO Exhibits in Appendix G are 7 (A - DI and 15 (A - D].
The basic effect for this technology variation is the increase in cell capacity
	 _a
' which must occur to accommodate the increase in discharge current.	 From there,
the same comments which apply to the cell capacity case apply here.
	
The end
result is an optimum discharge current and cell capacity for a given power
level.	 While not shown in the exhibits# it would be possible to decrease the
,k DOD and further increase the cell capacity for a given discharge current, and
thus realize a corresponding benefit in O&M costs.
r The corresponding GEO exhibits'in,Appendix G are 7E and 15E.
	 Here again,
the same basic effect as for cell capacity would occur, while the O&M costs'
. would not be a factor. 
Josi
IA
4,4.3.8	 Hardware Life Cycles (Capacity Fixed)
For LEO, refer to Exhibits 8 (A - Di and 16 (A - D).	 Increasing the
number of hardware life cycles has essentially the same effect as increasing the W^
DOD.	 Hence, the same coa+ments apply. 	 The initially high O&H costs is due to
spares production cost and spares transport cost during OZM due to all quart- ki,
_
tities and ESS weight.	 As the number of hardware life cycles increases, the
O&M costs increase due to the number of overhauls.
` There is no corresponding case for Goo for this technology variation
(i.e., GEO has no planned overhauls or repair of .failed equipment) .
}
4.4.4	 Fuel Cell Parameters
Due to the limitation of available data and constraints due to time,
E not all of the fuel cell parameters were evaluated using the same basic
methodology as for batteries.	 However, based upon an evaluation of the
sensitivity of certain basic effects for a Fuel Cell ESS with r®spect to LCC,
P; it was possible to determine the major technology parameters. 	 These were then
n
evaluated using the "baseline printout" methodology.	 The major technology
parameters for a Fuel Cell E5S are as follows:
Fuel Cell Parameter	 Appendix G Exhibit Pa -
1.
	
FCU Current Density	 17 (A - E)
2.	 FCU Voltage	 18 [A - E)
° 3.	 FCU Active Area 	 19 (A - E)
4.	 FCU Life	 20 IA - Dl
4 €a	 ,
5.	 FCU Maintenance Cycles 	 21 (A'- D),
4.4. 5 	 Discussion of Fuel Cell Parameters
The major technology variation parameters vs LCC for a Fuel Cell ESS
a
fir+ are discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
F
" 4.4.5.1	 FCU Current Density.
C .to
Exhibits 17 (A - DI pertain to LEO for FCU Current Density. 	 One effect t





iThis in turn increases the number of FCU hardware life cycles and the O&M cost.
A second effect is a decrease in the number of FCU, which in turn causes a
tt
decrease in both the ESS weight and the ESS production cost.	 However, due to
! the rounding caused by selecting only even values of FCU current density,
the total number of ECU also varies, which in turn cause variations in the
solar array interface cost.	 Unfortunately, these "artificial" variations in
the solar array cost are predominate compared to the changes in ESS production
and O&M costs.
Exhibit 17E presents the GEO case for FCU current density.	 Here there is
no effect on O&M cost.	 Hence, the production cost is greater; and as a
result, the ESS LCC decreases as the FCU density is increased. 	 Again, thb
solar array costs predominate.
4
4.4.5.2	 FCU Voltage
For LEO, refer to Exhibit 18 [A - D].	 Here the WC Mend is to initially
decrease and then later increase as the FCU voltage is increased.	 Note that
the FCU life is held constant while the FCU voltage is allowed to vary.	 Note
also, that an increase in 11"!-'U voltage corresponds to a decrease in FCU current'
density.	 This in turn causes an increase in the total number of FCU, but a
decrease in the total number of ECU.	 The combined result is first a decrease
r	 ;
and then an increase in both the ESS weight and the life cycle cost. 	 -
In the GEO case, the same basic trends occur, with the exceptions: 	 (1)
The total number of ECU's remain relatively constant, and (2) Initially the
FCU current density is limited to a maximum value.
4.4.5.3	 FCU Active Area
Exhibits 19 [A - D] present this technology variation for 11 10.
	 As
expected, the total number of FCU decreases as the FCU active area increases.
However, this does not cause a significant change in LCC since the FCU is
only part of the total ESS subsystem. 	 Consequently, even though a large$
k_ variation is observed in the quantity of FCU, this , is not reflected in a large
change in ESS weight or LCC, since the ECU's and ancillary equipment are largelyf
unaffected.
For GEO (Exhibit 19E) the same basic comments apply as for LEO.
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4.4.5.4 FCU Life
For LEO, refer to Exhibits 70 to - D). In LEO, the FCu life effects both
the current density and the number of hardware life cycles. The effect on the
current density in turn causes an increase in the total number of FCU and ECU,
and the ESS weight. This in turn causes an increase in the ;production cost.
The decrease in hardware life cycles causes a decrease in the-0&M-cost.
since the production cost increases while the O&M cost decreases due to an
increase in FCU life, there.is an optimum ,FCU life for a fuel cell ESS, at a,
given power level.
There is no GEO application, since the FCU life, is presumed to be the
same as the total life of the system,
4.4.5.5 FCU Hardware Life Cycles
Refer to Exhibits 21 [A - D) for the LEO application of these technology
variation. The number of hardware life cycles effects the O&M cost due to the
number of overhauls. The number of hardware life cycles also effects the FCU
life, which in turn effects the FCU current density. This leads to a reduc-
tion in the total number of FCU and the ESS weight as the number of hardware	 s
life cycles is increased. As a result, the production coats go down and the
O&M costs go up for an increase in the number of hardware life cycles. Hence,
an optimum number of cycles exist. for ,a Fuel Cell ESS, which corresponds to
the optAmum FCU life discussed in the previous paragraph.'
.There is no application of this technology variation to GEO, since the
l












As stated previously quantitative relationships and computer models were
developed which enable examination of the effects on life cycle cost resulting
from varying technical parameters of the subsystem.
This section discusses the conclusions reached as a result of this study.





of all the variables analyzed for the Battery ESS models (-30 for each
Model), eight were found `to have a significant effect on life cycle cost.
Becuase of the strong similarity between the two battery ESS performance/LCC
models, the same conclusions apply to both NiCd and NiH2 Batteries. Exhibit
5-1(a) presents these conclusions, with the eight parameters ranked according
rt
to the relative LCC sensiti ..v3ty in a LEO application. As can be seen, the GEO
application produces a different result. These parameters were rated simply
by the variation in LCC (max-min) which resulted during the technology varia
tions described in Section 4.-
5.2 Fuel Cell Conclusions
The fuel cell ESS conclusions are presented in Exhibit 5-1. There the
number of parameter "ranked" is five, of which two (Life and Hardware Life
Y
Cycles) are .really duplicates. As stated before, the smaller number of signi
fizant parameters is due to two factors: (1) The fuel cell is only one of i
three major items in a fuel cell /electrolysis cell ESS with ancillary equip-
ment; and hence, its "leverage" on LCC is smaller; ( 2) A lack of available
Fuel Cell ESS data, did not allow a complete and thorough evaluation of all
parameters. However, based upon the results which were achieved, it is believed
that few, if any, of the parameters which were not addressed, would have a






'	 5.3 Other` Conclusions	 n
	
.1	 ^r
	#	 Three general conclusions were reached as the resultof this study:









DOD WA*AC. VARIABLE) VERY STRONG STRONG
LIFE ICAPAC. VARIABLE) VERY STRONG MODERATE
DOD ICAPAC. FIXED) STRONG STRONG
LIFE (CAPAC, FIXED) STRONG STRONG
CAPACITY STRONG MODERATE
HARDWARE LIFE CYCLES')CAPAC. VARIABLE) MODERATE --
DISCHARGE CURRENT (CAPAC. FIXED) MODERATE STRONG
HARDWARE LIFE CYCLES ICAPAC. FIXEDI MODERATE
r
CONCLUSIONS: FUEL CELL DRIVING PARAMETERS
LCC SENSITIVITY
LEO agoFUEL CELL PARAMETER
CURRENT DENSITY MODERATE STRONG
VOLTAGE MODERATE MODERATE
ACTIVE AREA WEAK MODERATE
LIFE WEAK WEAK









a greater depth of discharge is allowable for NiH2 without a greater degrada-
tion in cell life and a lighter weight for the NiH2 cell compared to the NiCd
"	 cell; (2) The LCC for the NiH2 Battery ESS and the H 20 Fuel Cell ESS are
h	 comparable. However, since the Fuel Cell ESS is less efficient, the solar array
r
interface cost is significantly greater for a fuel cell ESS, than for a NH2
ESSI (3) The battery parameters are more LCC sensitive than fuel cell pars-.
meters, due to the greater complexity and a quantity of hardware in a Fuel
bY
6 . p R=MHENDIITIONS -
During the course of this study, many potential uses of the ESS Performance
and LCC Models became evident, Some of these uses would be applicable with the
models as they are presently configured, while other uses would require modi-
fication and/or expansion of the existing programs. Exhibit 6-1 presents the
more significant uses/recommendations which are as follows;
e	 Vary Parameters Without Interactions
This recommendation has two potential applications. 	 First, direct
effects on LCC for a given parameter could be determined.
	
While this
would not be a realistic life situation, it would give valuable insight
into what are therp imary effects for a given technology variation,
` without reduction or masking by secondary effects (i.e., comparable
to theoretical efficiency of an electronic component or device).
A second application, although not entirely without interactions, would
allow the insertion of hypothetical or act ,lal characteristics into an
ESS model to determine the potential LCC benefit and/or compare com-
petitive technologies.
a	 Determine Potential LCC Savings vs Development Costs
This is very closely related to the application just discussed.
The point to be made is that the models in this study were constructed
r based upon actual, state-of-the-art interactions between parameters.
Yet the use of these models must not be limited accordingly. Not only
is it important that models could be used to determine "design" type 	 ?;
;I
trades for one given technology; it is equally important that competi-
tive technologies be compared with respect to LCC.	 in addition, it is
important that whoever is making a financial decision has the appro-
priate- insight into the total picture.
a	 Plan and Coordinate. Development/Test Programs
xr
( During the development of the ESS models discussed in this report,
f`
r ' it rapidly became very evident that the test data available was not
necessarily obtained with the total life cycle cost picture in mind.







• VARY PERFORMANCE/CCdT MODEL; PARAMETERS WITHOUT" INTERACTIONS'
(o.o., VARY DOD WITHOUT EFFECTING LIFE) TO DETERMINE INDEPENDENT
LCC VARIATIONS
• USE PERFORMANCE/COST MODEL TO DETERMINE POTENTIAL LCC SAVINGS
VS DEVELOPMENT COSTS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE DESIRED PERFORMANCE
• USE PERFORMANCE/COST MODEL TO PLAN AND COORDINATE UPCOMING
BATTERY AND FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENTITEST PROGRAMS
• DEVELOP AN OPTIMIZED ESS DESIGN . MODIFY THE PROGRAM
• DEVELOP AN INTEGRATED ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM PERFORMANCEICOST MODEL
MISSION	 SOLAR ARRAY	 ESS	 PDCS	 USER




• GaAs 0 toN)	 • Fuel Cells	 o DCIAC
• Etc.
• DEVELOP A TOTAL SPACE PLATFORM MODEL










Too often, only the individual cell was addrewsed ► and even then, the
data available for the various cell performance parameters was not a
complete set. Foie example, even the N Cd data in NASA, 1052 (Sealed
Cell Nickel-Cadmium
 ]applications Manual), which is an excellent
reference was a composite of a multitude of different tests, rather
	
E	 than a planned and coordinated tent programp implemented specifically
to provide a standard not-of curves. of course, this all goes back
to the independent development of various batteries and different
configurations over a long period of time, The point is, that given
a very limited 'budget, the models in this ,report can be used to
optimize the effective use of these monetary resources and achieve a
#}`	
.	 coordinate and complete result.•
111	
a Develop Optimized ESS
This recommendation has a very significant application. Given a
program which would provide an optimized configuration, it would be
passible to "work backwards" and arrive at a required configuration,
from a predetermined life cycle cost figure. This would allow a
Program Manager to control his program and it would assist the designer
to get the most out of the resources available to him.
e Develop Integrated EPS Model
The ESS is only one part of the total electrical power system. It
is possible to optimize the _:C of a given ESS configuration and not
have an optimized LCC for the total power system. An integrated model
would provide the same capability on the EPS that was just discussed
	
h	 for the ESS.
m	
e Develo a Total Space Platform ModelF ;.	 A 
The same comments apply here as for the ESS and EPS models
respectively. While it would probably become exceedingly more diffi
smaller models to determine the most significant technologies vs LCC;
and then structure the Space Platform Model accordingly.
• Develop and Use -a NiTand Fuel Cell Data Center
Most of the comments previously made concerning the planning and
coprdinat.rjg of development/test programs also apply to this recommen
elation. The point is that given limited monetary resources, it is
very important that there not be duplication or significant gaps in
the respective data base. The models described in this report could
be used to determine the most significant parameters, and to priori-
tize what should be done if a choice must be made between two or more
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7.0 BIBLIOGRAPHY'
An extensive bibliography Was used during the performance of this study.
The data sources and references listed in Exhibit.? -1(a-c) are only the major
I ones which were ultimately used. It should be noted that a vast amount of
data collection, research, and reading was involved in this study; and only
e




constructed. Based upon the applicability of the respective docments,
Exhibit 7-1 is divided into five general areas: (1) General, (2) Batteries-
General, (3) Nickel Cadmium Battery,, (4) Nickel Hydrogen Battery, and (5).
Fuel Cell, Again it should be stressed that the HSS Performance/LCC models
constructed for this study are the result of synthesizing a myriad of rela-
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
Under contract to NASA LeRC, baseline Energy Storage Subsystems (ESS)'
conceptual design is being developed for the purpose of determining
this influence of varied technology on the life cycle costs of the
subsystems and interfacing elements.
Y }
This specification defines the,  requirements on Energy Storage Subsystems
for 25,.x0, 100 Z 250 kW power ranges. These subsystems are subsystems
of a hypothetical Space Services Platform System, (SSPS) ., created for
the purposes of defining missions, mission requirements and sub
systems/subsystem interface requirements.
This is a top level subsystem specification. The relationship of
this specification to the SSPS hierarchy of specifications is








The SSPS System specification tree is shown in Exhibit 2-1.
2.2	 JSC 07700 volume XIV, Space Shuttle Payload Accommodations,
September22 t 1478.
3
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3.0 REQUZRE .'►'lENTS
3.1 System Level Reauirem^ents,
These requirements apply to the system level (the Space Service i
Platform System, SSPS) directly. The requirements on the ESS
w	
Subsystem derive from the system level requirements and are
.	 specified in Sections 3.2 through 3.5. verification requirements
A
are specified in Section 4.0.
3.1,1 System Level Description
f
The purpose of the Space Services Platform System (SSPS)
is to provide services to varied User Systems. The User
Systems may be engaged in materials processing, astronomy, 	 3.'
solar system and earth observation, life sciences,




	 User Systems may be secured to the platform or docked for
	 r
servicing or short term operations.
The general concept of the SSPS is shown in Exhibit 3-1.
The subsystems of the SSPS, their functions and major
interfaces are identified in Exhibit 3-2. The User
r
Systems will interface with the SSPS subsystems as follows
T
• power Distribution and Conditioning	 PDC&
• Energy Storage Subsystem	 ESS
• Thermal control	 TCS
Structure/Mechanica],
	 SMS`
• Instrumentation 	 CDS
• Operations/Maintenance	 - OMCS

























CONDITION ELECT -	 0_PAOVIOE POWER
POKER TO POCS
TCS ._^. 25.50.,100 OR SAS
PROVIDE THERMAL CONTINUOUS 0 CONVERT SOLAR
CONTROL FOR TO ELECTRICAL
SUBSYSTEMS AND USER
ENERGY
USER SYSTEMS I'S SYSTEMS • RESPOND TO DRIVE
REQUIRED POWER FROM SMS
• EXPERIMENTS FOR ATTITUDE
• MANUFACTURING CONTROL
PROCESS • RECINE_SWITCH-
• FREE FLYERS ING CCHMANDS S
OMCS
• ASTRONOMY,










• PROVIDE STRUCTURAL • RECEIVE/TRANSMIT
ESS ENERGY STORAGE MOUNT FOR SUB- DATA/COMMANDS
SUBSYSTEM SYSTEMS AND USER • PERFORM ANALYSES
SYSTEMS o PROVIDE SMS/SAS
SAS SOLAR ARRAY • PROVIDE ATTITUDE
OCANDSSUBSYSTEMS DRIVE POWER FOR MM
CDs COMMAND AND










OMCS OPERATIONS AND AND CONTROL FOR
MAINTENANCE ORBIT ADJUST AND SMS ATTITUDE
















System operational	 1985-1990 l
•	 State-of-art (1979). design.
•	 Transportation to LEO: 	 Shuttle
3,.1.2.2 Orbit.and Mission Parameters
- •. LEO circular, 444 kM. Inclination 560,
-	 Orbital period:	 87.3 minutes
Time in sun:	 4.0 minutes, minimum
Y




3.1.2.3 Types of Energy Storage Subsystems
This specification applies tc the energy storage
subsystem types and power ranges shown:
TYPE MISSION POWER LEVELS (kW, CONTINUOUS TO LOAD)
Battery 25	 50	 100	 250
Fuel Cell 25	 50	 100	 250
3*1.2.4 Load Power Requirements/Design Requirements
The load (user) power requirements for 25kW, 50kW,





25kW Power `Level Mission_
(1)	 Mission Requirements




j• Free flying payloads including
Material Processing, Space
Science, Earth nbnervation, etc.
without shuttle.
(2) Design Requirements
•	 Provide 14kW at 30V nominal to
. support orbiter and llkW at 30V
nominal to spacelab/payloads through
Orbiter interface.
I
e	 Provide up to 25kW at 30V nominal
to support payloads in tree
flying mode for extended period of
r^
](^ time.
3.1.2.4 . 2	 50kW Power Level Mission
(1) Mission Requirements
(( 9	 In Sortie Mode, Support Shuttle
Orbiter, Space Lab and associated
payloads while on orbit with
25kW and 30V nominal.	 At same
time provide 25kW at 120V nominal
to other payloads.
^I
•	 Support free flying payloads with
50kW at 120V nominal with a 30V bus
available for special or existing
equipment.	 Total power not to
t
exceed 50kW average.	 Payloads
requiring this level of power
include, Solar Terrestrial Obser.,
Public seiwce, -Space Science,
1
Materials Processing, etc-. or
combinations.
A-9
ii Support a limited manned
d^
habitat for payloads requiring
' specialists on board.
(2)	 Design Requirements
e	 Provide 14kW at 30V nominal
to support Orbitez and llkW at
30V nominal to Spacelab/payloads
through Orbiter interface.
Provide additional 25kW at 120V
nominal to other 'payloads through
a different interface-, n
e	 Provide SOW at 120V nominal to
user bus.	 Establish 30V bus for
existing 30V equipments
	 Total
power to users not to exceed
50kW average.
fl_
3.1.2.4 . 3	 i00kW Power Level Mission +
(1)	 Mission Requirements
•	 Support the Shuttle Orbiter in
the Sortie Mode.	 Therefore, :a
capability to supply- 25kW -'at a
30V nominal at the Orbiter inter-
face must be maintained. xt
;
e	 Requirements for this power
level-in the free flying mode ^ •
include the, support of a manned
habitat, in addition to supporting
some of the payloads stated for
the lower power levels.	 Support








e	 Same requirement for shuttle
Orbiter support as stated for
lower power levels.
Bus Voltages same as for S0kW
power level with total power of
l0QkW.
3.1.2.4.4	 250kW Power Level Mission
(1) Mission Rec juiremients
6	 Missions inv olvin g manned
habitats and power consuming
activities aurh as space base
construction, industrialization
of space, materials processingp
etc*
e	 Support the low voltage power
system of the Shuttle Orbiter
when it is attached.
(2) Design Requirements
e	 Provide high power at-high
voltage to the various activities
ranging from life support systems
















{	 These requirements apply to the Energy Storage Subsystem (ESS)
the Space Services Platform System (SSPS)t and have been derived
`	 from the system level requirements of Section 3.1
3.2.1
	




•	 The SAS shall provide electrical power to the r




The PDCS will provide the
electrical power/energy to the users Bus.
14	 w	 The SAS shall provide electrical power to the
ESS and/or PDCS at the 2 axis drive/slip ring r
`	
assembly" output.
I	 •	 The fixed current options shall be implementable
!~	 during ground operations and/or in space.
The in-space capability shall be achieved by
manual operations.
9	 The variable current options shall be imple-
"	 mentable during ground operations (blanket level j
or lower) iji
e	 power output to the ESS and PDCS shall be,Total
as required by the system ,power requirements. zi
3.2.1.2- ESS Electrical Performance
e Energy Storage, The ESS will receive energy
from the SAS during the time in the sun portion
f	
of the orbit (min. 54.,0 minutes) and furnish
energy to the PDSC during the time in the




energy stored will be based on the energy balance
equation developed for the design configuration
chosen for each ESS mission power level. 	 With
the anticipated solar array design, the input
power processor of the ESS must be capable, of
accepting voltage limits from 375 V DC open.
circuit of a cold. array at BOL to a fully loaded
array voltage of 18OV. DC, at EOL. 	 The 'ESS
will deliver energy to the PDCS within the
limits of 128V. to 165 V. DC }
i 3.2.1.3 ESS/interface
The ESS will have a major interface with the SSPS
Thermal Control subsystem. 	 The power processors
w and batteries or fuel cells and electrolysis unit
will require temperature controls within specified
limits.
	
Heat loads will depend on the size of the
ESS.	 Mechanical interfaces must be determined
diiring ESS system design.
3.2.2 Structural/Mechanical/Thermal Performance and Interface





•	 The ESS shall be capable of withstanding orbit
changes of altitude and inclination.
' e	 Loads:	 0.01G in all axes.
3.2.2.2	 ESS/SMS Structural and Mechanical Interfaces
The ESS interfaces with the SMS shall be:
•	 Structural Attachment::	 The SMS _<shall provide








^' 	 ^	 .....	 ^_i __.ter.	 .•.	 mm_^=..^	 ..	 ....;.	 t
3.2.2.3 ESS/ZDCS Interface:	 TBD
3.2..2.4 ESS/PCS	 Interface
Thruster induced loads shall be consistent with
structural/mechanical requirements of
Section 3.2.3.1.
Contaminant and charged particle constraints
and tolerances shall be TBD.
3.2.2.5 ESSLTCS Interface
The ESS thermal control requirements and mechanical
interfaces shall be as specified in 3.2.1.3.
3.2.2.6 ESS /CDs Interface
The ESS shall provide accommodations for command
and'data instruments which shall be components of
the CDS.	 The CDS shall provide electrical power
for command and data channels which interface with
the ESS.
The command and data channel list for ESS shall
be:	 TBD,.
9	 Data channel requirements for space assembly
and check-out shall be (M).
3.2.2.7 ESSL^?MCS Interface
This interface is covered in Section 1.2.6.
3.2.3	 Transpor,tation/transportabilit^-v
3.2.3.1 The ESS components shall be transportable to space
by the Space. Shuttle.
3.2.3.2 The ESS design f as stowed for transportation shall




R3.2.4 Life and Reliability
3._2.4.1
	
The ESS shall be designed for a five year operational
life, with maintenance as specified in 3.2.6.
3.2.4.2	 The design shall be such that failures will be
>> mmn-proliferating,
3.2.4.3	 Reliability specifications shall be subject to
life	 ses cycle cost trade analyses.
_	 Y
3.2.4.4	 Storage life is TBD.
f }
3.2.5 Safety
The ESS design and procedures for all phases of production,
earth and space integration, transportation and O&M, shall
assure the chance of serious injury or death over a 5 year
period is less than one in 107 man-hours.
3.2.6 Maintenance/Maintaifiabi'lity
3.2.6.1	 Logistics and SPe res
The normal supply mode shall be a set of on-hand
(in space) modular spares and materials sufficient
r for one year's operation. 	 The spares set shall be
delivered by the Space Shuttle. :i
3.2.6.2	 overhaul }
a
The ESS shall be designed for overhaul and return
to operational service at the end of five years. 7
3.2.6`.3	 Maintenance
•	 The ESS shall be modularized for removal and







	 r	 .	 u	 ^	 wx•ar arxs•.ar	 w•x +++.e	 +rau	 ^.	 e„,»
jf
y
e	 In place (on-array) repair shall be limited
to the cell level or higher.
ik
e	 In-space, shop repair of modules or lower level
of assembly shall be:
	
TBD
e	 The ESS design shall enable repair/replacement
(and checkout) time of 6 manhours per module.`
e	 The ESS design shall permit automatic fault
isolation to the failed module. n
•	 The ESS shall be capable of assembly and checkout
in space.
	 Assembly will include hook-up and ^





The design shall meet the requirements of this
specification within the natural environment
(worst case 20 year prognos is) of the earth orbit
range of:	 300 to 1900 k.M,'all inclinations.
	
This
F environment shall include affects due to U.V. .
radiation, solar flares, trapped radiation and
' micrometeorites.
3.2.7.2	 Transportation;Induced
r •	 Earth surface/air transport:
TBD_'
•	 Launch and ascent to LEA
p
-	 Axial acceleration of 5q
-	 Lateral acceleration of O.Sg







t Sinusoidal vibration (three mutually
perpendicular directions) ±l g peak from
2 to 40 Hz
-	 Random vibration (gaussian ampl$tude
Y
distribution) 0.1 g 2/Hz from 10 to 60 Hz,
0.4 92/Hz from 60 to 2 1 000 Hz
Acoustic noise (decibels re 0.0002 microbar)
up to 150 db (3 minutes duration) 45 to
11, 200 Hz




e	 The induced operational environments shall be




e	 Contaminants - TBD




















The requirements of this specification shall be as specified in
Sectign 4.0 0
 verification.















' co TOal ESS Capacity (AH)
Cl Battery Cell Mated Capacity (AH)
C4 Battery Cell Charge Throughput
D Battery Cell Maximum Depth of Discharge
D9 Depth of Discharge (first approximation)
I
Ed Battery Cell EOL Maximum Discharge (AH)
F Total 'Life Cycle Cost (1984 	 M)
F Production Cost
M
FO(1) Battery Cell Unit Cost
F^(2) Cell Matching Cost
Fd(3) Module Assembly Cost
F00) power Channel Assembly Cost
{ F(d(5) Subsystem Assembly Cost
FO (p ) Acceptance	 Surface Transport Cost
FO(7) Prelaunch Integration ` Checkout Cost
F9(8) Space Transport Cost
POO) Space Deployment	 Checkout Cost
Fl DDTaE Cost	 k,
F1(1) DaD Cost
F1(2) Subsystem Test HardwareCost
F1(3) Subsystem Test Hardware Assembly Cost
Fl(4) Subsystem Test OperationsCost
Fl(5) Test Support Equipment Cost
ti F1(6) Subsystem Engineering & integration Cost
F1(7) Subsystem Program Management Cost
i	 u F2 Operations and Maintenance Cost`
F2 (1) Spares Manufacturing Cost
F2(2) Training Cost
z F2( 3) Labor Cost
F2(4) Space Transport CostA
F3 ESS Life Cycle Cost
F4 Solar Array Interface Cost
F5(1) Thermal Control Interface Cost
y
}SYMBOL (Continued) 	 PAR	 f
F5(2) Power Conditioning Xnterface Cost
HO Orbit Altitude (Km)
X0 Battery Cell Maximum Discharge Current (x)
I1 Battery Cell Charge Current (A)
Kjd Adjust ;Factor for % of Orbits During
Which Battery Cycling occurs ,'	 a
K1 Capacity Degradation Factor
K2 Voltage Degradation Factor k
KS Thermal Conductivity Factor
K6 Weight/Volume Determinant
LP Required Battery Cell 'Life (Yr)
Ll Total ESS Life (Yr)
L2 Expected Battery Cell Life (Yr) `(
w	
N Number of ESS Sides
NO
E
Total ,Number of Battery Cycles
Nl ESS-to-Subsystems Efficiency
a
N2 Total Cells in Parallel
N3 Total Cells in Series
N4 Total Number of Cells





N8 Number of Maintenance Cycles
PO Total Load Power (W)
z	 P1 Subsystems Power (W) n
P2 Battery Cell Minimum Discharge Power '(W)
P3 ESS Minimum Power (W)
P4 Battery Cell Charge Power (W)
P5 Maximum Solar Array Power (W) ^+
P6 Total ESS Power Required
Q(3) ESS Length Factor
Q^ ESS Maximum Discharge Heat Load (W)
Ql ESS Maximum Charge Heat Load (W)




Q3 ESS Length Factor
Rp Battery Call Recharge Fraction
SO M Battery Cell Width (cm)
SO(2) Battery Module Width (cm)
4 ! Sja (3) BRPC Width (cm)
SO (4) Charger (P3) Width (cm)
s^(5) Length of ESS Side (Channel Width)
	 (cm)
I
SO(6) ESS Diameter (cm)
" S1(l) Battery Cell Thickness (cm)
f S1(2) Maximum Battery Module Length (cm)
sl (3) Minimum Battery Module Length (cm)
N Sl (4) BRPC Length (cm)
Sl(5) Charger (P3) Length (cm)
1 S1(:6) Channel Length (cm)
SI M ESS Length (cm)
} S2 (l) Battery Cell Height (cm1
S2(2) Battery Module Height
	 s'
S2(3) BRPC Height (cm)
S2(4) Charger (P3) Height (am)
S2`5 ) Channel. Height (cm)
S3 (11 Battery Cell Volume (cm3)
t P S3 (.2) Large Battery Module Volume (om3)	 r
S3(3) Small Battery Module Volume ( cm3)
S3(4) BRPC Volume ' (cm3)
f{
!
S3(5) Charger 03) Volume (cm3)
S3(6) Channel, Volume (cin3)
S3(7) ESS Volume (cm3)
x S4(1) Battery Cell Weight (Kg)
w.
S4 (2) Battery Module Weight (Kg)
S4(3) BRPC Weight (Kg)
S4(4) Charger (23) weight (Kg)
S4(5) ESS Channel Weight (Kg)
rf S4(6) ESS Channel Interface Weight (xg)
x







S5(2,) Total Number of Modules -roduced During
0&M Y
S5(3) Total Man-Years During O&M
To Orbit Period (Hr)
T1 Maximum Discharge Time (Hr)
T2 Transition Time Between Solar Array
Power & ESS Power (Hr)
T3 Battery Cell Average Operating Temperature
In
(OK) ,k
T4 Maximum Charge Time (First Approximation)
(Hr)
T5 Design Margin to Allow for Variations in
Battery Cells:;
T6 Maximum Charge Time (Hr)
U Number of Modules/Battery n
U1 Number of Battery Cells Per Module (Avg)
Vo Minimum 'ESS Voltage Required {V}
Vi Battery Cell EOL Minimum Voltage (V)
V2 Battery Cell Enthalpy Voltage (V).'
V3 Battery Cell Charge Voltage (V)
V4 ESS Total Voltage (V)
r	 W(1) D&D Cost Factor l
W(2) Subsystem Test Hardware Cost Factor p'
W(3) Subsystem Test Hardware. Assembly Cost
Factor j
W(4) Subsystem Test Operations Cost Factor
W(5) Test Support Equipment Cost Factor
^
W(6) Subsystem Engineering and Integration
c
Cost Factor
W(.7) Subsystem Program Management Cost FactorY	 g	 g r-
Wo Maximum Solar Array Weight (Kg)
r	
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* Co Total ESS Capacity (AH)
:L
I
Cl Battery Cell Rated Capacity (AH)
„
E f C4 Battery Cell. Charge Throughput
Dpl Battery Cell Maximum Depth of DischargeG D3 Depth of Discharge (first approximation
EQ Battery Cell EOL Maximum Discharge (AH)
F Total Life Cycle Cost (1984 S M)
ro Production Cost
I ^, Fp (1) Battery Cell unit Cost
FO (2) Cell ,Matching Cost
` F0(3) Module Assembly Cost
F F$(4) Bower Channel Assembly Cost
Fo(5) Subsystem Assembly Cost
Fo (6) Acceptance s Surface Transport Cast
FO (7) Prelaunch Integration & Checkout Cost
F0(8) Space Transport Cost
FO(9) Space Deployment & Checkout Cost
Fl DDT&E Cost
Fl(l}' D&D Cost
" F1(2) Subsystem Test Hardware Cost 	 1I
F1(3) Subsystem Test Hardware Assembly Cost,
L
F1(4) Subsystem Test Operations Cast
Test Support Equipment Cost
F1(6) Subsystw% Engineering 6 Integration Cost
-	 ^ Fl , a) Subisystem Program Management Costg	 I
iF 2 Operations and ,MaintenanUe Cost




IF 	 (3) Latx)r Cost4
`	 G F2(4) Space Transport Cost
F3 ESS "Life Cycle Cost
F4 Solar Array Interface Cost








k` SYMBOL, (Continued) PARAMETER
F5(2') Power Conditioning Interface Cost
HO Orbit Altitude (ICS) j
I0 Battery Cell Maximum Discharge Current (A)
Il Battery Cell Charge Current (A)
ij
KO Adjustment Factor for a of Orbits During
Which Battery Cycling Occurs
Kl Capacity Degradation Factor
K2 Voltage Degradation Factor
K5 Thermal Conductivity Factor
K6 Weight/volume Determinant
LO Required Battery Cell Life (Yr)
Ll Total ESS Life (Yr)
L2 Expected Battery Cell Life (Yr) .1
N Number of Sides y	 I
N (s) Number of Large Modules/Power Channel Length
f , N(2) Number of Small Modules/Power Channel. Length
TM N(3) Number of Modules/Power Channel Length
N(4) Number of Modules/Power Channel Width'
No Total Number of Battery Cycles
Nl ESS-to-Subsystem Efficiency
i N2 -Total Cells in Parallel
N3 Total Cells in Series x{
N4 Total Number of Cells
^.
N5 ESS-to-Solar Array Efficiency
N6 ESS-to-Load Efficiency
N7 Watt-Hour Efficiency
fi N8 Number. of Maintenance Cycles
,.1. PO Total Load Power, (W)
Pl Subsystems Power (W)
P2 Battery Cell Minimum Discharge Power (W)
P3 ESS Minimum Power (W)
P4 Battery Cell Charge Power (W)
"
PS Maximum Solar Array Power (W) r
a
P6 Total ESS Power Required r
xQM ESS Length Factor 1





Ql ESS Maximum Charge Heat Load (W)
Q2 ESS Maximum Cycle Heat Load (W)
RO- Battery Cell Rocharge Fraction
SOW Maximum Battery Module 'Width (cm)
SO(2) Minimum Battery Module Width (cm)
SO(3) BRPC Width (cm)
SO(4) Charger (P3) Width (cm)
SO (5) Length of ESS Side (1" ,ower Channel Width)
(cm)
SO(6) ESS Diameter (cm)
Sl (l) Battery Cell Diameter (cm)
S1(2) Battery Module Length (cm)
Sl(3) Maximum Usable Power Channel Width (cm)
r S1(,4) BRPC Length (cm)
Sl(5) Charger (P3) Length (cm)
Sl(6) Power Channel Length (cm)
S1(7;) ESS Length (cm) ra
S2 (1) ry Cell Length (cm)Batte 	 i
S2(2) Battery Module Height
S2(3) BRPC Height (cm)
>,
S2(4) Charger (P3) Height (cm)
S2 (5) Power Channel Height (cm)
S3 (1) Battery Cell Voltune (cm3)
S3(2) Large
	
Battery Module Volume (cm3)
r S3(3) Small Battery Module Volume (cm3)
< S3(4) BRPC Volume (cm3)
S3 (5) Charger (P3) Volume (cm3)
r	 ,: S;3 (6) Power Channel Volume (cm3)
S3(7) ESS Volume (cm3)
S4(1) Battery Cell Weight (Kg)
S4 ( 2) Battery Module Weight (Kg)
S4 ( 3) BRPC Weight (Kg)^
S4(4) Charger (P3) Weight (Kg) a
S4(5) Power Channel Weight (Kg)
_C-3
iSYMBOL. (Continued)	 PARAMETER
S4(6) Power Channel Interface Weight (Kg) t
S4(7) Total ESS Weight
S5(1) Spares Factor
S5(2) Total Number of Modules, Produced During
Ofim
S5(3) Total Manyears During O&M
TO Orbit ,Period (Hr)
Tl Maximum Discharge Time (Hr) LF
T2 Transition Time Between Solar Array Power
ESS Power (Hr)
T3 Battery Cell Average Operating Tempera-
ture (°K)
T4 Maximum_ Charge Time (first approximation)
(Hr)
T5 Design Margin to Allow for Variations in
Battery Cells (Hr) a
T6 Maximum Charge Time (Hr)
U Number of Modules/Battery
Ul Number of Battery Cells Per Module .(Avg)
VO Minimum ESS Voltage Required '(V)
Vl Battery Cell EOL Minimum Voltage (V)
V2 Battery Cell Enthalpy Voltage (V)
V3 Battery Cell Charge Voltage (V)
V4 ESS Total Voltage (V)
W(1) D&D Cost Factor
W(2) Subsystem; Test Hardware Cost Factori
-W(3) Subsystem Test Hardware Assembly Cost
Factor
W(4) Subsystem Test Operations. Cost Factor
W(5) Test .Support Equipment Cost Factor
W(6)- Subsystem Engineering and Integration Cost
Factor r
W(7) Subsystem Program Management Cost Factor
WO Maximum Solar Array Weight (Kg)
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Cl FCU Area (Cm
C2 ECU Area	 CmZ
r DO Total""ESS Energy
D(1) ESS-to-Load Efficiency
D(2) ESS-to-Subsystem. Efficiency
D7(1) Distribution Efficiency For Internal
._ ESS Power
DS ESS-to-Solar Array Efficiency
ERI Total ESS Voltage Required (V)
El FCU Dark Period Output Voltage (V)
El 1) Minimum. FCU Voltage9 
E2 ECU Light Period Input Voltage (V)
E2 (l) Maximum ECU Voltage (V)
E7 Total. ESS Output Voltage (V)
E8 Total ESS Light Period Input Voltage-
f (V)
'a ES(1) Total Solar Array Voltage Required (V)




PO Total Production Cost
f Fo (1) FCU Total Production Cost
, POW ECU Total Production Cost
A FO (3) FCs Total Production; Cost
PO (4) ECS Total Production Cost
Cs!) Power Module Total Production Cost
P0(6)_ Ancillary Equipment Total Production
Cost
. z.
{{ PO(7) Subsystem Assembly Total Production
i Cost
' F0(8) Subsystem Acceptance Total' Production
Cost 7






LEO Transport Total Production Cost
F0(11) LEO Deployment Total Production Cost





F], Total Coot for DDTSE
F1 (l} D&D Cost for DDT&E
F1(2) STH Cost for DDTGE
F1(3) STHA Cost for DDT&E
Fl (4) STO: Cost for DDT&E
s	 F1(5) TSE Cost for DDUE
F1(6) SE&I Cost for DDUE
Fl. (7) Management Material Lost for DDUE
F2 O&M Total Cost
F2 (1) Spares Coat, O&M
r2 (2) Training Cost, O&M
F2 (3) Maintenance Cast, OEM
F2 (4) Space Transport Cost, O&M
F7 Total ESS Cost
F8 Solar Array Cost
F9 (1;) Thermal Control Cost )
F9 (2) Power Conditioning Cost
Ho Orbit Attitude ft) x^
H2 DCU Ideal Gibbs Freed Energy
H6 ESS Storage "DOU 41 Factor
H6 (1) Failurf'a Replacement Factor
x
R H6(2) Overhaul Rep lacement Factor r1a
H7 Total Astronaut Manyear
^	 €
10 Total ESS Current Required (A)
Il FCU nark Period- Current ^(A) 7_	 I
12 ECU Light Period Input Current (A)
I7 Total ESS Output Current (A)
zI8 Total ESS Light Period Input Current (A)
J1 (1) FCU DarkPeriod Current Density k
J1(2) FCU Light Period Current 'Density
(Ma/cm)







































ECU Light Period Current Density
(Ma/cm )
Adjustment Factor for % of Orbits During
Which Battery Cycling Occurs
Eclipse Averaging Factor
FCU Dark Period Heat Load Factor
'(W/=2)
FCU.Light Period Heat Load Factor
(W/cm2)
ECU Dark Period Heat Load Factor
(W/cm2
ECU Light Period Heat Load Factor
FCS Failure Rate Fraction














FCU Life Required (Hr)
ECU Life (Yr)
ECU afe Required (Hr)
Expected. Pump Life	 s
Required Pump Life
Number of ESS Sides





NO (1) Number of Maintenance Cycles (FCU)
No (2) Number of Maintenance Cycles (ECU)
NO (3) Number of Maintenance Cycles (Pump)
N(1) Number of Maintenance Cycles Required Y
(FCU)
z Ni Total Number FCU
NI (1) Total Parallel FCU
NI (2) Total Series FCU
N1(3) leverage Number FCU/FC Stack 4
N(2) Number of Maintenance Cycles Required
(ECU)
N2 Total Number EC1)
N2(l) Total Parallel ECU
N2(2) Total. Series ECU
N2(3) Average Number ECU/EC Stack
N3 Total FC Stacks
N (3) Required Pump Maintenance Cycles
N3(1) Number Parallel PC Stacks/Channel r
N3(2) Number Series ,PC Stacks /Channel
N3(3) Total PC Stacks/Channel
N4 Total EC Stacks
N4 (1) Number Parallel EC Sucks/Channel
N4(2) Number Series PC Stacks/Channel =	 f'
KN4(3) Total. EC Stacks/Channel 1
N5 Number of Channels
N5(l) Number of P3 Chargers
N5(2) Number of Power Conditioners}
N7(1) Number of PC/EC -Stacks in ESS Side
Direction
N7(2) Number of FC/EC Stacks in ESS Length Direction
PO Total ESS Power Required '(W)
F
PI FCU Dark Period Output Power (W)
P (1) Total Load Power (W)





P2 ECU Light Period input Power (W)	
a
P(2) Subsystems Power (W)
P2(1) ECU Average Operating Pressure(Kg/cm,2)
P6(l) H2 Storage Tank Pressure (Kg/cm2)
P6(2) 02 Storage Tank Pressure (Kg/cm
P7 Total ESS Output Power (W)
P'7 (1) internal ESS Power Required (W)
P8 Total ESS Light Period Input Power (W)
PS(l) Total Solar Array Power Required (W)
Ql (1) FCU Dark Period Heat Load (W)
Q1 (2) FCU Light Period Heat Load (W'/
92(1) ECU Dark Period Heat Load (W)
Q2(2) ECU Light Period Heat Load (W) 	 1
Q7 Total ESS Maximum Cycle Neat Load (W)
Q'7 (1) Total ESS Dark Period Heat Load
Q7(2) , Total ESS Light Period Heat Load
Rl(l) FCU H2 Consumption Rate (Kg/hr/a)
R2 (1) ECU tit Generation Rate (Kg/a/hr)
Sl(1) FCU Active :Length (Cm)
S1 (2) FCU ° Active Width (Cm)
S1(3) FCU Thickness (Cm)
S2:(1) ECU Active Length (Cm)-
S2(2) ECU Active Width (Cm)
S2(3) ECU Thickness (Cm)
S3(1) FC Stack Length (Cm)'
# S3(2) FC Stack Width _ (Cm),
E	 53(3) Minimum FC Stack Height (Cm)
S3(4) Maximum FC Stack Height (Cm)
S4(1) EC Stack Length (Cm)
S4(2) EC Stack Width (Cm)
S4(3) Minimum EC Stack Height (Cm)
S4(4) Maximum EC Stack Height (Cm)!
SS(l) Power Module Length	 (Cm)
t	 (
D-5










S5(2) Power Module Width (Cm)
t'
55(3) Power Module Height (Cm)
r
S5 (4) usable `Power Module Width (Cm)
SS (5) p3 Length (Cm)f,
S5(6) P3 Width (Cm) A
S5(7) P3 Height (Cm)
S6(1) ESS Total Ancillary Equipment Diameter (Cm) v
56(2) ESS Total Ancillary Equipment Length (Cm)
S7(1) ESS Length (Cm) ti_
S7(2) ESS Diameter (Cm)
S7 (3) Length of ESS Side (Cm)
S7(4) ESS Radius of ;Inscribed Circle (Cm)
TO Orbit Period (Hr)
r
TO (1) Transition Time Between Solar Array
Power aad ESS Power (Hr) -a
r
TO(2) Design Margin to Allow for Variations
in FCU's and ECU's
T1 Maximum Dark Period (Hr)
Tl(1) FCU Average operation Temperature (AK)
T2 Minimum Light Period (Hr)
t	 T2(1) ECU Average Operating Temperature (°K)
1;,
T31 Average Dark Period (Hr)
.4
T4 Average Light Period (Hr)
TS Power Module Average operating Tempera-
ture (°K) T
t	 T6 ESS Storage Tank Temperature (°K)
U0 intermediate Variables
Ul(1) Temperature Adjusment Factor
fi	 Ul(2) Pressure Adjustment Factor
V1 *FCU Volume (Cm,3)' ,
9	 V2 ECU Volume (CM 3 x




V3(2) Maximum PC Stack Volume (Cmt,3)
V4 (1) 3Minimum EC Stack. Volume (Cm )
a V4(2) Maximum EC Stack Volume (Cm3)
V5 Power Module Volume (Cm3)
V5(1) P3 volume (Cm )
V6 ESS Total Ancilliary Equipment Volume (Cm)
V6 (1) ESS Total H2 Volume (Cm3)
k V6(2) ESS Total 02 Volume {Cm 3}
r
V6(3) ESS Total H2O Volume (Cm3)
` V7 ESS Volume
WO (1,1) FCU Maximum Dark Period Hz Consumption	 r
WO(1 0 2) PCU Minimum. Light Period H2 Consumption
WO(1,3) PCU Maximum Total H 2 Consumption (Kg)
WO(2,'1) ECU Maximum Dark Period H2 Generation (Kg)





ECU Maximum Total H2 Generation (Kg) it
W1 PCU Weight (Kg)
W2 ECU Weight (Kg)	 '
W3 Average PC Stack Weight (Kg)
W4 Average EC Stack Weight (Kg)
WS Power Module Weight (Kg)
W5 (l) P3 Weight`	
..
W5(2) ESS Max Aumn Total H2 Consumption (Kg)
W6 Ancillary Equipment Total Weight (Kg)
W6 (1 1 1) ESS Total H2 Storage '(Kg)
f W6(1,2) ESS Total 02 Storage (Kg)
lit W6(103) ESS Total H2O Storage (Kg)'
W6(2 0 1) H2 Storage Tank Dry Weight (Kg)
W6(2,2) 02 Storage Tank Dry Weight (Kg)






W6(3,l)	 H Storage Tank Maximum Wet Weight (Kg)2
W6(3 1 2) 	 02 Storage Tank Maximum Wet Weight (Kg)	 i
W6(3,3)	 H2O Storage Tank Maximum Wet Weight
(Kg)
`	 W7	 Total ESS Weight (Kg)
WS	 Maximum Solar Array Weight (Kg)
W9(l)	 Maximum Thermal Control Weight (Kg)
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1	 Total	 Number o+	 Sat ter,- 160320
2 Maximum Dischara* Time (Hr') .62355
Minimum Char o Time <Hr . 90808
4 Total	 ESS L ife	 <Yr) 30
Number of	 Hardware L1 #-& C y cles 4
ESS P ERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT.
1	 Total	 Power	 Re^^ai red	 1.30
21_1:•_5
29825
2 Total Voltage ReAui red (V) 128. 8




ES Q FERFORMHNCE PARAMETERS
1	 Maxim±. m Bat ter ,,, Life	 (Yr) 7.958
! 2 Oa0acit y De g radation Factor 89438	 t
r• 3 Vol tag e De g radat i on Fac tor . .9943 8
' 4 EOL Minimum Power	 (W''^ 2991'"	 1
5 EOL Minimum Volt;aee	 (V.) 129, 1
• BATTERY CELL QUANTITIES
.	 ^ 1	 Tot al 	Number gat	 Cel l s
	
.11 15E-21 8
c total	 Cells 	 in Parallel 1
'. 3 Total	 Cells	 in Series l i6
ji 4 Number of
	
Modul es/Batte r ,,, ,







E'riTTEF`Y	 CELL DI SCHARG E 
-_ -----'--------- ----,_
F'aF:RMETER
1	 Ra tAd	 Ce11	 C:a F'aci t v	 ' AH;^ a It
2	 EOL Max,	 DeF•thr ,:.4	 pi- char,:.% 4_...,
7. EOL Max.D i = ch! _ r-e	 <RH ^ 11 , 10
4 t}p ax ,	 D i	 char •me Current	 (H) 17,	 ; 1 q
5	 EOL
	




BATTERY CELL CHARGE PAR A METER S`
x 	 ,
1	 Rechar g e Fraction I, C1 ` 7 ?
2	 Char-:?e
	
Thl r• ou'ih p u t 1 . k+ 14-,:, „	 s
7 C har se Curr e n t eA> 12 1 9 77
4 Charve Vol t.a•ae, 00) 1 .6586 f
r Watt-Hdu'r• E`i t irienv . 6	 X154
ESS THERMAL PARAMETER s
r,
i	 Ave ra •?- Operat i ng T ►'m r-e rai ure






    
	 C 1 _ - F•i .^ r• .	 Heat	 Load 4 4:. i
;41r+
4 Max i mL4m Char-m e Heat _ Load	 (W) 8- -
5
	 11axim 44 rri	 Heat	 Loa d 	(W) 8786 r ^-^--------------=--------------
	 ---------------------------
ESS INTERFACE PARAMETER •.
1 Max Sol ar- Array Power (W) 34607
•
2 Max Solar Arra y Weivht tK-0







e	 :^	 y	 `.	 k	 t.	 .  .. y	 +y.,^, 94 	 ail+
s:..'Q LJ	 ^^	 ....,..w-e.
iFat,t.?ry Cel l (inc 1 te vf17in•ai_,
E' •a t t r.- r 	 1,4 1 e-	 v-9
4 O' ria r •1p ir^ F•?. >
5, C hynne 1. 1" l ess, lilta rf ace s)
E" Ch a rine1 1 n t e r f a c e Sx
r' E'- =' (in 1 I n terfaces )
D I P1 E N S 10N ' <I:,Mt
0 2 7 4
24. 95




1 eattery Cell	 eincl	 terminal_? 12 0 x x.30 x 17,30
2 Larse Battery Modul e e L-xWxH) 69 . 40 x 19.60 x . 0
..mall	 Bat ter y Module (LxWxH) 64.80 x 18 60 , 24 .20
4 EF PC <L> WYH) 21. 40 x 12.70 x 1r.-, , 3C_t
5 Charger	 <P	 3	 (L, WxH ) 6Z.50 2 6.90
r
E" Channel 	 ^ LxWxH ) 1 ►:+3	 C,11 x, 1 _a,-,	 , 0 x .-„-,	 .=+o
4 , ESS <LxD xS) 207, 20 ;> 457 ►10 x 198	 ,fit
m VOLUME'-	 ,cm3°r s
1 Satter>-'	 Cell	 (incl	 terminals ) 725
t# Lyrae Battery hod u le 2 6 727 s
r
Small Batter >•' Module 241.456 a
Ghareer	 <, -,-
6 Channel	 (less Interfaces) 593720












.'s FE	 C 'C LE C 0 S T	 x;13'SO'SM
GGT'..E
PR00UC T  N:+H ^.
•3	 E^ a^ t t •r r'	 i_. ^ 1 1 Sfr	 y4 Y:h.
1 cell matchin,a 2
2 Modulo Assembles 1 
r ti Channel R_ sem , l Y `
f 4	 ::ubs • sterat	 R =_emb1
S Pacer • t : nce +:; Suri•ace Tra ns port ,nR ^ • ^
45 Prelaunch Inte g ra tion .2212
}
Checkout
S p ace Trans p ort   =.1:"1^-	 ''
8 S p ace De p lo yment	 Checkout 045
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE 122.975
1	 Fare	 Production 1: ,61
^c Crew T ry1n1P19 1 .M5r_I
r
3 Labor 4:2 4
4 Sp a ce Tr ansport 99 587
ESS LIFE CYCLE COST 152 .
INTERFACE COSTS f ^1
1 Solar Arra y 232. 2 3 9 h
2 Thermal Control 7,204 
3 Power Condit anini 1.761
TOTAL LIFE  C Y` C LE COST 393." r
ORIGINAL PACE 18'








LEO	 5OKW ESS	 NiCd^+
MI SS ION  PF ,tRMETEFS
1 To k	 l Number of Ba t t4 rY CYcl*x A0:32
2 Maximum Cischarvot Time	 (H r) . 62 55y
Minimum `Champs Time	 (,Hr) 0;,;0 .










EEE PERFORt-IMNCE REGIUIPEMENT S
1	 Total	 Power Re iu i red	 (W) 59E.to0
2 Total	 Vo ltage ReAuir--I	 (10) 128.
33 Rotuired Futter:, Lit g7	 <Yr) x'6 ,86:3.
--------------------------------
*	 ES . PERFORMANCE P M R A METER
--------------------------------}
r
1 Maximum Bat ten, Lif e 	eYr ) r .0,95.11:
2 Ca pac i t,,• ae•ar cla t i on Factor _
Volta ge G ►'r?+ rada t	 on Factor 50 4,,-,
4 EOL Minimum 'Power W 5
EuL Minimum Voltag e (V,- 129.12
} FPTTER`r' CELL QUANTITIES, j
.. 1 Total	 Number: of	 fall_
l 2 Total	 Cell_	 in Parallel 26
total Cells in	 Brie= 116
r.
:} N umbs r	 o t'	 M^+^J^.i l e_	 Sat t e r;










1 Patera >+11 CaPaC i t/ (PH)
Z EOL MaN^. De p t h of Discharg e
EOL Max. Di_charv* (PH)
4 Ma)^ . Di,_ harome CC u r r*nt ( A)
5 EOL M in. Volta it (V)
BATTERY CELL CHARGE PARAMETERS
x
,1	 Racl`sa r gr	 Fract ion 1.0577
2 Char ge Th rouvh pu t 1,0143 
7 Char ,ae Current	 (A) 12.937
4 Char g e	 (Voltag e	 .V j
-	 ^
5 Watt-Hour Et f iciency 63454
_. S THERMAL PARAMETERS
1 Avera g e Ope ra t i ni Tem perature 28 _
Baiter t  r -	 C; . 1 1	 Errt ^•^a l py	 Voltag e .271 79(V)
Maximum Dischar ge Heat Load 8854
4 'Max in'iuti^	 Char;s ►r	 Hea t 	 Load	 <W ,% '	 ^'-°1r 5  2
' S l-tax i mum C ycle Heat	 Load	 (W) 1757
ESS INTERFACE PARAMETERS
a	 s	 - ORIGINA.L PAGE IS
1 M ax So la r R r ra>, Power (W) OF POOR QUALITY -
c Max Solar Arra y Wei ght tK g 7 1419









	 hinc1	 ti-rmiria1s 2 0274
s 0i
c ChanrlA l	 l y s=	 n t 	 acz .2e.f : ?"S,
CFianr► iml	 Interface 4,04`
E s 	 (i nc 1	 I';r`r t
	
r t




DIME 1'S IO NS 	 (CM)
__-,_-------- - --
i cc,Sal xer^ Cell	 (inci	 lerminal3,^ 12, fa x 3.30 Y I f tiL^
' ( LxWxH
2 Lar go Eatt*ry Module (Lxl-IxH) 69.4F, x 16 60 23.
	 ' ►
, S.mall Batte r y Module eLxW H) 64	 0 16 x 23. 2:,
4 SRPC < LxWxH) 21.40 x 12. 7 ►.g x P«, 40
i r. Channel	 tLxWxH 7 10 M,60 x 1 9 8.30 x 28 .90 {






.-- ------- ---------- ------
F
1 Batter,- Cell	 x Incl	 terrninals'x 725 ;
f
►
Large Batter y Modulo 26727
3, Small	 Batter y Module 2495Er




6 Channel	 <I*ss Interface:) 593726
EEa ti inch Interfaces,) 592160 00









1	 ^^ 11	 M,^ t .h i n•t ^ . ^0^
2 Modu 1 t Rssombl y 2.59 8
3 Ch:1nn*l	 A; .tmbl
4 3i,iF sys ttm Rss*mbl y 2.639 
5	 Sur fact T ransport
f. Frala6nrh
	 Into-9ration & X351
Choc kou t
r-	 S p aco	 Tranz. p or t
8 L` pact Gt p l oymfn t & - Ckitc kou t .091
s
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE 238.996
aria r*z Fro ►ILrc t i on 20.755
2 Grew Trainini 2 69'a
Z.  Labor 16.801
4 Sraco Trans port 198,74
i
EES LIFE CYCLE COST 286,149
i
z	 INTERFACE 60STS
^:^+alar	 ^+rr^syS ol r
2 Thermal Control 9.207 
3 Fawma r Gond	 ti on ins 3,169









LEO	 100 W E2S	 (Niclj-
MISSION PARAMETER
1 Total Number of Batttrr Cycl ts 160320
Maxi mum Discharit Time (Hr) .62355
3 Mi ni mum Cha r-9t Ti me	 ( H r) 908 1 5
4 Total
	 Eaa Lift <Yr) ^k.+
s` 5 Numb*r of Ha rd wnwa rt Lift Dycla 4
--------------------------------
E S PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT' i
1 Total Power R*Au i rtd 01) 115+'k^^+
2 Total Volt it, Roiuirtd (V) 126.E
f 7, R*auirtd Sa tter),




1 Maxi mum Battery
 Life (Yr) :34,95p
' 2 Ca pacit y
 Dai rada t i on Factor
.89234
,$ 3 Vo I t ait D*v rada i i on Factor , .992 34
'	 . 4 EOL Minimum Power (W) 120170
m g EOL Minimu m 	Vol tai*	 rw„w i^	 rti
i
BATTERY CELL QUHNTITIES
!. I Total Number of Calf 5967
2 Total	 Cells	 in Parallel 51`
^ Z Total	 Cells-	 in Series 11?
4 Number of Modules/Batter y 8	 $
V	
1`Jy]




r	 ^. ^Y	 1a
to .:	 Y—.!!—N.Mi 1T R.1R'Al!—lriG-lll,!!----Allf.i^ilMlMYw 9-
E*;RTTE"'




Pat+d	 C *I 1	 C.,srz a cI t.v	 (AH)
S: EOL Max, D+p th of Gitcharvt
= rjL Max.	 G i scha rvo 4 RH 9 1 1, 3
5 ECL Min.	 V o lt a !# (V)	 1 . 1ass
eATTERY CELL CHAPGE PARAMETER
1	 P^*charrve Fraction 1.0$52




f 4	 Chat-%.. Volta ge (0 1,E63












	O p eratini	 Tem perature :21?
u :.	 Sa tt „ry Cell, Ertithal px Vol twfe 1.275
3 Max mum Dirchar ge Heat Load
'
.<
Y Mw4imurp Charie Heat Load Oil ) '32, 5775




1	 Max, Solar- Arra y Power
	
(W) 139740;
2 Max Solar Arra y  Wa i vh t
	
(`Kv ) 2865
1 3 Mai; Thermal Control Weivht 3471 k,K-9)
LEO 100KW'NiCd
v4E l a^'f 1 _	 +; fr'o
r Bitter,,	 (irtcl	 le.-Mit'lals) 2 027 4
ft, Ba tteii rx	 Mo dule	 I _	 5 .91-:1.
H EF,F' ;2 . ?,4
4 0har;+-'r	 r+PS 2 4 	 P,5
c Ch annel	 -:' 1e 'ss	 interfaces. ' 291ti.
Channel	 Interfaces 4. 07C+
E IS (incl	 Interfaces.) 16426 <,V)
DIMENSION S 	 (isM
i Batter-	 Cell	 (incl	 terminals,', 12, 7 0 x 7, 30 x 17.30
LxW ,,H
.-, Lame Batter y Module (LxWxH) 69.40 X 1n. 60 x 2.3. ACA
.. 3 Sma11	 E^att ►: t• ,`	 i1^^d^^le	 ^L:;W ^H^ 64.80 x 16 . 10 :.; ' 20
4	 ,. i
z
4 BRPC (LxWwH 21.60 x 1	 , 70 ., 1	 4r_,[
5 C ha r^ s.r r	 (F3)	 { LxWxH) 6:.50 x 26. 90 x 1 6,50 
`
r 6,, C ianne 1	 '4Lx 	 x,H N L03,60 x 174.90 x  _P ED




VOLUME S 	 -4 Cm3)
----------------------- --,--
'.. ^y,
1 Bat ter y Cell	 (incl	 terminal_) 725 "U^i
2 Lar •a ►_	 Ba tter-;	 M odule 2672 7 1
r
J Sma ll 	 Ba ttery Module 24956
4 e.RP C 1756
5 Charier (P3) 28184
,\Channel	 l es_ Interfaces) 52?5 0 ;




r ., LEO 100KW NiCd c
k
LIFE" CYCLE ►1 ►I► '_TS (1.9SOSM) ;
00T "tc 2 1, 126
PRODUCTION ►3, 53
a Bat tar y Cell 386., ^ yyy
{(




Channel R{semb 1 Y 9,60A.
5 Rcca p tance	 Surface Tran=F•or• t, ?,. .43,
6 Prelaunch Inte g ration ti 01
Checkout
S Face Trans p o rt 3c. rJ88
OPERRTIONS & MAINTENANCE 463.056 }
1	 ;s p are: Production 34.316
2	 Crew	 Trai.nin..a 5.28 0
3 Labor 33.947
r
- r_	 -	 r,-,
^ '^Fq	 Tr a n s p o r t 3 9 0. 5 1 3 x
n
ESS LIFE CYCLE COST _
I NTERFRCE COSTS
So la r- a1	 r	 ^ ► r o. 7 12. 325 '*,	 i
e Thermal Control 13 ,35 8
t
x.
7 Power Cond i t i on i ns 5.611 ^.
TOTAL LIFE CYCLE COST
t
?g<.LEO 10OKW N Cd
w	 ^
s	 ; 	 ...	 -. ...
v...
. r{	 Gr r ,Vr'-t9f ail'fAf+i'.`e.'{l. J
LEO	 25O KW ESS	 ^.NiCJ)
MISSION  PRRRMET£R:
a.
1 'T ota l 	 P1 Amber	 of	 S •a Tt er y 	 r: ,,-c1e`_ 1 6' 11 3201
2 tl.ar.	 rnum Dischar a	 Tim*	 (Hr)> • 2355
Minimum Charve Time	 (Hr) .90815
4 Total ESS Life (Yr) 3 0
5 Number of	 Hardware Lif e is >, r_ 1e=
--------------------------- --------------------------------
4
ESS PERFORMANCE RED` U I R EMENT
1 Total. Power	 Revji red	 eW) 29181250
2 Total Volta-me Re uired (V) 128.8
j 3 Ro%ui red	 Satter ,.-, 	 Life	 (Y'r ) 6.863
ESS PERF0RM8N6E PARAMETER
1 Maximum Battery Life	 (Yr) 6 • E, ,	 C
2 Ca pac it y . Dei rada t i on Factor 104.891
` • 3 . ry a+^ a .	 ^ t•t	 F •^ _ . e rVo 1 t a,,ge De s 	 	 actor ' 8c1414
4 EDL Minimum Power (W) 299660
.: 5 EOL Minimum Vol taee	 (1a) 129.4
y	 , 8ATTERY CELL QUANTITIES
o 1 Total Number of	 CeIls 14742
c Total	 Cellsin Parallel	 ^^ 126
3 T^^tat Celli	 in Marie_	 A^ 44J.9 11,
Po ,` Number o f 	 Modu1?_•/Bat ter,°?^: ;?i
5 Number of	 Dell:.,'Module	 (Hv-z.0 14, 67
--------------------------------
:
LEO 25OKW NiCrtit E,13
BATTERY CELL D I SCHARIC_E
P8RAMETEIPS
1 Rat ed Cell Capacit y (AH)
EOL Max. Dep th o f Discharge
EOL t-lax Dischar ge (AH)
4 Max. Dischar ge Current (A)
EOL Min. Volta ge (t!)
BATTERY CELL CHARGE PARAMETERS
i Rechar ge Fraction
2 Cha rg e Throughput
:f Charge Current (ll)














Average OPerat ing Temperat ure 253
2 Battery Cell! Enthal py Vol tage 1 .42731(V) }
Maximum Di=charse Heat Load 45275
4 Maximum Cha r ge Heat Loan! (W) 89978




#	 ^ESS INTERFACE PARAMETERS
E
1 Max Solar Arra y Power CW? 344540
2 Max 'Solar Array Wei ght ( Kq ) 7166
2 Max The rmal Control Wei gh*. -872
(Kg) k
--------------------------------
- ----:--- ------------------- -- y"
E.14
t
LEO 25OKW NjCa , s
..	 ._ a
	 ..	
_ , a	 r..  	 ,._ YOU.:.r.,. ^ A^B1...s,. _
	 _	 _a r	
_	
• 
	 _wK. w..	 a.z'i'e%.#.w	 ....., .,erw...r,.r.
	 , 	 ... a- 	 ...tu w .. -4	 .r`te	 .. _
_	 a.	








 Cell tincl termi _nal__




4 Char ser <P3)_
	
r	 5 Channel (l ess interf aces)
6 Channel Interfaces









i Battery Cell ( inel terminals)
	
12. 0 x	 3.30 x 17..3E
<LxWxH ►
f
2 Lar ge Sattery Module <LxWxH5	 69.40 x 16.60 x 23.20
3 Small Satter,- Module <LxWtH) 	 64.80 x 16.60 x 23.2
►,	 4 BRPC _<LxWxH?	 21 .6+ x 12.70 x	 6.40
5 Charger (0) (LxWxH)	 63.50 x 26.90 x 16. 50
6 Channel tLxW xH? 	 103.,60 x 174.90 x 28.9E
t






1 Bat tery Cell (incl terminals)	 725
2 Lar ge Battery
 Module	 26727'
y r ,"
	 3 Small Ea t to r>f Module
	
2435E
s	 4 BRPC 	 r	 1756a
5 _Char ger (R3)	 ks1 84
6 Channel (less Interfaces)	 523660
7 ESS Cincl Interfaces.
	
244830000
----	 -	 ----- -----------	
--------------------------------
ZV	 pne RUAI,t	 E4s
LEO 250KW NiCd
Li—^ .._	 .- . _..	 ..... , _..	 ..	 _. fx _ —s.. ....,ran<,.._.^ __ _,.r w .. w .mow„ v...^.t+.,+^...« ^ ias.^.+.^. _...,.__.., ._^  .___:6...^ 	_	 ..: t _ a.	 ` ,^^",^_}, _.•_	 ..	 u s.y _ . . _
LIFE CYCLE COSTS (19800)
DOT.&E 2 9 .:3 "B17
PRODUCTION IZ6.460
a eatt+ry Coll Z51)
I	 Coll	 Matchirry
2 Modulo. Assombl v 2 0
3	 Channel	 Rszerribl.v 22.849
subs y' stem Rssellibly
5,	Paceic-tance	 !Burface	 Transoart, 7,112
6	 Prelaunch	 Inte-:Pration 1.534Checkout
7 S p ace Tranz port 7 5 . 2 4 . 0
8 S pace De p lo yment	 Checkout 416
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE
I	 S p ares Produclion 73% . 4 5 Q,
2 Crew Trainins 13.04:3
Z Labor si.385
4 Sp ace Trans p-ort 964.711
ESS LIFE CYCLE COST 12 9	 4 7 6
INTERFACE COSTS
1	 Solar	 Firrav- 1487.352
2 Thermal Control 25.715
Power Cohditionin-ve 12 082
TOTAL LIFE CYCLE,COST 2S23,5U IL
E-16
LEO 25OKW NiCd
.. . .......	 ..
AGE11	 25KW ES S	 <N i Cdr
►
MISSION PARAMETERS
i	 To ta l
	
Number 
of B a t t er y
 
C ycle_ 59.,
x 2 Maximum Disc ar-as Time (Hr) 1.1813
_ ? Minimum Charve Time (Hr) 2:2. 721 
C .,4 Total ESS Life (Yr) 5





_ Tot,al	 Power	 Re i1.4i red	 r,W 29825►
2 Tota l Voltag e Re%uired {'v') 128.






i Maximum Batter y Life	 (Yr ) 1.0114
2 Ca pac i t v De g radation Factor .99145
E 3 Volta ge peirao,y tion Factor
a
,95+145
4 EOL Minimum Power W
x
29875
5 EOL Minimum Volta ge 0 129.02	 ;.
BATTERY CELL QUANTITIES
. rS
r.. 1 Total Number of Cell_
d
i no	 1p
2 Total	 C-e11s	 in Parallel 10
3 Total	 Cells	 in Series 108A i t a _	 _ j	 -4	 Number	 cat	 Mod ►.ilea.F^.yt:Fri
x
6zF
























1	 Pa y ed Cell	 Ca pacilv	 (PH)t
., EOL	 Max.	 Deat h of Di	 char-le
EuL, Max	 Dischar g e	 (MH> 21, T$4
4 Max.	 D isch,.ar a rur. rent	 (P) '2.:x .1=6
'
5 EOL Pl i m .




BATTERY ::ELL CHARGE PARAMETERS
S
I Rec-ha r me F rac tion 1,02 e
Char ge Th rcu ghF, u t 1 , 0152 k
^{ Cha rae Cur rent
	 ( R) `'
4 Char ge Vol ta g e (0y 1	 404: A	 ^_




Rivera--?e Oper'at irrs, Tem p eratu re 287
Lr	 a-f
cat tery Cell	 Er,thalF•w• Vol taa- 1 , 41:3e{ x(V)
a tip +.;m Di scha r ge 	 Heat	 Load 7^Maxi 5955.` f
i M 4 Mai, i mum Charge Heat Load WN






,. 1 Max Solar A r- ra: Pau,, r -N) 2006 5 -
2 Max Solar H r ray Wei g h t	 ( K g ) 24^










sax ter y 	Cell	 ^ inc1	 tei rrtr"z n.y l=.) 2.0274
u
r fr a t,, ;? e r	 ! F?
_^ s
5 r •! _rl rr	 1 e.• s,	 In t ►:r t •7a v1:.S ♦ w:1
r
r_', 1 fiar,n	 Ir► ter+ac* s, u, 76 1
f 7 ESS (tnc1	 Interf a ces) 272'






Elatt _t 	i; ►:1 I 	 .zrr^_1	 t er.. rt i n a1..^ 12 r0 r .^. '^k+	 ^, 1^	 .a_'Ce
lti.
r• ,+
Lar s e Bat t er y M odu l e <LY W rhoH> ^ 3 Z. x 16. 6 0	 x r2h. 2 01
i
e Small Batt-r ry Modul e <LxW y+.) :3.0 x 16,60 , 23,20
BRPC (L,W,H) 19 90 x 12. 70 40
5 Char d+_ r	 ( F'3 ')	 (L°"W	 H> 63. 50 x 26.90 x 1 6 , 50
i r ESS	 ^L,Dx S^ 165 SO :; 457.00 x 266 60
LL V 0 L U 1-1 E 	 try
.----------------------------------------------------------------
i
1 e^a tter•y 	i ell	 (; i r(a I 	 ,terminals) 72
' Sma ll
	
S a S t e ry Module 32080
r
f
' B RPw~ 1^ 1r
5 Char'4er	 ( p 3> 28184
r Channel	 1e_;s	 Interface..) 643520




..r- ---------- ---------------.. ..
' p
Off,' pRL	 G^ jg E"19
a








a sat ttr y Cell  O
:: Modu l * Aix tmb l )r 1 . r.tl }
Channel Asem^l ..'?
4 tubs., item A_semb1 ,.^ 3 • 7S^»
F1cce p t 3nce ", S urface T ransFn-r
 





r Sp ace Tran_porf ti, ►..	 X11 r	 ,.
8 S p ac e ;Depl oymen t 	& Check ou t
OPERATION'S Z. MA I MTENHNCE 41 h1




4 Space Transport 0.000 
•	 ESS" LIFE CYCLE COST
` a
INTERFACE  ►. OST
1 Solar Arra;f i^^,	 .r
2 Thermal Control, S,c^
7 Power Dondi x ionin-a 1,409
 
I	 Y




cEo 25KW Nicd {JE-20
a	 X41.
^.... 77 	 a ...:...	 7._Y..e	 L	 _:.av .....	 .a	 . -i	 aiv:$.	 :.	 .sue,......._.	 vim...	 _.u.. ^._^^XediC... .._	 2a ..:.t..._..
cv+ .
^^1	 ,':^.. _.	 .. "r	 ,.',..21 -4	..:.f
ca
LEO	 25KW E:S -
	
e  i H2)
+
MI; :S1 1)N PRRAMETER
1	 T at t 31	 FI ►.1 rig k+ r r	 0 i	 E a r t ,p r ^	 ^- .c^ 	 i ;^ 01,
Maxi mum D i x c h3l"v -z- Tim e
	( H r )	 + 2 3aS
Mi n imu m Charit T m,.&	 (Fir)	 ►aid




	 C x +_ 1 or-
------------------0--------------	 -------------------------- -_.._...
'	 ES$ 'PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT
id
}	 i	 Total	 P , :-wor	 F--v.;ir*d	 60	 91:,.^^^	 A
t V 






1	 11aximuri► 	 Ba t ter ,,"	 Li fe	 (Yr)	 7 , 7S5S+
2 C ap a+_i t ly De g radat ion Factor	 90S
1 Vol taro De a r. dat ion F a ctor
4	 EOL	 Minimum	 Pot,.► er> 	(W)	 3. C'.1 	 .r











2 Total	 + ►s11
	
in Parallel	 O$'^G
K^c' CTotal	 Cells	 in	 Series,^
	 ^,	 11ti	 4
4 Number o f	 Modlu l ez/Battgrx	 1- rS'	 a	
fi




e.Xwr,T"°' Y"' ^ ^wrypyt^riWr.WUYLw:wrn^.+...^-,..-...a 	 YT;R
,.....-_....--- --- ------- ---- ..-,..,.
eRTTEF'Y CELL DAI ': CHARGE.
PARAMETERS
i Rottd Ca11	 Ca pacit y (PH) 50
2 EOL Max.	 G+ p th of Dischar t .35964 r'
EOL Max.	 G i scho r • +	 (HH) 18.049
. t
Max.	 Dischar g e Co rr.*nt	 (P) 2e,946 3
.7
S EOL Min.	 Vol tav# (V)
--- .----------------------------
1,1498 
ESRY CELL CHARGE PARAMETERS 
----------------------------
•_
i Rechar ge 'Fraction 1 .07'15
` 2 Chan ge Throu g hput 1 10286
7
 i har * Cu rrent	 (H) :1.296
i 4 Charge Volta ge (V> . C-829






P4+^r M : Or- eratini Temperature ;:u
Batter y 	C11	 Enthal py 	'.1ol ta«: 1, 20.97
('•1
7 Maxir ro Diz cha r .ae Hea t 	 Lo ad 4 18
(W)
4 Maximum Char ge Herat Load	 rW3 8867
S Maximum Cy c le Heat Load (W) ,J86
--------------------------------
c ESE INTERFACE PARAMETERS
1
1 Max Solar Array Power 4Wr ^.4E`1
] 2 Max Solar Arraw Wei=g ht	 ( K q ) 711






..r a 	 . P'd "t'*e°	 ..-..-.,.Q..w.,vy..	 .+wwvwwrMnq.«
----.----;-.-----s-.---s..--:-.---










I S4%t +ry Coll (inal tarr-risinals -)
3 E,, R PC
4	 -
5 Dhannarl (1axr inttrfarts?
6 Channel Interf aces
7 ESS ^incl Int* r f.a ► os)
s.--n-.---.:--:----..- --- --------:---:-.- -'-
DIMENSIONS (CM)
1 Batter y Coll	 (incl	 wminals) 9,32 Ix 29,6-1
(DiaxL)
2 Larva Battery Module e.LxWxH? 58-27 x
	 Z1.26 x ?7,01
f Z Small	 Batter y Module (LxW> H) 5^,, x	 46.60 x 37.0211
4 BRPC (LxWxH) 2 C	 E1
 x	 12.70 x e..40
t	 . 5 Cha rier (F7) <LxWxH) 6Z ,50 x	 26. 90 , 16 , 5e
Channel
	
(LxWxH) 122 Z  x 174 90 x ;,	 ,slat
ESS (LxDxS)
------





1 Battery Coll	 Mind
	
te rminal_) 2020
s Lar •ae Ba ttery Modulo 11r 660
r
3 Sma l l	 Ba ttery Module 190600, x
4 BRPC 1699
`
,i 5 Char r4	 r	 (F3) 281 84
w	 { , 6 Channel
	
i. it=x Interfaces) 551 540{







E4 LIFE CYCLE COSTS 41980SM?
DDT&E 9. 998 s	 .
PRODUCTION i:^' , S??
a Battery Coll 51!
J
1 Coll Matchimo 2,.276
E Modul e Assomb l y 3.40E
3 Channel Assembly 1. 622 _ jj
4 Subsys tem Rsz#mh l r 1.70:3
 
1
5 Acce p tance "s Surface Trans port 1.00:1
b P re launch Intaeration, ,I .145Checkout
7 Seca Tr,Nnsport 4.33
S S p ace De p l o yment & Checkout .024
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE 55,824
1 S p a rez Production
2 Crew Trainine .Sid
3 Labor .22
4 S pace Transport 3^.^51 .'
ESS LIFE CYCLE COST
77.4 15
I`rITERFACE COSTS `	 v
1	 Solar Arr.a 232.475
3- Th,rmal	 Cont rot 7, 223
Z Power Conditionin
i, 1 	 5 J





LEA:+	 S^ak,W E S S (MiH
r
;.:0N PFtRRMETER.^
Tot-a1 Nu rit oor o f Eatt+r y CecIes	 2
2 Max imum G zzhar• •v,-r Time (Hr-)	 .02355
Minimum Char ,** Time (Hr)	 15
4 Tot.-%I ESS Life e 'r'r?	 30
t4urnber of Ha 	 Lif- C	 «-_	 .i f^ c l	 4
•
ESS PERFuF;I FiNC E REQUIREMENTS
r
t 1 Total Power Re-q uired	 (W) 5:+6'5.4
E' Total '.♦ ' p a ge FeAuired (V) 1.-,,81	 ,-,
f
3
ReAuired Bat tery Life (Yr) 6.E63
E, :=, PERFORMANCE PMRRMETER
1 Maxim o, Bat ter,/ Life	 f'lr-) 7,117
Ca p aci t y De g radat ion Factor 8.94 e 
•
7 Volta g e De g radation Factor 894^,t
,.
4 EOL Minimum Pander	 (W) 59734





""G	 'IIVA Lp,^ a
i Total Number of Cells	 OF P40R QU^ Lrl' 1718
.,
2 Total	 Cells	 in Parallel i^
'
S




_ t tj 	-
 Number M a ^,^ u1 •,s•^' B.^.. o f	 y
5 Number of f	 Cell_/Madljle (Rv,9)
--------------------------------





I Ratod Cell Capacit y «H 50
2	 EOL	 tla 4.	 E^ ,FF, th	 of	 Crischarime .410:3
tiff Er iL	 MaxCl h ar4e	 +Fi H? 1'±,'=	 '
4 Max.	 Elizaharie Currentc'M 0.:75
EOL	 Min.	 Vo	 ta a	 (V) 1 , 114
------------ ---------	 •---------------------- -----,
ERTTER-i' FELL CHARGE PARAMETERS
t
I Recharae Fraction 1 .0715
2 Char-, e Th rou g hp u t 1	 03. 0 e,
- Char g e Currant	 4;'A ti 22 7 i
4 Char 'Ve volt ale W'. 1 .7012 F
1
Wat t-Hour	 E 4 f i c eric '
^	 ^
ES:_ THERPIRL PARAME TER
I Avera g e Operatin g Tem p erature 2E
e; Ci._. e -- K >
2 Eatter:^- 	 Cell	 Enthal py Vol ta g e 1 2 7
4 V
..
? Maxi mumm Di schar ge Heat Load L 7 15 +
i
W
4 Ma N i mum ' Ch a r ye Heat Load 04, 1905
' 5 Maximum Cycle Heat  Load (W) 19052
-------------------------------- ---- ------ ------------
EE	 INTERFACE PARAMETER
1	 Ma.	 ,.o1ar	 I r r a v	Power	 (W. 7 i7a67.
'..> 2 Mai Soo a 	 Arran• W,aiaht	 (K^) 1449
Z Max Tharmal Cont rol Wa sht 1849(Kv)
E-26
- LEO SOKW NjH2
6LJ
-------------------------- -0--- s... .-.---------.-.r--s-_-----r..-_.-.-.
r
, E. 	 t	 '.>'	 ,.e I I	 i	 c I	 t y r-r,,lrr•'sI	 a I	 1--,4 0
GG44 i.. i^
i
5 Channel	 Interfaces) 61 . 2
;: C° Ja nrle1	 1nte rf aces 12.46
SS	
-;in	 l	 I n ter fac es)E	 ^,^ 44S.8
--	 -----------_---- --------------- -----------------
DIMEN ISI ►.NS	 (CM)
1 Etatter,,, Cell (inc`l termimals' 9 Z2 x	 29.61
tC,iaxLa
^2 Lar-1e	 e. attet-`° P!oduIe	 (LxWx, H 58 SZ x $1,	 26 x ti nt	 0 1
Small	 Battery Modulo	 (LxW H) 58, ZZ x 46.60 x 37,01
4 EF;PC
	
(L>^WxH> 21.00 x 12, 70 x h. 40
5 i:hat-m-er-	 ^ LxWxHr 63.5CA x, 6  90 16, 50
of Channii- I	 L^:I Ix, H N, 122 ^ 1 7 4.  90 x 7-.9 . SCi
r 7 ES .. ( L DxS)
----------t----------------- ---
244.66 x 457.00 x 174.90 
VOLUMES	 (cm7.)
---------------------------------
,titter`°	 Cell	 ( i ncl	 t_'rminals'o 20210!!
is ie Batters, Module 11660
p
m-11	 SaT ter• , Module 100600is
e.RP C 17
Char ger <F:A ) i81 8.4
t t_ Channel	 Oess Interfaces) 851540,








LIFE CYCLE COSTS (19800;y
DDTZcE 117.1 ,  758
PRODUCTION, 21*0 . 471
4k	 Ea	 t':^	 C*i l '?i,){
I I	 Cell	 Matchin-9 3,504
2 Module Ptstmb l y 1,729 
F
Z Channel Assembl y, 2..5:54
2. 040.5 w4 Subsyst em Assembl y





S p ace Tran{: port S,931 
8 si*pace Dep lo yment
	 Checkout , 049
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE 99 , 444
1 $ p art_ P rodu,c t i cn 17.792
2, Crew Train inm. * y~;{
f -3 Labor 6.078
} 4 apace T rans p or t 74,6 00
 
^
ESS LIFE CYCLE COST 1 0 , 0, }
~ INTERFACE COST
a } ,r
3	 Solar Rrra,u 412, 03 7
2 Thermal Cont rol 9. 545
.-. 3. Power, Condit ioni n^ 1.98 8










M IS ION PRRRMETEF S
1 Total Number of Batt*r 3. C;,cle
h1a imu m Gis har , s Time 01r)
3 Minim u m C h at,-,)-*. Tim-? (Hr)
4 Total ESS Life ('1•'r)
5 Numb-er of Hardware Life
--------------------------------
E S'a PERF 13RMPNCE REQUIREMENTS
16 02 '17 2 C,
1 Total	 Power Reiuired	 '34a- 1 i^	 ►i^^
'
E Total	 Volta •ve Reiui red 	(V) i




1 Maximum	 E.a t t e r• ^	 Lfe'r'r , 7.117 	
{
Ca pacit y De g radation Factor 8a468
Vo I t a me De g radation Fact or ; 1894 6 8
i 4 EOL Minimum Power (W) 119470
rs
5 EuL Minimum Vol tale 	 <V) 128. 98
BATTERY CELL Q RNTIT'IE
1 Tc t a 1	 NLimbe r,of	 Cells 3 420
s
^M
2 To t a 1	 Cells	 in Parallel 30
-3 Total	 Cell:	 in Series It4
z










ER T TSRY CELL DISCHARGE
PRPP "1E TERS
I Pa t*d 0+ 11 Ca p a c it y (RH)
f` E OL Max. De p th of Di3
EOL Max Discha rs* <PH)
4 Max, Discharme Currfnt (P)
5 EOL Min,, Vol t aio WN
4:3 21:3





EATT`ERY CELL CHAPGE P ARAM ETE RS
1	 Recha rve Fraction i	 071`.
2" Dha rie Th rou h p u t i > GUS
3 Char•ve Current	 (A> 22.715
4 Charve Vol taa.e (V) 1,7012 
5 Wait-Hour E f # i c i encr
. 622-0 G a  ^
t	
--------------------------------- ..    ----------o 	 .---------- -------------------
' ESS THERMAL PARAMETERS p
1 Rve raie O p e ratin- Tem p erature 28




("1a<, 1htUf11	 Di s cha rie 	 Heme t	 Load 175 1"
:W
4 M ax i rwm Char ge Heat Le ad W ?"c-1011







`.	 1 Max Solar Arra y Power (W) 7C1.41titi^E+
2 Max Solar Array Weisht
	
CF +) 2$98




WEIGH T 	 f*1," v )
I Ea t t	 r f	 Cell	 ^ i rlc l	 I+ r ril l rn•_ 1_;, 1. 134 !:1
2 Sa	 t	 r), Module (.,Fiv .:) 216 .4 4 +
:3 SPIPC 2 2S
4 Char-,ver.	 ';F 24.'?5
' ((( F fist7r'!dr	 A. 	 •.	 in t c- r f aces) 265 . 25
ChanrieI	 Interfaco i2. »=r










G	 11	 ';	 n^1	 t^r• r^yin:^1_•a .^ ;-.	 29^^	 - 61
0iaxL
^ La r g e Eatter,:	 Module eLxWxH) 5S-, Sti x 51.Er. :; 7 A.
4
3 Erna 1 I	 Sa tt er,- Modul e 	 (LxWx,H) 5+ _~ . :37 46.60 x, ti7 . 0
4 BRPC	 (L kWxH) 21.00 x 1.70 ,,1511 :: t: 9
5 Chat-?er
	





_, C }•panne 1	 L^.eWxH 122 , ZZ :, 174.90 x 79,80 
_
rr ++u,^^
E S S	 ,L i, D x S)
_
^ ^^ .-^	 ti i








' 1 E^•^t ter. =	 ^;:•I	 ^`lrlcl	 t^?r'!t?1r1aI^•r R^	 k1
•
La me Ba tt e ry M; d uIe I i 0 6 6C1
3 Sma"11	 Ea t t a r>, Hodu I a 100600
4 F^;P'r, 17I+7
5 Oia r g e r 	 iF•3j 2E184 z;x
[
l:# Channel	 ( less	 Interfaces) 851540 t^
'r ESS	 (inc l. 	 I n t e r f aces) 7227000
f
;E-3!
LEO 10OKW NiH2 ''I^
sLIFE CYCLE COSTS ( 19EW)
DDTI^f 14.591
PRODUCTION 3a . 16
a sat t4ry Co ll
.8:53)
t




Channe l Fissombl.-. 4.40 1
4 Subsystem Vii :sembIy 2. 1152
S Ac c e p tance ^ Surfa c e Transport 2.	 1_
6 Frtlaunch	 Into p r a t ion 10 ;
Ch*c kwu t
7 S pace Transport 1r,^^^ ^
8 Sp ac e DDeF I o y mon t& Checkout
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE 191, 317 t
I $Part_. Product ion
q
2 Grew Trainin-v 1.941
Labor i2.	 lei
4 Space Transport 14•% . 76 t
ESS LIFE CYCLE COST 242,072
INTERFACE COSTS
1 Solar Mrrav, 718.908
2 Thermal Contro l 13 .^SF '^"
Power Conditi an i n-3 3`5r"-'
H;












	 2S0K,td E S $	 4M i H
MISSION PARAMETERS
I Total Nuffb* r )-.,t Sat tsr• Y CYalts 1150:320
2 Plaximum	 D isc hat-se	 T i to*	 ( H r) . 62:35".r.





ESS Li f*	 ( ,er) :31Ili
5 N
	
e 	 ard via r- Li	 C,', aI zs 4	 I
----------	 --------------------------
E SS PERFOR11PHCE REQUIREMENT'
1 Tota.1	 Fowor R . Auired	 0.0 E^^8250
Tota l 	 Volta-ma. 	 RvLui re p!	 (V) 1 112E. E
3 Rtiuirod Batt ery Lif e 	(,Yr) 6f8b17
E S PERF1:1Rt ,1R ` CE F APFIMETERS
i	 Maximum Batte ry Life	 eYr:a
z: l~3 p ac i t y Dav rada t i or, Fac tor .892 55
e
rt 3 Vo l t aie Do rada t i on Factor 89245
4 EDL Minimum Power (W) 300110
5 EOL Minimum Vol tale ^V)
------	
-
-------------------- - --- --
129,61
86TTEF Y CELL QURNT I T I E:
1 Total	 Number of	 Cells E510
2 Total Cr.-11	 in FaraIIre1 74
. 3 Total	 Cells	 in Series 113
4 Number of Mode l a s/Sa t t? ry 15
.fF	




A  p s1 ^.s
I'
*w Rfl
	 >	 iiM }! '+
	 ". #s	 M R R -'+-R: — - w..- — -- —




I	 Rat*d C*1 Z
	 ca pacit y <PH>
	 54±
2r EOL Mag .	 Deig, th of	 Discfiar,m*	
+1+.722
3 ECL Ma x. 	 Di charva
	 (PH)	 1:x .51
4 Plax.	 Cli gchar^* Current (P)
	 31 . 292





_ CELL CHRRGE PMRRMETERI
1	 R*charige Fractio ►ti	 1.0715
2 Cha t-vt Throuvhput	 1„ 031,
Z Cha rvo Current
	 (8)	 2:3.022
5 Watt-Hour Et4	 citncr	 R	 15o£^




ESS THEE" M8L ,
 PFIRS iETER





2 Eatt g., t	 Ce11	 En t ha 1 pv, VoI taa
	 1.2942
i *	 (V
L, Max imum  D i = chat-me Heat Lead
	 44525
xx
`	 4 Maximum Charit Heat Load W	 97520






t	 1	 Max Solar ;
 Arra y
 Pow-ser	 CWT'	 3 57 380








^-	 -	 LEO 250KW NiH2
r
{
'1L	 '^^ "^`	 ^:. ^ - g---	 .^.c:^
wEri: HTS kK ,t s
1 Svt ttr:^ C* I l r %rici t+rm n.a z
4 C h a ra 1p o r
5 C-harm* 1 1	 i nt* r f acex)
6 Channel In ttw#acts
7 ESQ (inc;l Intfrfacts)
•
------.—.---------.--i..----a.----.--.
-- ----------.. -------. - - - -
i 134 0
11n 77$





NMENSI ONS ( CM)
1 E.a t t	 r•	 t;	 1 1	 i n+ I	 t	 rr	 na l S . Z2 x	 29.61 '.
C^i.IxL;► A
Lari	 Battery Module .S x	 51	 Mrs xt `:37.0
%' a	 c'	 1	 *Sm.^+l l	 Eat t _ r^°	 t^t.dal^	 ^Lt^WxF- 5 ^	 . 3.' :7. x	 51 . 26 ,Ire 7.	 . 01
T BRPC	 (LxWx1!) 21.20 x	 1+2. 70 x 6.'T''S.
5 Cha r =a e r ^f''Y)	 < L x W x H 6,7 510 x	 :c 6 	 :i0 r, <50
F p 128.1 5 x	 17 4 	,.,, X .? Se









1 Battery Call	 <inO 1 	 termina ls.' 2ch2cl E^
Lar°ve Batter y Module 11 0660
S mall	 Bat te r y     Modulo .r110660
+ -E'RPC 17 24
Cha rvo r	 ( F, :3 1 .
• 6 Chann*1	 (lBess	 Interfaces) 89206EI




a .. _ ..._ 
i7
r
LIFE CYCLE COSTS "" 9Ee#M
CDT&E
1^^
PRODU T I4M E3 a	 ?
sat to rs C* 11 f°	
''E
t 1	 C^11	 i'1s,r^chin^
2 Module As somb v 4, 431 *y
1D.2 0 ^7 Chant' t 1	 RIs*mb 1 ^^'
;•^
4 Subsystom AsztmL^TY 4 a ^:^'9
^	 ^i^c,cerr	 ,^n _ 	'	 +.tr#	 Tra n_ por•1 4.4042 (
6	 Prola unrh	 Int+t't ra t iortiCh*c ko a +t 9
` 4`,714
'r	 S p a c 	 Trarr^3r ,a^•t




i $pa its Product ion 
4,73.}
Crtw Training
7. La b or
t
4 $ pact Trans po rt Z67.78 7 ^»
563,609
E:: S LIFE CYCLE COST
I NTERFHCE COSTS




a Powa r Cund i t on i nv .
k














1 Total Nk4mb*r of East t*r y C cl*z	 439.5$
Maximum Gi$ch a rvo Tim, 4Hr)	 1 - IS 13
3 Mini mum CHarva Ti m# 0ir	 22. 726
4 Tot a l ESS Lift (Yr
5 Numiw of H>ardw* r# Li f:* C c1a 1
-ir---:---- AW.Wlow	 s---r rr r—r..r rr^r nr.	 rrrr..r.-----w—s—r—.—.---r.--r—.--ss.--rr
ESS PERFORMANC E REQU I R5MEMT:
1	 Total	 Fok#e
 r	 R- vtu i rotd	 tW ^ ^^e
Total Vol taws P#Aui r od (V)
	
_ 128.8





t ESS FERFORMAHC* E PARAMETERS
r 1 Maximum Bart ttry Li fa ( Y r) 1,:304
2 Ca p acit y bairadat i on Factor '99336 
ti Vo l t avo Goa rada t i on Factor
.99336










BATTERY ":ELL OURNTITIE S
V 1 Tot a I Humb* r o f Cal f 749
Total CtIls	 in Faralltl
x 3 Total Coils
	
in Sariaz 1	 '"0
4 Number of	 Mo.4u l es/Ba t ter rr-, 4
I




m	 _..	 5	 ed.. Yom. ^ .Y^i.s^..	 ^..	 _.. ._.	 Yr. da.._f aA.,....	 fiLcs s:	 . v 	 _1. Y r1B.1; tY. 
fERT'TERY CELL 01$CHRRt E
PARAMETERS
1	 Fated Cell	 CaF ,ac i t v	 (, AH ^
EO L. Max.	 De p th of	 Clisc h s r .f* 	 67
EOL Max.
	 Dischar g e	 (RHO	 9.A7
4 Max.	 Dischar ge ►CUrront (A)	 z17,0S.
r EOL Min,	 Voltage(V)
Y
BATTERY CELL CHARGE PARAMETER
1 Rochar ge Fraction 	 1 774
2 Char ge Throu g hp ut
	 1
f
Char ge Current	 (R> 3.756
"	
r	 n4 Cha r g e Voltage (V)	 1,49
`	 r




ES S THERMFiL PARAMETER
k
1	 Htie r.s 4e	 OF"er .y t 3 n g 	Temp erat ure	 28 6
r, Deg-K
2	 Bat ter. Oei i	 Enth•a;lrs-.v Vol  tage	 1.4404
Y
(v)
M _ ;i m^ m C► i s^_ha r-ge Heat Load	 ^54^^(W)
4 Ma r,ll mum
 
►:"har• ie	 Hoat	 Load	 (W)	 1270	 3
5 Max imum C^*cl*_Heat Load (W)	 2820
►
`ESS	 INTERFACE 'PARAMETER,S
Max Solar Arran- Po4)er	 (W)	 4510,2
2 M yk Solar Arrax, Wei lpht	 ( K q )	 S
i	 3 Max Tho rma l Cant rot Wo i vh t 	 274
rKY)
---------------------------------•
GE, O 25KW N H2	 ?
E-38	 ^	 r
ia
W E IGHTS 4^	 .J
1
w	 sy
E^tt^ •^ 	 ►."x'11	 ^.ir•^^.1	 x^r^^litla1 1	 4C+
Bat t ery M.-.1d le	 fr`vM) 4 2.52
'l eRt" c. 2. 1 4
4 Cha r-awl 2 4 , 95





Ch a nn e l 	 Int * r f ac es 11 f5II
ESS ( ncl Interfay.%Z) 17 a
-_-^-----_--_--_----_---------__- 	 ---__--------------- ,_.,__^..^__
DIMENSIONS (cMY
yF
4 1 Eatttrx Cell	 (incl	 term i nals) ,Z.,	 x	 29.61
i axL )
f 2 Laws Satter y p1cdule eLxWxH)a 6	 .65 x 41.94 x 37.01	 1
Sntia '1l	 Eattory 	Modul	 (LxtJxH) 69,65 x 46, 60 x 37f 01
4 6RFC <LxWxH) t9.70 x 12.7 0 x 6 f 40
5 1: E ► 	 ►'	 r•	 ( p ,	 ; L ^; t'1 : H e,	 , 5 i n u ^^ 1	 .5 ►_t
6 Channe 1	 (LxWxH ) 11 0. 68 x 198.30 u SO
f
YYFF
, E;S,	 ( L x D S
F





! Eatt +rr f Cell	 (incl	 terMinal s' 202cl'









., h c'h anra^ 1	 1 1 ass	 I n=t t r f acts $73520 





C, GT E 7,954
PRODUCT I ON
t S	 =.	 t t	 !'	 I t * l 1 ^. ^	 . 41 lei 1 t ,1 ^
1	 Coll	 MaTc hin'm •. 	 v
}t
}
F 2 Module tisr+r n`elly t R ,2 4 1 X
`
►^han n^ 1	 H^;^^mkti 1 1	 44h
1,
3 Subsyz t *I m Ristmb l a
5 Acce p tant* ^4 ;surface Transp ort . ,
6 Rralaunch
	 Into •*rat ion 1 X41
Cha+ kou t











1 S p ate_ Product ion
0 , 0CDE-1




4 S p ace Tr•yn_Fvrt
1 ., ,k,Ck.,il;
ESE LIFE CYCLE COST ti,4, t5y
N.
INTERFACE CO T' a I
1}	 ►^ 41	 Sol 4 r
	
Rr•r•a
2 Thee rma 1	 Control 5,844 .p
3 Rawer Condit ioning ►_/-^
^ CYC LE 	 S ^ 11TOTAL LIFE  	 COST
11
^ ►^ +. 779 S
GEO 25 E•N0 H2
if
LE60	 25KW Eti	 (H202)
E MISSION PMRPMETEP
1 Tot al Humb* r of ESE Oxc 1 es 160122El
2 Maximum Dark Period (Hr)
3 Min imum Livht Period (Hr) ati	 1=^
4 Total	 E SS Lift	 (Hr)
5 Number of FCU Hardwart Lif e
0>-*c 1 es
' I 6 Nu mbe r of	 ECU Hardware Life 4
C>,c	 its
7 Numherr of	 Pum p Hardwart Life 4
C>'cle
--------	 --------------------- -- --- -- --- -- --- -
f EEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
1 Total Power Reiuired <WN 31214_
2 Total Vol tale ReAui red	 (V) 128.. E
R;e%ui red	 FCU Life	 (Hr) 15	 1^^
r 4 Ra%u i rod ECU L i-f 4 (Hr) 45844













E. y- PERFORMFiNCE PPRRMETERS
'	 1 EVIL Minimum. Powor W 	 31,42
2 EOL Mini mum V+.l tAlt (0	 i_9, *,?
7	 Max imum	 F ►.1.!	 Life	 ( Hr)	 1r^^"+. 
4 Maximum ECU Lit*	 (`Hr)	 46,42, 01
5 Maximum PurAt:, Lift	 (Hr)	 2In9z
r, Number of ESS Sido g
	




'	 FU EL CELL UNIT CIUANT I T I E
I	 Total	 Nutfibv& r• of	 FCC r;
2 Total Parallel F^._	 0%
? Total	 Series: FOU	 ak_r
x
4 Number ot	 FO Stacks	 16
•	 j
Number of	 FI U/F1.	 Stick  	 i fl,,_,i
--------------------------------
	 •------
FUEL	 SELL UNIT PEPF0RMPNC E
Y	 PP,RPMETEP,'
1	 EOL	 Min,	 Dark Period Fewer	 43. 5:3 1
	(;
n	 2 EOL Min	 Dark Period Volta 	 --
+i	
,R	 2
"	 3	 Ral ive	 Celll	 P r e a	 (Lm^)	 2-, 21 	.._





EOL Liiht	 Period	 Current	 2.11,
. 0 rns.i t	 M a 'am,5
r
---------------------













1 Total Numbs r of ECU 149E
F 2 Total Pars119I ECU as
.; Total	 Et ri*z FCC :74
4 Numb+r of ED atackz 4




ELECTROLYSIS CELL UNITr PERF'ORMSNCE P8,RRMETER S.
1	 EOL 	 .	 L i >ah t	 Pt r i od Power ti 4	 4r,








EOL Li ght	 Period Current 42,58








1	 FDU H ti,' e t ale Ope ra t i n,? Pressure J1.1248(Ka^cm2)
2 FC U Five ra g e 	 Ope ra t i r'y 'a 5
TemFrr•atu re OeI m-0
} ECU Avera-Ae OF•eratin :a Pressure 1.1:x»,,
Y
» ECU Fiverase Op	 ratiri ll Z55
Tem perature	 ^De,?"K)
, 5 Maxi m um	 Clark.% Period Heat	 Loan 1 3 	 7
Lx ix 4 w .
E Max, imum L 1 .aht	 Period Heat Load 69i^F.t+<










.5 i	 Watt-Hour Ef f ici-rncr , 422151
2 DoD Factor
S to rav* Tom ptra to rt r, D*•Y-K
4,H2 S for*i* Prossure (k v/cm2) 2r?; 12
z
5 HS y toravo Volum* (cm _?1132`1
H2	 s:t^ r,^ ? ► 	 W s ivht	 <Kf) 1.Lf1?
7 H2 Storai4 Tank Wtiiht	 {Kid 1r`.1
9 02 Nto r 3*a s Vo l ume	 (Cm^) 1 19 6 115 l 1^1
10 02 Stora ,a: Wei,?ht	 <Ki 1 ►.t	 421
`
11	 02	 Stora'?e- 	 Tank We i•:pht	 #	 1p) S 1 6. 1".5i r
f 12 H2O ; torai:pe Pressur e 	 (Km--?r_rt2) 1	 3 5 7
H2 O .,to raie	 (crrt3) 11741
14 H20 Stur3-?e Wei ,m ht 	(Kv ) 11,741





ES:,_ I NTERFA E PPRMMETER c
}}
1	 Ma>. Solar Rrray PoieJe r 	 (W) 54476
2^,	 -	 t	 i	 _	 J1M d,c	 Solar•^ r	 A t r.3 i^ 	 ti„^ 1 t .y ^a ^	 ^y+ 4, ^ 1 2 5, 1 7 «
' 3 Max Sol a r Hrray ,Wei•mht	 (Kg) 1111
r 4 Max Thermal Control We i ih t 127
ra










2 ECU	 .5005 u
FC Stack (rl^ ,$)	 ;7 6 1	 j
t +4 EC Stack ( P VT)
oi PoiA+qtr M o du1 ►
nci 1 1 iary E ^. iFn`^^rn t 	 +E
E'SS {irlcl Iritorfac*x5	 205'
----- ---------------------------	 -----------------------------
GIt'lEh^ I^:1h^	 (cm)
FO StR3 1, i; lax)	 (LxW5+,H^	 7, 6 . rti• ,•^\' 	 17,  f	 x	 5 1 . 4e,
6 Power Module
	
(LxWxH)	 121.24 x 268 62 
j	 wAncilliar Ev.ii p vient	 ;0ia;Lr	 91.50 x
r	 1\ f L am'	 nl	 *	 {—i	 ^^	 ice,tij 	 ;=t..`;=;	 '^L^:G.:s^.'^	 1:^1 i^ x `^^_r r ,. ►:t4t s?: ^r•_;ti,,6 2.









F, o X11 r• M ,_, d 1.41 	 1 f ,_. t ,.^ 0 0
{	 i Hnc i 1 1 1.=	 1.4 : P  :'n t	 29 it 6'
-- ---	 --
	 - --- ---	
- -----











i	 FC Stack 3.44
2 ESC Stack.:':
Pow* r Modulo  Rix9r► b l y ?, , :,2
Fincilliar y 	Eu mrlt
5 Eubs y s t trot Rszt ilb l ► = r'"
6 AccaP t anc* & Su r i ac* T ranxrr o r t 1 .50
Pr#14unch Intt i ration .140
Chtak ut
t £ $Paco Trans p ort 4+r
Sract DaF• 1 o y rrian t	 & Checkout k+
OPERRT I ONS & MP I NTENPNCE 4•3. , - S
S p a res P roduction s" S,.,S
Cr#w Trainini COSF.i
Y 3 Labor ,190
4 'Space Transport 1 ►-t,^=
..
ES S LIFE CYCLE COST = i	 k+4,7`
INTERFRCE COSTS
i	 Solar M	 rr ra .34	 wi s
2 Thermal Control
'
S. Poula r Conditioning 1> l E,«:





sLEO	 5OKW ES	 (H202)
MI SS ION  F'RRRMETEP
Total Nwmbt r of EEE Cya l art,1 i nii	 E
Maximum Dark Pf<riod	 (Hr)
{ ', Minimum Livht P*riod (Hr) ,^,c:+cg
4 Total	 ESS Life (Hr) Ui
e N x.Ambtr• 	of	 FEU Hardwa rt Lif e
'f
o 6 Number  o f	 ECU Hardware , L i f t 4
cycles
Number of Pum p Ha rdwa r* Life
cvc l !s
. T .:—ZS.^T^—	 Z.aaa^aar—s.—.s^f.------si.----	 T^r
! ESS PERFORMRN+ E REQU IREMENTS
h,
t i	 Total	 Pat..or R* quirod	 (W) 6243
i.
`	 Total	 'tool tamed ReAvi red	 (V) 12E, E
f Z ReAwi rod FDIC Life
	 (Hr)
4 R*Auirtd ECU Lifer	 (Hr> 458.4i


















t LEO 50KW H202
ESE PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
L,
1 EOL. Minimum Powor W	 63113
2 EOL Minimum Vol tavo <V) 	 130.21
7 Maximum FCU Li ft (Hr)	 1 :542
4 Maximwm ECU Lift (Hr)	 45S44x
Max i m um
 
Pumf^ Life Hr	 6239?
Numh* r of ESS S ides	 E	 f
7 Number o f ESS Chann +r 1 r
-----------
FUEL CELL UNIT OUPNTITIE.
i T+^ t,^ l	 Hurob- r of	 FCU 1	 D
_
2 Total Parallel	 FCU	
_
15 l
Total $trios FCU 50
4 Mumbtr of FC , Stack :30





FUEL CELL UN IT PERFORMPNCE
_—_
PHRHMETERa d




Da rk Period Vol ta t-4 e 1.415 Z
',
Sctive	 Cell	 Pre.	 (cmZ)
4 EOL Dario, Period Current,
D n= i t . 	 Qla/am










1.Tot al Numbs r of ECU	 Ee -dE
2 Total Pt rt ll*I ECU	 8
3 Total Etrits F U	 34
4 Numb-or o t EC Stacks	 8






1 EOL Max. Licht Period Pr•w*r•zT 4 7 1 ti^
E 0 L Max. Light P+riod Vol t.s •?o-z
	4.4' 6L
c	 !V 3
r--li^t l til«^  C # 11 Hrt ,ll +; c tirz)
M	 "
4 EOL Dark Pe riod Cu rrent	 2.e
a	
[r ►"s r^ = l t Y '^ ^"1 .3 ^' r^ ^ J'





i FCU Fi ve ra-le 000 r. t in-m Prt_sur •	 i	 Z




E+ i Rvem r t: O p e rat irrm Pressure =^
E,:si Pv e r..z ►. I.tperst :r7 	 V CC	 ^^^
a	 T Maximumutai Cla rk P ►: r c-rd H	 t L+R ad	 2r•; r^+ 1!,
'w,
	
 ---• — — — — — — — — _.	 r^
M




Watt-Hour Ef f ici*r► r ,412
,.
2 Qoa Fact orV
star v* T*mp*r*tur* (0** -K) so
4 H2 S toravt Pr*rau rt (Ki/cm2) 23. 12
5 H2 Sto rav* Volvm 't (cm3) 24*e	 0
i
r H'2 storsl* wtilht 4KIN 2.05-A14
7 H_ Storav* Tank Weilht (Ki) S43.E14 1
` S 02 Stor*i* P'rot;v srt (Kv/cm.2 ) 14. VJ15
42 Storm* ► olmm* (cmz 4	 050
4
' -10 0-2 S t o r a e W# i v h t	 (Ki ) 21 r 2+B 1
r
r!'}11 02 StOravo Tank	 tivht	 <('i)	 # 1.:'A s^i2 A
12 H2O Storait P rossu r* (Kvelcm2
13 H20 Storav* Volum* (ct,)Z) '^96 .y
14 H20 St o rav*  Wa i vh t• <K# 2:3. 96
15 H ,^O Storav* Tank Woivht 	 (Ki.) ,x.3278 ^	 4
--------------------------------	 --;-----:---.----r:---------. ---
ESE INTEFFR E PRPPMETER$
a
i Maxmolar Array Fa ► ,+ p r 01) 11 34
4
Ma ", + Iasr	 Mrray	 Vr lt a_;Pe	 (V) 126 .47
7	 P1ax
	
_'.,',lair	 Plrr,*>,	 t+1*Oht 2 1;04 ,.x
4 Max Thermal Control We ivh t 262













F a FC Stack (tvv) 28.2'
4 EC Stack (Avv)r
r Char y*r (P3)
r
^ Pr.wo r ^ odu1' 4ir .	 t
7 Rn^ci I l	 .p ry EAuisr m*rr .:	 ► 	 ..
ESS (incl Int#r 102 W
-------r.--------------—:. s-s—a--s.—i— .-----_-----,-^1
ECU (M c t i v	 H r`*a) ( LxW :1	 r.
• Ffi	 4a-wtac	 0x faL c.td	 H.
76. 8Z
, . a,s^.. i	 •	 ..+..	 $ a	 71	 "^'	 5aa	 '.
^ = EC Stack	 (t11a x > (LxiJxH) 36.S3 x	 17.78 x	 41 .23
> Powo r t11cv ►lu 1 t (LxWx H ) 167 . 5-!R x 26H . 6 2 x	 67-65
Mnci ll;iarx EAWp tA*nt (Gi-axL) -.70
f
ra 3 r • 1 67 . 55
----------------------------
°	 4 57 .00
7 • --------------------------------
VOLUMES4.  a	 (crrs: )
Y
1 F	 J 420.5
E CU 42,A	 c^ r^-•













 r`	 1^r s	 tt 1 r 2'}87 S0
Firla,11	 r•x	 c':t:1.ptoerit
E S	 < irlcl _Ir^t	 ra_,^ t^+^	 z	 iti ►.1
--------------------------------
----- -	 - -------	 -
LEO 5QKW H2O2
F







` + 32•J	 ^•Jr
is 2 EC Stack-
3 Power Module Assem b l y ^	 •-	 -^
-^•^.:
n 4 RncilliarY EtuiFment 1	 1;
5 Subj:4 _ t a-m Assembl y t
►: Fcc*p t anc* 1,4  2u r f ac* Trans port 298
T Prelaunch	 Integ rat ion t{
.220Checkout
E Sp ac;r Trans port 8.167,
9 Sfact De p loy men t & Check out C0 4 +J ^,1
OPERATIONS '& MAINTENANCE 7	 9,;,
1	 S pares Production C
r






4 S paca Transport 21 . '5:4






I Solar Array 597. 829
` 2 Thermal	 Control 6.779
Power Cond i t i on i ne 1.-+,.;,1
w ^
TOTAL LIFE`; CYCLE COST 744,698 
__	 a
•= LEO 50KW H2O2
E-S2
x
...	 ..	 s.	 _....	 r	 r_	 ,_..	 x _	 a:-64_	 ,,	 aSn.......	 .BS	 _	 ..._.,a1.	 ..,.r,94,^+si•...a	 ,.m..w,.eii... .,..A^	 > t.17YL.a_ 	 _	 n 4:	 x31e...b1^A	 ...so...
LEO	 100KW E'SS	 cH_^:^
MISSION  PARRMETER
i Total Numbs r• of Efi C;xc	 1 r',0 ,2cr
R	 2 Maximum Dark Ftr k iod (Hr)	 ,~2315
 Livht eriod (Hr)	 ^^r, 15. ^	 Minimum	 F	 ,
4 T^ata1 ES S Life (Hr)	 e-
Number of F` ► U Hardixare Lite	 .s
6 Numb* r o f ECU 'Ha rdikoa re L i f e	 4
►ma y ` 1












f.	 ESE PFRFOFMRNCE PARNMETEF
i	 EOL Minimum Power	 ,t^	 1251.65r
2 EOL Miniffium Vol t;av* (V)	 129,11
M.&x i m+, m FCU ,Life	 (Hr)	 1 6047
^	 4 Maxi mum ECU Life	 (H r  	 45 S"..
5,	 Maximum	 Pum p 	Life	 (Hr>	 h^,:,^+,,,
6 Number of ESS Sides 	 5
7 Number of ESS C hahr * ls	 219
N
--------------------------------	 -----------------------
t	 FUEL CELL UNIT OUHNTITIES
1 T ► ia1 Humoor of ,FCU	 266;Q-
? Total Parallel FCU	 29
7. Total Series FCU	 921
4 Number of FC Stacks	 58
Er	 NUmb:. r of	 FCU/FCC Stack	 4Hv , r,
	46
r	 -------------------------------- 	 --------------^---- - -
	 -- -
r 
'	 FUEL CELL UNIT PERFORMANCE
FAPAME'TERS
i
° 	 i	 EOL	 Min,	 Dar k--	 Period	 Po per6	 ?	 ^,'	 11
(W
'	 EOL	 g in	 Dar k	Period	 Volta-g e	 1 .4tir	 4(V)
7 R c t i v e	 Cell	 H r a a	 4	 m:3 ;,
4 EOL Dark Period CLIrrent	 147,,92D^^^__ i t y	 (Ma/ cm)
5	 EO L Li-:q ht	 P e riod	 Current






LEO 10OKW H 202
a	
Rip	 a 1.	
. T^ i'•	 ^	 ^^^+ ^	 , .
 —AM ..'..
ELECTROLYSIS CELL UNITQUANTITIES
1 Total Humbor' of ECU	 6052
.,;	 2 Total Par .all*1 ECU	 17E
Total Stri#s FCC+	 34
4 Number of EC Stacks	 178
' f





ELEC TROL Y SIS:: CELL UNIT
PEPFU^MAN ►: E PARAMETERS
t	




EOL Max.. Li ht Period t,ol t.aie	 :3-496(Vt
Z Active Cell area (cm3)
	
213 2 1 a 6
4 EOL Dark Period Current	 215
Densit y <Ma/cm




--------------------------------	 ,----_------------ -- —
raEGc_ THERMRL P ARAMETERS
3	 1_ FCh Pv r• aae Operat-ins Pressure	 1 124
!t
	 2 FCU Hv a a ie Op rat in,a	 3^`
Tem p erature (Deg-K)
r► I^r
:ti ECU R a ra•ae Ope ra t 1-ns P r ►: s _ u re	 1 124:i	 h ^A^ A9
9 j! Is
a ECU H er3 ,?e O p4ra3tin-q 	X55
Te mperature :[laaa—^^ 
5 Maximummum Da rk Peri od He a t Lc-iad	 4 0w
r. Maximum Liiht Period Heat woad	 281 b,5
Maximum C






-	 - . 
_^ .^r --
	
- _. ^...	 , .' _ ..	 ,as.. _:_ ,a..__-
	







TDTRL ESS PARAMETER S
1	 Wa t t-Hou r E t# i a i onlr^ .407118 
2 DoD Factor ti .
r 3 Storavt T#mper a turt 10^ ,P -K) .5Q
. 4 H2 L toraie _Prtssurt ftiv. cm2> `	 '12
H2	 t la ra•*3	 Volume
	
^:I.nti^ l .	 ''^ .+}t^^r,_.^i
h	 H2 S tora ge W* iv fit 	 4• KI N,r T	 •e<,ti^a
HS Stora g e Tank Wv
	 Oht	 {f A) 11 , 38
S 02 Stora g e Pressure (K ,1/cn)ZI 1.4 t).
9	 02	 tora •m r_	 Vo l um e
	(cro)3) ; A- 13 90 E?
I sD 02 S tora, ^- Woim.ht	 (K ar, 42.5:x#
r
i_#	 A
11	 0'	 ti tor'3•:+?	 Tank	 Wai •afit	 (K-q.,- 22,7
xi
' 12 H2O Stora g e  Pres are (k;i/cm2> 1 , 33057
133 H2O Stora ge Volume 47^,^,






15 H2O Stora ge Ta nk Wei g ht	 (K^ q ) , 62964 '^ }r
-------------------------------• --
iK ESS I NTERFRCE F'ARHMETER ;,
- -
i
1	 Ma , 	Solar	 Hr a,	 Pl^taer
	
(W) 225 7 14





M a iF	 Ther mal 	 C 1•-•1 r, troi 	 W r 1 •a f•; 532 
K
(fa)
^^	 r	 `	 [
J/ «
C
	 M a xr1	 ['` 1 1 1,^ ►: r	 ^-. 1 1 ri d. 1	 1 L•Y rl 1 rl •^	 W	 a "^ f7 +. 7 2 til	 5
a /'• — —	 — — — — — — — — — — —	 — — — — 
— —
I
LEO 100KW H 202
s
...^f








Ic 4 EC Stack (PVT)
e Charier	 4F: Z) 24. 9 5
h Powe r Mo dvl e 1 Saa .










(Fict ive 	 A rea) c L:,W 30 , 4,.:'.* 
3 FL Stack (Max) (LxWxH ) U,	 Z x 17.78 x	 5:.41
4 EC Stack	 (Max) (LxWxH) 3 6 83 x- 17.7L
L x IJ,• H ) 63 . 50 2 r'. 9 ►:i	 x	 16. 5 0 
E. Power Module <LxWxH ) 702, CIS x 268 , 052	 65
. i" H ri ci1 11air"	 E IUiP'{A ►'nt 40 i.y .,L ^•'.	 1 4 ,12-:10 1
^
VOLUMES	 + ^rr^._,^
1 F C U 420  C u
e 2 ECU 420 , 55.E
3 FC Mack Z4y`0
EC Stack 19
LI 1L' kl a 1` .a a t'	 4	 -7 ,`i 7= 1 +C, s
6 Power Mode 3 :_. 4e:e50ri^t'
rn l_ i 11 i ar:,,'	 E qui p m e n t 1-4^90
^------ --- ---- -- ---- -	 -
-E37 - - -- ------	 -----	 --	 --









1 FC Stack 9.539 
2 EC Stack 1P, -;C,
7 Power Modulo   Assembl y ^ , ^^,^ a
4 Hroci1'li.ao	 Equi pment 1,x+1 ►:+
5ubtys t em Assembl y 2.725
E Acc *p tance 4x Su r f ar_+t T ranspo rt 3 ,868
Prelaunch	 Inteirati+on .37'
Chockout
8 Sp ace: Trans port 16,155
9 Seca Dep l o yment	 s: Checkout 0a9
OPERATISINS t MAINTENANCE 141.719 W
1 Spare_ Production 38,^,_h
'	 2 Grew Trainirrt
r	 Labor .64:3
4 Space Trans port 42,281
E$S LIFE C'Y'CLE COST' 24 0.756
1 NTERFRCE COSTS
1 Solar Arra y 1, 0 4 6 . {, 7 1
2 Thermal Cantrol
'	 S Power Condit oninv Z.477
TOTAL LIFE CYCLE COST 1299. 112 ^ ..
a	 E sa
LED 10OKW H2O2 i
Jt





1	 Tot al Numbtr o f ES S 160:320
e
L Maximum Dark Period (Hr)
3 Minimum Liiht Period (Hr)
Total	 Ea*S	 Life	 + Hr'.'; ,rD
5 Number of FOU Ha rdware Li f
a
cycles
6 Number of ECU Hardwa re Lif t
C"'c l+t






i	 Tv t o l	 Power ,Re^ :tu i red W 312141
2 T o t a l	 V of ta ,ae R e%ui red (V) 12.8.8
r 3, Re ui red FCU Life	 (Hr)^ 1^	 1R+
r 4 Re%ui red ECU Life 	 (-Hr) 45S44	 !.
v
















i EOL Mi nimum Power	 W) 312341
2 EOL Minimum Vol tai* (V) 12 
Z Maximum FCU Life <Hr7 15944
4 Maximum ECU Life	 (Hr)	 '' 45,ISS7 r
5 Maximum Puma ,
 Lift	 e H r) 6 2:3 9
6
	 Number•	 r_. f	 ES:_,	 S ides 5 G
r Number of ESS Channelsl_ 72
---------------------------------
FUEL CELL UNIT
	 ',URN T I T I E
1 Totat Number of FCC 662
R 7Z, ^	 ff2 Total Parallel FCC
Tot a l	 S ► r• ies FCU Q:,
4 Number of	 Fr Stack z. 144




FUEL CELL UNIT PERFORMANCE
u FFIF'HMETEF:'=
i	 EOL	 thin.	 Dark Period Power 47-154 
;W{
' 2	 EQLMin.	 Dark, Perin d	 Vol t. -a A. 0t -►1	 '^	 , ^.^ 14'1!1 ) .
`dive Cell Area (cm7j 2:3
4 EOL Dark Period Curre n t 144.92'
Y	 A
5 EOL Li ght	 Period CUr• rent ^ W





s LEO 250KW H202
.,.w„r
	 k,.%	





i Total Numb* r of ECU ^ 13k
2 Total	 Fay ra11*1	 ECU
E 3 Total	 afri ts FC^,^ .}
4 Numb* r of EC Stacks 44Z'r






i EOM	 Max	 t. i vh t R* r i od Pow4 r
2 EclL	 Max	 Li	 ht	 P a r• i,^,2	 tip ,:,I t .s	 e
( 3 Rctive i;e11	 Hr-p a	 (cm3), ;;21.^
4 EOL Dario, Period Cur ren t ^.
5 EOL L iht F*r iod Current x2.9;+
OAr•I_	 ty	 ( Pla/cm
ESS TNERMRL PARHMETEF;^
1 FCC Rve ra94 Oper•. tin	 Pr*__tier
Fj Lr Peer aie Oiler„t i r•o? :3 5
TemPer'3 rure 	 (Dei-K)_
ECU Avera g e O :satin •- Pre—s—sut• i	 124 E,,a
r	
,f
4 ECJJ	 Av e r:5`a & Or- i- r" a t irrm 1,5c 7 C^rVITem psrB S, 1r'_-	 ( Deg 3-0
5 M,B'.; ifoUtit	 Cl ark 	 P e r i D 1	 H►;at _L.	 3J jtn^,r_',; ►': ^^^G►^
14
^^^v^ ^r fS
°Y :,p rJaXifl)Urii	 L1 s Kt	 h'l„riod	 He Bt	 Lc^-t:d
R




i,^,.Nn. ^^^"'•-<•L"+M+'..,,^'rM+""y ..4	 ,  . ~. Wit'. di'.SS.'mf	 L, " w.. ..	 r..r.
TOTAL, E E PARAMETERS
1 Nat x-Hukrr Et i ici*ncY , #k^tk^ «
r
4
q	 ., omC Facts
Stor:a * Tam p*raturt (Dal-Y) E ►
4 Ha' :'torav# Prcriura (99/cmZ
t.
h H2 S tOrat W*iih	 (Ki) 11?'"
7 H2 Stora ge Tank, Woi pht tKA) 43.S37 ^.
E 02 Stora g e Pressur e (Ki/ mZ) 14^:^'
g
J
L12	 ; tc1 ral .?	 W 's-iv1lt	 KK-7) 1216	 :3
11	 02	 Stor;a-m e	 Tank Woisht	 (K,) 55.0..x,
.',E H2O Stor a g e Prozsuro?	 ^Ki.e cm2) 1	 :3:3. 5 7  ,
13 H2O S tora g e  Vo l um* C dm4 ? 1
14 H20	 St or.a	 o	 Wo iih t -t`Ki> 1 19. 69 r
i	 15 H2O $tora g e Tani; blRi ght	 rKi.2 1.141:-+ t yg
x	 Ear° INTERFR ' i:E PARAMETERS '{
v r' 	 ti.A	 1	 Ma x,	 Solar hlrr a >o Poiw 'r'	 W 5h4v2^# ^.
r
+	 2 Max $olar Fier a*v Vol t,y•ae1 )'v . ,,	 21 rlr a Q..7
+
`	 a	 M a ^t
	
Sola r 	 R r r,a-	 We i-:0-it	 ( K ,.m) 11579
^t
T-	 Plax	 Thv%rural	 Ccint rol 	 +J,_m i i-h t f.'a?=












3 FCC Stack (FIVI)
4 EC Stack -,AV,*)
5 Cha r•vtr ^Pa
b Pow* r Mod u l
7 Rnci l l iar EA F-mtrot








-- - -- --- - ---_--
C+IMEMSION$ (Om)
1 FCU (Fict ivo Fire. *., (LxW) '30.4?3	 .- 	 7 .6
ECU (Ac t i vt Pre;) (L W) 30 . 4 3 x 7 . 62a
FC Stack 4Max) W	 . :361. . S3 •
4 EC Stack (Max) (LxWxH) U S' x,	 17.7$$ x	 41-23
5 Charitr r P (LxW H) 61 50 X	 2r~ 9ro Ik	 16.50
., E, Fow*r Modul e. ^LxWxH) 710.07 x 268 62 x	 67.65
r Fin aiIIiar	 EAU iPtAtrtt (Dia L) 109.93 x 7,55. 1




VOLUMESES ^ ctoZ )








:4 EC Stack rr t'r ^^^
. Ch a r-a A r	 F.;r 1 ._e 1 r_,4
r. P owe r T'I odu lr_
7 Pric illi,3ry Exui F°ment 7. 3. 7. 110 0
q _ E14	
^w,
'+ 1l^ i.w 1 .	 I nterfaces ) : 	 . ~7J1 5 ..Z ^^`^1yf..r
k	 `














Pow* r Mo d u 1 * Axz* mLo l 22 . 1:1
4	 j;nc 1 l 1 i arY E- xA PrAtn
E	 pub	 t.r r	 Na;	 mb 1
..! 12 F
6 Mccop tan ►c* 1 Surfac* Tranz port x.611




span # Transport 4G 29,8 rt
a $' pact otp l oymont ;I Choc kou`t 2E
OPERATIONS f.^ MtnINTENHNCE 31^ , 4 ►3ti
1	 $pai its Production 21 E r 79
2 Craw Trainin g
.24r
Z Labor 1.. 51
4 $race Transport
i
ESS LIFE CYCLE COST 520. 749
i NT,ERFP :tE	 COST'
Solar Rrra>ei S 613
t 2 Tharmal	 Control 1324
?,	 Pokoo r	 C	 nd i t i +gin i n ,v ^. 5171









uEO	 25KW ESS	 H2O'^
MISSION  PPRAMET'EP
i Total Nurob*r of ESE 439,5E
E Maximum Dark Pitriod (Hr) 1.181
Z Minimum Livht Ptriod (Hr) 2 22x726
4 Total ESS Lift ^Hr)
Numbor of Frig Ha rdwa r* Lift 1
6 Numbor of	 Er:U, Hardwar* Lift 1
e
cyclo






1 Total Pow*r Ronuirod ^W 312 14 	 j








4 Rtiuirod ECU Li ft (Hr)












I EOL Min i mum Pow*r N) 31417
2 EOL Minimum Vol tave (0 lz:^ . fs-4
3 Maximum FCU Life	 <Hr) 4174 . 8;
4 Maximum ECU Lif*	 (Hr) 16795
5 Maximum Pump Li f*	 ^Hr) 10519
6 Number of ESS Sides 5 ^'
7 Number of ESS Channels 2




I Total Number of FCU 1 hE
2 Total	 Parallel	 FCU 2
Z Total Series FCU 83
4 Number of FC St acks 4
5 Number of
	




FUEL CELL UNIT PEPFORMF4NCE
PARRMETERS




2 EOL Min.	 Dark Period Voltaie
el v
3, Fic t ive	 Ce 'll	 Area	 (cm:,,)
4 EOL Dark Period Currvnt 521,7
Densit y 	<Ma/cm)
5 EOL Li •m.ht	 Period	 Current
Densit y	(Ma,-,'cm)
ORIGINAL PAGE LE-"
GEO 25KW N202 OF POOR QUALITY










1	 Total	 'NL4fi)b* t•	of	 ECU 34
2 T otal Rarallol ECU 1
3 Total Sarios FCU 34
N ombor o	 S t a cks
i







1 E0.L	 Max,,	 Li Aaht	 Period Powiar
bJ^
EOL M ax.	 L1 m.ht
	




3 Relive C* 1 1 Rraa (CM3) `
Pt 4 EOL
	
Clark Feriiad Currehi 2.
I Densit y (Ma ,,cm
5 EOL Licht	 Period	 c'u r r'en t 144,4
Densit y
 ( M a/cm
--------------------- 7 -----------	 ---------------------------
 
ESS THERMAL PARR'IETERS.
°. 3 FC'U	 Avera-m.e Dr-at ins	 P t-e zzur:• iS'
'h,af,^ nt
2 FCC Fivr.-ra qe O p	 ra t i t1-i, :3
T	 ni p - ra t^.^+-^	 (De i -K)
Z ECU Av* ra	 a Or' o.' r a t	 ns P re'sA- a re 1, 124e. 
4 ECU Hve ra y? O p erat i mm 17 5r
Tem p erat ure (Doi-k)
^- i IIIU'nl	 Dark, 	Period	 Hea t 	 L ip ad :':.^'.^^_^ ►:1
Pa	 lhll^t>l	 L1	 }lt	 Period	 He at 	Load 717
iM! (W)
` ,r Max i w. nt CM L 1 a H e at	 Load (W)
'
#	 '.







1	 Watt-Hour Ef f icitncs, .409P.,
z DoD Factor .t3
^t^ara^,^	 T^rmF• er• at^rr^
	
{Cir.•^-^, .^^^
4 H2` Stora g e Prozzure	 (Kv/cm ) 28. 1'
5 H2 Sto rage 'vo lume	 (cm3) 12,3 0
H2 Stora3** Tank W*iiht (Ki) 9052,
o	 +?L e
	 Pres su r e	 q	 )^^	 t	 ra	 F i_	 ^ z 	 r; F	 ^`^:nt: l4.t.1 ►:
9 02 Slot-ale Volume CCmtiY^ 6Y7 7PD
10 02 Stora g e Weieht
	 (Kq)
11	 02 Sto ra g e	 Tan k- Wci•aht	 tif •0 iPo, 9?4
^t




1 Z H2O Stora g e Volume	 (crti	 ^ 2 794 a
14 H20 St ora ge Wei g h t	 0`00 11 . 794
r	 15 H20 Stora g e Tank Wei-imht
	 <Kq ) 6% 3,
' EEa INTERFR E PPRRMET_R>
1	 Magic	 Solar-	 tirra,-	 FOwar• 	(W) 4"26,2
2	 Ma,,	 Solar	 Mrr•^^^	 ti^'^^Ita^?.e	 i4'?.. 1^^, ►_+ _
% Max Solar Rrra,,, W ► i •1ht
	 M-0 =
4 Max Thermal	 C yin t ru 1	 Wei g ht 0)`**





..	 ._ .	 _ ...	 _	 ., .	 ,z	 ..	 x	 `.. a _,	 ^'"^.'. __
	 '	 ___.







I Fi ll .5005
? ECU x 500
S FC Stick ( Rvv) 2'5
4 EC Stack (Pvi) 20186
It 6 Power
	
titodv 1 e 77.492 
rincill	 ar y 	S-ltui p m*rat .5,_^	 41
' 1-^ EIS	 ( in +,1	 Interface	 .) 44r,
i ------- ------------------- ------ ----------- ---------------------
Ci I Pt E fa ^ I ^ ^^ ^	 ^_ nt ^
1 FCU	 4Act ii e	 Hrea) cL W :0.4* x
:: ECU	 (Mctitip+ •:	 Fire,_) <LxW^+ 3k1.4$	 Ix^	 c+',
4 EC Stack	 Flax t LxWxH) Z6.8S x	 17.78 	 41.2? 1
j
P O W * r ft. ^.^ 1 4 L x Wx H r # 9Z x	 26	 t	 t+ 1
+
r r ttiai 1 1 i a r	 E•1tuiPrnent (Di3xL l 1:3.3.51	 x	 44.1 2
IL
_, Ems~ , CLx, C^ti ? 74. 9- v	 45F, 0.l	 ^^8,	 E.
' a ------------ ------------------- ------------------
I F Li U 4` 0
	 !f,,.:,4 
C ha ff 421:1
2 C?91.
Y P z-n.jer	 Mod ule 1 0 E. 41.00
d' 4
? 1^ r1 L. i 1 : 1 y ^'	 E '3 ^.1 ? F Rt	 ?^ t h 1 7 ►. 0 0
^
nc	 Inta r4 7'^}"_
Ay
4 _:
a v —ter. a.
E-b9. .
	





	 ..	 ...	 ..	 ......	 ..	 ...	 •	 x y	 .;.,at
	 ....,x^.+,_	 a, ._..
	 s	 ... .. ._k.re^ai3d ,.




.	 ,	 .ti :.-	 '^	 x.	 .4c ii`x
i^t





1	 FD Sta c P 1.35:
K 2 EC S tack t7
y Power Module hzzerobly L^94
4 tinci l l iar- E,% i pment
.152
5 Subsy stem Assembl y 1.401







g S p ace Trans port 10	 9 0:3. ^
I





MAINTENANCE , e^i0 {i
I Spares Production 0.000
L Crew Traini n-a 0 ,000
3 Labor .500 ^
yy
4	 S p ace 'T ran_•F o ►• t 0 , k+h ►:+




1 Solar Arra y 19.,550
Thermal Control 6.41'
^- Power Conditionin g 1.042
+
TOTAL LIFE CYCLS COST `.0. =- =+fit
it
Z ,
r[
4 E-70 1
f
GEO 25MI H202
